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PREFACE

The Italian communications sector regulator AGCom’s market study (Interim Report on parcel delivery services, i.e. proceeding 212/20/CONS, July 2020) raises many important questions on market definition, operators’ positioning within segments, industry business models and postal policy.
AGCom is a thought leader in the European regulatory conversation on the functioning of parcel delivery markets, on new e-commerce delivery business models (including vertical integration strategies). While highlighting an important area of business such as parcel delivery services is commendable, the questions AGCom raises are relevant beyond the “addetti ai lavori” / postal insiders, as the
functioning of these markets is an important part of the economy and an input to the process of digital transformation in retail. Any malfunctioning of market forces and regulatory failures can compromise an important channel of commerce and growth (in Italy as elsewhere) while consistent, evidence-based policies can help safeguard against proven market failures.
This study provides observations for AGCom’s consideration in its work to update and complete its
interim decision; AGCom’s interim decision is based on provisional analyses that do not report details on some key calculation methods and evidence. We believe it will be valuable for AGCom to
consider further what empirical evidence can prove or disprove its interim findings on the boundaries of the many relevant product markets it has provisionally identified. Such an assessment – together with the appraisal of the competitive forces at play in the supply of and demand for parcel
delivery forces – is critical for the potential following stage of finding of significant market power
(SMP). For example, while the interim decision finds Amazon to hold allegedly SMP within the alleged sub-market for “domestic B2C e-commerce deferred parcel delivery services”, according to
AGCom this business area represents a very small percentage of the wider set of delivery services
within which many providers are active.
Both the AGCom interim decision and the latest policy position papers from the European Regulators Group for Postal Services (ERGP) identify developments in retail (specifically e-commerce)
business as relevant drivers for considering legislative reform. Such a reform could rebuild and reinvent the postal regulatory framework by adding new, yet to be defined, powers to impose obligations on suppliers of parcel delivery services and redefining and broadening the classification of the
business activities that count as a “postal service”. After three waves of EU Postal Services Directive
(1997, 2002, 2008), this would radically shift the direction of EU postal policy. Thus, a key question
to consider is: are there any market failures in parcel delivery and, if so, what rules could be specifically suited to address those in an effective and proportionate way?
AGCom and ERGP consider platformisation and vertical integration as evidence supportive of a
case for regulatory or legislative intervention. The AGCom interim decision considers that competition problems in the functioning of retail markets can spill-over and harm the functioning of delivery markets. It considers vertical integration as evidence of competition limitations such as SMP
and a conduit for harmful practices. Emerging postal policy positions and regulation appear to be
informed by perceptions on the functioning of retail markets, as well as on the economic effects of
vertical integration as a business strategy. Both are relatively novel elements in the postal regulatory
debate and worth of careful consideration against relevant economic theory and the available empirical evidence. In light of the above background, our study is composed of the following parts.
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Chapter 1 provides a primer on retail market functioning. We appraise how digital transformation
is empowering the retail experience for consumers and merchants, both of which interact across
multiple sales paths / omnichannel consumer journeys. We provide key statistics on retail
competition, explaining why retail markets carry no risk of tipping into uncontestable gatekeeping
positions, given competition with low switching barriers, multi-homing and product differentiation.
Chapter 2 focuses on postal markets definitions, both (i) postal activities definitions and (ii) the
definition of relevant product markets – in competition economics a necessary evidence-based prerequisite for the finding of possible dominance/SMP and the imposition of any SMP-based regulatory obligations (which is not currently established in the legal framework on postal services). We
consider whether e-commerce delivery creates a need for more regulation, as well as the link between postal policy design and an evidence-based market definition framework. We analyse in detail the evidence provided by the AGCom interim decision, as well as other publicly available
sources and a novel survey of 1000 Italian consumers. We stress-test AGCom’s interim finding of
multiple, separate, narrow relevant markets as the only plausible interpretation of this evidence and
question the cumulative set of assumptions that the AGCom interim decision is relying on. We test
an alternative interpretation of the evidence leading to a broader relevant product market(s) with
no SMP players.
Chapter 3 summarises the literature on the economic rationale for vertical integration. We assess
the relevance of the multiple benefits and efficiency channels associated with vertical integration to
the specific industrial context of the retail distribution value chain and its different forms and degrees of vertical integration. We consider the channels by which a continuum of vertical integration
strategies can unlock efficiencies and create consumer value. We then focus on integrated retailers’
role in the value chain and efficient procurement from a competitive and efficient delivery sector.
We stress-test the view stated in the AGCom’s interim decision of vertical integration as a factor undermining competition, while identifying key pro-competitive effects of bargaining for delivery services, including in a business context where postal and delivery suppliers have traditionally embraced pricing strategies involving price discrimination such as volume discounts.
Chapter 4 concludes by providing considerations relevant for the debate on future postal policy,
based on the conceptual and factual evidence analysed in the study.

A brief note on consultancy research: As is standard in our field of professional services, research
is designed so that (i) the client chooses the research question; (ii) we analyse and address the
question to the best of our knowledge; (iii) findings and conclusions are our own. Professional services independence is ensured via a diversified portfolio of business, spanning across public sector
and private clients across industries. For further information, see www.copenhageneconomics.com. We remain available for and appreciate any questions or comments.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the summer of 2020, the Italian postal sector regulator AGCom published an interim decision
finding Amazon Italia Transport (AIT) to hold allegedly significant market power (SMP) in a relevant market defined as “domestic B2C deferred e-commerce parcel delivery services”.1 AGCom’s interim finding of SMP is based on four alleged factors: i) Amazon’s presumed market share in the defined relevant market, which is a minor subset of all delivery services, ii) Amazon’s vertically integrated business model, iii) Amazon’s bargaining power vis-à-vis delivery service providers, and iv)
the role of specific investments as entry barriers. 2
The AGCom interim decision, as well as the latest policy position papers from the European Regulators Group for Postal Services (ERGP) trigger several questions relevant both to the future development of EU level postal policy and to regulatory outcomes in Italy:
• What competitive forces, and thus what relevant market boundaries, exist for parcel delivery
services in Italy?
• What evidence can conclusively prove/disprove that a company holds SMP therein?
• What is the role of vertical integration and buyer power in the delivery value chain and what
impact does it have on competition and consumers?
• Does the growth in e-commerce delivery, “platformisation” and the success of vertically integrated players justify – as suggested by regulators – expansion of the current postal regulatory
framework to impose regulatory obligations on parcel delivery, including on new types of business models?
This study provides observations for consideration by AGCom and other policymakers in evaluating
the effect on parcel delivery activities of vertically integrated players and in relation to the ongoing
evaluation of the European Postal Services Directive (PSD). Our main findings are as follows:
1. The dynamic parcel delivery sector makes market definition challenging, as historic assumptions and simplifications may not hold.
2. Empirical evidence, a necessary component of defining the relevant market, indicates broad
relevant market(s) for parcel delivery in Italy.
3. The preliminary assessment in AGCom’s interim decision contains multiple gaps, making it unable to establish a finding that Amazon holds SMP.
4. Vertical integration in retail distribution value chain creates efficiencies and consumer benefits.
5. New or expanded ex-ante parcel delivery services regulation would lead to regulatory failure,
e.g. by putting benefits created by vertical integration at risk. Existing postal regulation already
safeguards against past identified market failures such as under-provisioning, via the universal
service mandate.

The dynamic parcel delivery sector makes market definition
challenging: historic assumptions and simplifications may not hold
Investigating competitive constraints and the potential existence of SMP first requires delineation
of relevant markets. The delineation of relevant markets should be an empirical exercise, especially

1
2

AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §149.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §104 on specific investments to supply B2C delivery.
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in areas of the economy where demand- and the supply-side dynamism is well established. Although case law precedents can serve as a reference when defining relevant markets, in this dynamic
sector reliance on case law is insufficient. Parcel delivery service providers constantly seek new ways
to expand their businesses and serve their customers, while customers’ demand for delivery is
evolving over time. Both these supply-side and demand-side trends warrant factual investigation.
The need for empirical analysis is also acknowledged in theory in AGCom’s interim decision, stating
that the definition of the relevant market requires an analysis of the conditions of demand- and supply-side substitutability through the hypothetical monopolist test, the so called “SSNIP test”.3
In addition to making case law and application practice less appropriate for market conditions, the
constant evolution of consumer preferences, services and business models creates additional challenges for competition authorities and regulators attempting to define relevant markets for parcel
delivery. Examples of such challenges include:
• The definition of what constitutes B2B and B2C delivery;
• The operational distinction between deliveries for e-commerce and other delivery uses;
• The stable definition of what constitutes express and deferred delivery; and
• The definition of delivery time on a like-for-like basis across business models.

Empirical evidence indicates broad relevant markets for parcel delivery
Empirical evidence points to broad relevant markets for parcel delivery in Italy. In particular, there
are strong indications that (i) a single broader B2X segment exists, rather than separate markets for
B2B and B2C delivery) and (ii) a segmentation based on speed of delivery does not work. Furthermore, there could likely be an even broader parcel delivery market, given
• Indirect demand constraints from cross-border e-commerce and in-store pickup or sale;
• Consumer choice with respect to C2X services; and
• Low switching costs in relation to the provision of B2X and C2X parcel delivery services (thus:
X2X competition).
Evidence that the relevant market comprises at least both B2B and B2C delivery includes the following factors:
• Delivery operators do not advertise separate B2B/B2C products, rather services are distinguished based on size, speed, volume, weight, existence of value-added features etc.
• Product characteristics and delivery requirements (e.g. track & trace, delivery time windows,
delivery points) are very similar for delivery to businesses and private users
• Price differences are not linked to the identity of the recipient
• The recipients (businesses and private users) switch between different delivery features typically considered B2B or B2C
• Traditional B2B operators have in the past expanded to provide delivery to private consumers
and most parcel delivery providers deliver to both businesses and private consumers – no additional investments needed that would be an insurmountable barrier (as also found by the European Commission in its FedEx/TNT decision)4
• Existing delivery networks can deliver to businesses and consumers because they use the same
resources (delivery vans, sorting machines, manpower)

3
4

AGCom, Delibera n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §91.
Case M7630, §1323 and footnotes.
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•

•

Similar costs and requirements for delivery to businesses and private consumers implies that
delivery operators can easily react to changes in relative prices because they already have a network capable of delivering to different types of recipients
A strict separation between business vs residential (consumer) locations is not relevant in the
intertwined urban fabric of e.g. Italian cities, well known for their mixture of residential and
business premises.5

Empirical evidence from Italy indicates that deferred and express parcel delivery services belong to
the same relevant market. In particular, we observe that:
• Different delivery speed preferences by recipients / consumers (and thus also senders / merchants) depend on the specific product and the situation, with no firm distinction at the 48h
mark, the boundary assumed in the AGCom interim decision to separate deferred vs express;
• Delineation based on service price can be hampered by the non-linear relationship between delivery prices (charged to merchants) vs the “delivery price” billed by merchants to consumers;
• Entry barriers towards providing deferred services are low and successfully overcome in practice for any operator providing a faster service – indeed most provide also slower deliveries;
• Thus, a SSNIP test is likely to find high responsiveness by suppliers and broad market boundaries, as operators already have a network capable of delivering both faster and slower services
Last, but not least, a key gap in AGCom’s interim decision is the lack of analysis of what in competition economics and telecoms regulation is known as indirect demand constraints. E-shoppers’ substitution to cross-border e-commerce or to other retail channels (sales in store or e-commerce products picked up in store) likely exerts significant competitive constraints on providers of domestic
parcel delivery services. If they set domestic delivery prices too high, they risk demand for domestic
e-commerce items to divert away. A regulatory definition of parcel delivery markets cannot ignore
this effect, which has long been acknowledged in other markets such as telecoms as a factor curtailing the case for regulation. Including this factor should lead AGCom to find either broader relevant
product markets and/or reduced market power by any supplier of domestic delivery services.

AGCom’s preliminary analysis cannot establish that Amazon holds SMP
AGCom's interim assessment contains several gaps, which makes it unable to allege robustly that
Amazon holds SMP. We make five observations regarding the interim decision argumentation
linked to the functioning of competition and market power, which demonstrate that additional evidence is needed to conclude on whether Amazon may hold SMP.
Limited transparency on the actual calculation of market shares, of parcels delivered
by local authorised operators and of the treatment of captive sales volumes. AGCom’s
preliminary market shares assessment does not provide much detail on its calculation steps on the
relevant markets identified, on its inclusion of Amazon and different market players in the relevant
market segments identified and assumptions on allocation of revenues to deferred vs express delivery services. Amazon uses a number of last mile delivery options, including national postal service,
express carriers, and local delivery firms (also known as delivery service partners/providers i.e.
DSPs). The Italian ministerial register of authorised operators includes over 3,000 firms including
many local firms providing delivery services to customers like Amazon, GLS or others. Yet AGCom
5

Consumers confirm this view. We surveyed a representative sample of Italian e-shoppers (n=1000). The average consumer
reports over 4 different operators (on top of Poste Italiane) serving their home address / local area, including many delivery
brands historically associated with B2B. Furthermore, 93% of consumers stated that they live in areas where there are commercial activities such as shops and offices.
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assumes that DSPs are part of a unitary network under the direction of a firm such as Amazon or
GLS and AGCom seemingly assigns no market share to DSPs. Three Italian Administrative Supreme
Court decisions (GLS cases) have recently quashed AGCom’s assumption to focus its assessment
(responsibility; data reporting) to “the firm at the top” of the alleged unitary network. It follows that
AGCom should consider reassigning to the DSPs the market shares initially assigned to operators
such as Amazon or GLS (turning the latter shares to 0%) – or demonstrate why, given the outcome
of the Supreme Court cases, this approach may not be relevant.
With respect to captive sales, it is not transparent how AGCom has treated the AIT parcel delivery
services which are used by Amazon, ultimately to ship its own retailed products. Based on the information available in the interim decision, it seems that AGCom’s interim analysis has so far chosen
to include and count these volumes (captive sales6) as part of the market for delivery services and a
component of Amazon’s market share. This unjustified assumption has a major impact on market
share calculations, since a significant part of AIT-handled parcels carry Amazon own retailed goods,
with the rest being 3rd party merchant items using the service “Fulfilment By Amazon” (FBA). As
seen in literature and case law, the presumption for competition authorities is not to include this
type of captive sales when estimating relevant market size and shares – because captive sales are
not offered to third parties and do not, therefore, constitute a competitive constraint on the market
itself. This holds also for Amazon, which has no spare AIT delivery capacity (i.e. AIT-procured services): Amazon avails itself of delivery operators like Poste Italiane (among others) even to ship
some own retailed goods.
Sensitivity tests on market shares estimates consistently point to lower Amazon market shares, significantly below SMP/dominance thresholds. We have performed a series of
sensitivity tests to check whether AGCom interim decision finding of a significant Amazon market
share holds when key AGCom assumptions are revised. We find that - irrespective of the approach
applied - the market share assigned to Amazon would be significantly lower compared to AGCom’s
calculations. Applying AGCom’s market definition of a “deferred B2C e-commerce parcel delivery
market in Italy”, we find Amazon’s market share to be less than 30%, which is significantly below
AGCom’s calculations and below the European Commission threshold for an automatic presumption of dominance. Based on AGCom’s own statistics and considering that the relevant market is
likely broader than deferred B2C, Amazon’s market share could be 5% (an upper bound not taking
into account the possibility that the relevant market might even be broader than national). In other
words, if any of the assumptions underpinning AGCom’s market definition do not hold, the Amazon
market share falls. If multiple assumptions do not hold, the Amazon share falls even further.
Amazon’s vertical integration is not a factor supporting SMP. AGCom refers to vertical
integration as an element supporting Amazon’s SMP within the relevant market identified,7 overlooking four key factors demonstrating that Amazon’s vertical integration does not create an SMP:
1.

6
7

As the retail sector is large and dynamic (large set of differentiated products; low switching
costs; multi-homing consumers and merchants), this reduces the risk that any single retailer
(vertically integrated or not; platform or not) can be considered dominant, an essential facility,
or an unavoidable trading partner. Thus, no basis exists for AGCom’s possible view that perceived competition bottlenecks in the retail layer are spilling over into the delivery layer.

Strictly speaking, these are captive re-sales, as AIT procures from DSPs and in this case re-sells delivery to Amazon group.
AGCOMAGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, §§ 137-140.
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2.

3.

4.

Even if there was a proven competitive bottleneck in retail, e.g. a dominant online retailer or a
dominant brick & mortar supermarket, presumably this would be dominant (once proven) first
and foremost vis-à-vis consumers (i.e. the consumers’ spend / attention).8 Delivery operators
are not customers of retailers but supply inputs to Amazon and its competitors. Thus, competition concerns arisen in vertically integrated industries such as energy and telecoms in the past
decades (e.g. refusals to supply non-replicable inputs, or too high input prices relative to downstream prices – margin squeezing) are not directly relevant given the value chain in this case.
Even an integrated retailer offering delivery services to marketplace merchants in competition
with other delivery operators will have strong incentives not to foreclose efficient delivery service providers. This is because the provision of competitive delivery services exercises a positive
effect on the overall shopping experience, thereby increasing the demand for online retail.
For postal/delivery services, the regulatory tools should ensure efficiency within the postal sector, i.e. avoid that the delivery sector becomes a bottleneck for the rest of the economy that uses
postal/delivery services. The effects of Amazon as a large buyer of postal/delivery services and
the role of independent DSPs as agile entrants providing last mile delivery in competition with
existing delivery operators are therefore prima facie aligned with the aims of postal sector regulation: pushing down prices and ensuring high quality of service. Besides Amazon strives to
promote entrepreneurship (DSP support programmes) to increase the amount of delivery capacity that they can make available. The combination of Amazon and DSPs is not a problem,
rather it is a market-driven solution to textbook regulatory economics problems.

Amazon’s bargaining power is pro-competitive and does not contribute to SMP.
AGCom's interim decision does not acknowledge the pro-competitive effects of bargaining power,
instead using it as an argument against Amazon, stating that Amazon is able to transfer market
power in the market for online sales platforms to the delivery market, thereby exercising significant
countervailing buying power over its competitors.9 Amazon’s, negotiation of favourable conditions
with delivery providers (e.g. based on large purchases) is neither surprising nor problematic. In
fact, policymakers accept that suppliers apply discounting practices even in bulk letter mail delivery, where supply is much more concentrated than for parcel delivery. Moreover, volume and revenue impacts on traditional parcel delivery suppliers caused by the existence of consolidators (e.g.
Amazon consolidating volumes from third party sellers) are not consistent with these delivery operators being driven out of the market – in fact, those firms continue to serve a large set of merchants,
both directly and also through Amazon.
We also note that AGCom, in its role as postal sector regulator, has the task of monitoring postal
and delivery markets and should thus favour low price outcomes. Amazon shares results of its bargaining efforts with merchants selling on its marketplace, so that they can access delivery prices
lower than they could obtain if procuring individually. Furthermore, the vibrant competition in retail promotes pass-through of benefits to end users i.e. shoppers. Thus, the concept of buyer power
pressuring prices down and even what AGCom refers to as “margin compression” in the delivery
sector should be framed as a positive outcome. Besides, even alongside a possible decrease in margin for delivery operators, the e-commerce growth is increasing volumes for delivery activities,
which is favourable to suppliers. In conclusion, bargaining power is neither evidence of market
power nor a reason to introduce ex-ante obligations.

8
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Monopsony or dominance with respect to suppliers is a different situation and its analysis requires e.g. an assessment of
options available to suppliers – this does not appear to be the analysis and evidence provided by authorities.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §147.
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Low entry barriers are inconsistent with any firm’s SMP in the delivery sector. AGCom
acknowledges that barriers to entry (technical as well as regulatory) are absent for the provision of
parcel delivery services in Italy10 and confirms this with the growing number of new delivery operators in Italy in recent years. 11 This conclusion has strong implication for both the definition of the
market and market power. Low or absent barriers to entry in the Italian parcel delivery segment
and the continuous (threat of) entry of new delivery providers mean that any operators (old or new,
large or small, international, national or local) cannot behave independently of competition and
consequently cannot hold SMP (whether in the so-called deferred segment, or in express, or in 2B,
or in 2C, or in B2X or C2X).

Vertical integration in the retail distribution value chain creates
efficiencies and consumer value
To optimise their businesses and reduce the inefficiencies resulting from imperfect contracts, retailers often apply various forms of vertical integration12 throughout the retail distribution supply
chain. This is also the case for online retailers which rely heavily on the provision of reliable, fast
and convenient delivery services to generate high consumer value.
Efficiencies in delivery can effectively be obtained with the process of investment in own skills, organisational routines, IT or equipment/machinery to perform smart purchasing of third-party services. This is the case for large retailers with economies of scale in purchasing and especially for
providers of marketplace services which function as aggregators of multiple (sometimes small)
sellers. The competitive pressure in intermediation and distribution services available to merchants
ensures that cost savings from smart procurement of delivery are passed on to merchants, while the
competitive pressure in retail ensures that cost savings are passed onto the final retail consumers.13
Economic theory identifies four types of clear efficiencies relevant to the interpretation of the economic effects of Amazon (and other firms’) use of vertical integration strategies, both existing and
future developments and investments:
• Vertical integration allows retailers to ensure quality standards in product delivery to its customers, since there can be a risk of underinvestment when a value chain is fragmented with
firms focused only on one layer of the value chain.
• Vertical integration mitigates the frictions (transaction costs) between the many steps of the
value chain. In doing so it unlocks coordination gains, e.g. in more and more complex logistic
networks.
• Vertical integration releases economies of scope, i.e. synergies, through use of the shared inputs across the value chain and reduction of redundant processes. .
• Vertical integration exploits firm-specific capabilities which are not easily transferable, such as
resources, firm culture, skills or routines.

10
11
12

13

In the domestic deferred B2C e-commerce parcel delivery market, as defined by AGCOM.
AGCOM, Delibera 212/20/CONS, §146.
Vertical integration can either happen though common ownership and control (full integration) or through relationship
specific investments and contract relations. Different forms of vertical integration will be optimal in different situations.
A recent meta-study conducted to evaluate the effects of the Interchange Fee Regulation (which reduced the fees paid by
merchants on card payments) estimated a pass-on rate in cost savings from merchants to consumers in European retail
sector of around 70 percent. Source: EY and Copenhagen Economics (2020), Study on the application of the interchange fee
regulation, study commissioned by the European Commission, DGCOMP
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New or expanded ex-ante regulation of parcel delivery services risks
leading to regulatory failure
In connection to the ongoing evaluation of the PSD, the ERGP's latest policy position papers suggest
revising postal service and postal item definitions, also considering the relevance of the EU Digital
Markets Act (DMA) proposals – including a potential widening of the postal sector by classifying eretailers as postal services providers. The ERGP work programme on e-commerce stresses that the
future PSD should take into account the implications of vertical integration in e-commerce and distribution, where (according to the ERGP) vertical integration may yield i) a competitive advantage
on the supply side and, ii) distortive countervailing buying power viz. delivery service providers on
the demand side.
Based on the analysis in this report, we conclude that:
• New market trends do not change the fundamental trade-offs of postal policy regulation;
• Any additional regulation must be justified by empirical evidence of clearly identified market
failures, to avoid regulatory failure;
• Vertical integration in e-commerce and distribution does not create a clearly identified market
failure warranting additional regulation; and
• The DMA proposals should not affect the scope and focus of postal regulation.
A retail firm’s endeavour to vertically integrate (including through partnerships and synergies) and
contest the delivery firms which were (and still are) its suppliers is not a market failure – it is evidence of contestability and competition at play. If policy makers would prevent economic operators
from pursuing business models that promote the development of their value chain (in Amazon's
case: logistics/delivery) and new approaches to procuring delivery inputs, this would reduce consumer welfare.
If new sectoral regulation were to ask or force firms to be satisfied with their suppliers (of postal
and delivery or of any other economic product/service) when possibilities for improvement exist, it
would also be clearly misaligned with the EU postal sector liberalisation and general competition
policy. In fact, absent market failures, competition will ensure that consumers benefit from the efficiency gains created by vertically integrated business models. It would be unfortunate if the evaluation of the PSD were to result in additional regulations that reverse the positive and pro-consumer
effects that have accompanied liberalisation in this sector since 1997.
Finally, some commentators may consider Covid-19 per se a reason to rethink and expand regulation – however, evidence on consumers’ experiences is not consistent with this assumption. In fact,
although Covid-19 promoted new habits, only 13% of surveyed e-shoppers report that their reasons
for shopping online have completely changed due to Covid-19, while for 61% the reasons have remained the same or changed to a small extent. Moreover, 90% of surveyed e-shoppers state that after Covid-19 restriction end, they will continue to consider products on sale both offline and online.
Thus, it is unclear whether new regulation would be needed with a specific Covid-19 justification.
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CHAPTER 1

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION EMPOWERING
THE RETAIL EXPERIENCE FOR CONSUMERS
AND MERCHANTS

Main findings of the chapter:
• The retail sector makes up a significant portion of the European economy and is highly dynamic and
competitive. It consists of many retailers operating and competing through various combinations of
online and physical distribution channels.
• Although physical distribution of goods through brick-and-mortar stores (in combination with distanceselling) has traditionally defined the retail sector, online retailing, such as e-commerce, has experienced significant growth in recent years but is still a small portion of the overall retail segment.
• European policy objectives promote digital transformation and the growth of e-commerce with the
ultimate aim for consumers and firms (merchants; manufacturers) to reap the benefits of an integrated and competitive Single Market, yet e-commerce has not been adopted at the same rate in
many countries, including Italy.
• Online marketplaces provide a range of sales and distribution options for retailers. These online marketplaces and many other traditional and non-traditional retail players in Italy help play a role as a
solution to the underdevelopment of e-commerce.
• Access to multiple retail channels means that consumers can, and do, explore different options to
identify the best product and delivery model to meet their needs. This enables better informed purchasing decisions, ultimately improving consumer welfare. In such a competitive sector, players with
the most innovative solutions win sales from customers which can quickly be lost and won again as
players copy each other and experiment with novel products and services.
• In response to the growing demand for online retail and for fast and convenient delivery of products
bought online, retailers and delivery operators have developed – and are continuously developing various business models to cater for the needs of users and to remain an attractive alternative in the
highly competitive retail sector.
• Consumers consider the entire retail experience (from browsing for an item to final delivery) when deciding where to buy products and services. This experience cannot be separated by walls between
separate stages of the retail value chain (e.g. retail vs logistics) and retail players therefore strive to
excel throughout the entire value chain by vertically integrating or through commercial agreements..
• Due to product differentiation and low switching costs in retail, both sellers and consumers use several
retail channels, including platforms, in parallel. As a result, the sector does not show evidence of winner-takes-all (market tipping) forces, often associated in theory with the existence of platforms, i.e.
competition bottlenecks do not exist.
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Policy-relevant conclusions:
• When analysing the functioning of retail and delivery markets and when defining relevant markets for
the purpose of considering additional regulation and legislation within these sectors, national regulators and EU legislators should take full account of:
- the structure of the retail sector with consumers and retailers using several sales channels in parallel
and switching between these at low or no cost;
- the large benefits delivered by digital transformations to retail consumers and merchants already
under current regulatory obligations.
• When analysing the retail and the delivery sector, policymakers should not assume without evidence
that competitive bottlenecks exist in retail and that these can be leveraged onto the delivery business.

1.1

E-COMMERCE IS A DRIVER FOR THE EU DIGITAL
SINGLE MARKET

In response to the rapidly growing digital global economy, the European Commission outlined in its
Digital Agenda14 in 2010 objectives to enhance digital transformation. E-commerce development
and SME15 digitisation have been a focus in the EU Digital Agenda16, supporting SMEs in accessing a
broader range of customers throughout Europe, rather than only in a radius around a brick and
mortar store. To foster the growth of e-commerce, the European Commission has implemented a
range of initiatives over the past ten years, see Figure 1.

14
15
16

European Commission (2010) A Digital Agenda for Europe, COM(2010)245
Small and medium sized enterprises.
European Commission (2014) Digital Agenda for Europe: The Digital Agenda for Europe will help Europe’s citizens and
businesses to get the most out of digital technologies
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Figure 1
Timeline of EU e-commerce promotion
Commission’s Digital Agenda
for Europe sets target for 50%
of the European population to
be buying online and 33% of
SME’s should be selling online
by 2015, achieved by
implementing the Single Euro
Payment Area (SEPA) to lessen
transaction costs

2010

2012

Commission’s e-commerce
sector inquiry launched to obtain
an overview of prevailing market
trends and gather evidence on
competition barriers linked to the
growth of ecommerce

Modernised EU digital contract
rules proposed in December
2015, under discussion

2015

Commission’s framework for
Digital Single Market for ecommerce outlines the
importance of e-commerce for
the Single Market and
establishes five priorities for
improving European ecommerce

Sources:

Cross-border parcel regulation
introduced to tackle specific
challenges preventing cohesion in
the EU Single Market
New rules to allow the same lower
VAT rates for e-books as their
printed equivalent

Simplified VAT
rules making it
easier to buy
and sell goods
online

End of unjustified geo-blocking

2017

Final report on the e-commerce
sector inquiry

2018

2020

2021

Revised consumer protection
rules

Regulation 2018/644 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 April 2018 on cross-border parcel delivery services; European Commission (2018) Digital Singe Market: Making the most of the digital opportunities in Europe; European Commission (2010) A Digital agenda for Europe, COM(2010)245

Stimulating e-commerce and a Digital Single Market is a political goal with clear seller and consumer benefits. In 2012, the European Commission stated that “More e-commerce will generate
tangible benefits for consumers such as lower prices, more choice and better quality of goods and
services, thanks to cross-border trade and easier comparison of offers”.17 For this reason, the initial
EU Digital Agenda also outlined specific targets that 50% of the European population should be
buying online and 33% of SME’s should be selling online by 2015.18
Two years later, the Commission published an action plan for achieving these targets. 19 The action
plan focused primarily on five objectives, including developing a larger supply of cross border
online services and improving payment and delivery systems. In order to boost cross-border sales,
the Commission acknowledged that it was important to emphasise competition between goods and
services and ensure reliable delivery options for consumers.
The growth in e-commerce since 2012 has delivered the expected seller and consumer benefits. Because of the availability of online retail channels, including store websites, increasing options for
direct-to-consumer selling, and marketplaces such as Amazon, e-Bay, AliExpress, and Etsy, consumers (even those living in peripheral areas)20, are today able to access shops located anywhere.
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18
19

20

European Commission (2012) A coherent framework for building trust in the Digital Single Market for e-commerce and
online services
European Commission (2010) A Digital Agenda for Europe, COM(2010)245
European Commission (2012) A coherent framework for building trust in the Digital Single Market for e-commerce and
online services
Peripheral areas refer to non-urban areas, i.e. suburban or rural areas.
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Likewise, businesses, regardless of their location, can reach a larger pool of customers located outside their local regions (domestically or even globally).21 Marketplaces provide many benefits to retailers beyond expanding their reach, see Box 1. As such, consumers and sellers have access to more
options when buying or selling goods, further allowing consumers to obtain a greater selection,
lower prices, and better-quality goods.
Box 1 Marketplace models provide many benefits for retailers

Traditionally most retailers only sold their products through brick-and-mortar stores. Over the
past couple of decades, technological advances have expanded the opportunities for reaching customers and today effectively all retailers are selling through a combination of online
and offline offerings (often referred to as “omnichannel” sales).
Businesses relying on online selling opportunities also do so in several different ways. Whereas
many retailers have their own websites, others rely on online intermediaries, such as online marketplaces. As of 2019, 1 million businesses throughout the EU were selling goods and services
through intermediaries, such as online marketplaces.
Retailers benefit from selling online because of low barriers to entry, productivity gains, and
positive impacts on innovation and growth. Some examples of benefits for retailers relying on
online intermediaries include:
• Low costs (no need to build own website or open a physical store)
• Wide reach due to high levels of website traffic
• Access to new technologies as marketplaces facilitate innovation spill-overs and offer retailers access to new technologies with limited investment
One important benefit to the marketplace model is that it allows sellers, including large numbers of SMEs, to promote their products alongside products from larger retailers and the marketplace’s own products. In this way, the marketplace model allows for third-party products to
compete directly for consumers, thus fostering retail competition. Examples of marketplaces
servicing Europe include, Amazon Marketplace, Alibaba, eBay, Zalando business, and Google
Express.
Source: Copenhagen Economics (2015) Online intermediaries: impact on the EU economy; Copenhagen Economics (2016) Economic effects of online marketplace bans.
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Copenhagen Economics (2020) The economic opportunity from accessing online selling in the EU’s peripheral areas
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1.2

E-COMMERCE HAS BEEN PICKING UP IN ITALY AS
CONSUMERS AND RETAILERS EMBRACE SELLING
AND SHOPPING ONLINE

In 2019, physical in-store retailing accounted for 92% of Italian retail purchases.22 Although Italy
has been slow to embrace the e-commerce trend (mainly due to cultural norms23 and low internet
penetration and digital performance24), with digitalisation, online retail represents one of the largest
potential growth areas for current brick and mortar retailers which are traditionally focused on
physical in-store sales. In 2019, e-commerce contributed to 21% (EUR18.4 billion) of the country’s
retail value growth, and accounted for 6% of overall retail sales in Italy.25 Whereas almost all large
retailers in Italy offer their products both online and offline today, Amazon distinguishes itself from
many other brands by only selling online. Although online shopping is becoming increasingly popular, sales via Amazon accounted for less than 1% of total retail sales in Italy in 2019 26, see Figure 2.
Figure 2
Italian retail sector by brand, 2019
% of retail turnover

Note:
Source:

22
23

24

25
26

The figure displays brands that have at least 0,5% of the Italian retail sector. Other brands account for
75,5% collectively. Retail turnover is based on sales from retail selling price.
Euromonitor International from official statistics, trade associations, trade press, company research, trade
interviews, trade sources

Euromonitor International. (2020). Retailing in Italy. https://www.euromonitor.com/retailing-in-italy/report
In Italy, shopping remains of social significance in Italian culture. It is often done with friends and/or family members, in
shops and markets, which still take place in most urban centres on specific days of the week. These markets represent an
important meeting opportunity for local Italian communities. In 2017, 34% of Italians said that they prefer to shop in person in order to see the product, loyalty to shops or due to a force of habit. See ECommerce Europe (2019) European Ecommerce Report.
Italy ranked 26th on the European Commission’s Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), which measures digital performance throughout Europe. In addition, in 2019, 85% of Italian households had access to the internet, compared to an average of 90% of households throughout Europe.
Euromonitor International. (2020). Retailing in Italy. https://www.euromonitor.com/retailing-in-italy/report
Focussing on t non-store (online) turnover only, Amazon accounted for 12.1% of the Italian retail sector’s non-store turnover in 2019. eBay was the largest non-store retail brand in Italy in 2019, accounting for 14.7% of the retail sector’s non-store
turnover. See Euromonitor International from official statistics, trade associations, trade press, company research, trade
interviews, trade sources.
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The e-commerce growth potential has been intensified by recent developments, such as rising internet penetration, improvements in delivery and logistics, and, more recently, repercussions of the
COVID-19 pandemic.27 In fact, the latest NetCom study on Italian e-commerce found that e-commerce revenues grew by 6.3% in 2020 compared to 2019.28 The increasing interest in online retail in
Italy is also demonstrated by the rising share of individuals buying goods online.
In 2019 (i.e. prior to the COVID-19 pandemic), 28% of Italians stated that they purchased goods
online in the last three months compared to only 9% in 2010.29 Similarly, the share of Italian businesses with e-commerce sales increased by 12% over the last ten years, four times as much the EU
wide level that increased by approximately 3%.30 Today, 34% of Italian companies, about 1.9 million
businesses, sell online,31 although many sell online in combination with traditional in-store sales.
The availability of e-commerce is valuable for Italian consumers. We have asked a representative
sample of Italian citizens who had shopped online at least once in the last 12 months to report the
average price savings (compared to in-store purchases) experienced when buying online. Across the
sample of Italian consumers surveyed, on average, each consumer gained an annual saving of EUR
322 in 2019 by buying online instead of offline.32 The additional competition that the e-commerce
sales channel (and omnichannel commerce) has already brought to the retail sector is thus delivering large gains in terms of consumer welfare. This is a key economic indicator of the healthy functioning of a market.

1.3

MARKET DYNAMISM, MULTI-HOMING AND PRODUCT
DIFFERENTIATION FUEL COMPETITION IN RETAIL

The retail sector is one of the most important sectors in the European economy in terms of both revenue and employment.33 Italy’s retail sector in particular is the fourth largest retail sector in Europe
with a total annual turnover of 0.3 trillion euros in 2018, roughly 11% of the total retail trade turnover in Europe.34

27

28

29

30

31

32
33

34

In Italy e-commerce sales grew 81% compared to the prior week during the week when regional quarantines began, 24 February 2020 to 1 March 2020. Officially mandated national lockdown began on 9 March 2020. See Nielsen (2020)
Coronavirus continuano a crescere gli acquisti nella GDO.
ItaliaOnline (2020) Impatto e-commerce sull'economia italiana: i dati Netcomm-Ambrosetti,
https://www.italiaonline.it/risorse/impatto-e-commerce-sull-economia-italiana-i-dati-netcomm-ambrosetti-2756
Eurostat, Internet purchase by individuals, https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_ibuy&lang=en
Eurostat, E-commerce sales (online data code: ISOC_EC_ESELN2 ),
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/isoc_ec_eseln2/default/table?lang=en
ItaliaOnline (2020) Impatto e-commerce sull'economia italiana: i dati Netcomm-Ambrosetti,
https://www.italiaonline.it/risorse/impatto-e-commerce-sull-economia-italiana-i-dati-netcomm-ambrosetti-2756
Source: CE Survey. For a description of the survey methodology, see Appendix X
Retail trade generates around 5% of the total value added of the European economies. In 2018, the annual turnover of the
European retail sector exceeded 3 trillion euros, making it 1.5 times larger than the construction sector, 2 times larger than
the manufacturing sector and 3 times larger than the hospitality and restaurant sector. The retail sector in Europe employs
19 million people and includes almost 20% of all European companies, of which 99% are SMEs . One in seven jobs in Europe is in retail. See Eurostat retail trade volume index overview https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Retail_trade_volume_index_overview#Turnover_for_retail_and_wholesale_trade ; and Eurocommerce (2019)
key facts & infographics 4-pager https://www.eurocommerce.eu/retail-and-wholesale-in-europe/facts-and-figures.aspx
Eurostat. Annual detailed enterprise statistics for trade (NACE Rev. 2 G) [sbs_na_dt_r2], http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=sbs_na_dt_r2&lang=en
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The retail sector is highly dynamic, fragmented and competitive. The sector is made up of several
categories of stores (so called “verticals”), e.g. grocery, electronics, fashion, etc., that often overlap,35
and are sold by many different players.36 The variety of players in the retail sector along with the
broad range of overlap in provided products means that retailers must adapt to customer needs in
order to compete in the broader retail market. Each retailer can, therefore, only make up a small
piece of the broader retail sector pie and a small piece of the consumer retail experience.
The merchant use of both online and offline retail channels simultaneously has led to the creation of
the expression omnichannel retail. In fact, sellers often use a combination of marketplaces37, brick
and mortar stores, and direct sales strategies to reach customers. Similarly, consumers are known
to rely on several information sources to assess their potential purchase and to switch between different purchasing channels, both online and offline, throughout their purchasing journey in order to
ensure that they are making an informed decision.38 In a consumer survey covering 1000 consumers39 in Italy, conducted in December 2020, more than 60% of the consumers reporting that they
considered both online and offline offerings when buying non-food retail products in 201940 also
stated that they altered between online and offline channels when making their actual purchases.
When being asked about their likely behaviour in a post-pandemic context (i.e. when access to traditional brick-and-mortar stores is restored to the level before the pandemic), 90% of respondents
stated that they would be likely to consider both online and offline offerings for non-food retail
products. The omnichannel retail experience improves consumer welfare because by exploring several options the consumer can be more informed before making their purchase decision. While this
increase in consumer welfare is not directly reflected in statistics (e.g. in GDP), it is still an important result of the improvements to the buyer experience and the retail sector overall.
Two sales channels for merchants (in Italy and in other countries) are online41 and offline42 marketplaces. Whether they are online or offline, marketplaces by definition generate value by bringing together consumers and sellers who benefit from each other’s presence. Whereas consumers value
having access to a large selection of products (e.g. preferring department stores hosting stores of
multiple brands), sellers would like to rent a place in a department store or shopping mall where
they expect many customers to frequent their shop. In theory, the value generated by platforms
bringing together users from two groups who benefit from each other’s presence could cause the
market to tip irreversibly, i.e. a winner-takes-all situation. This requires the existence of strong network effects, scale economies, and high switching costs/lock-in of consumers.43
35

36
37

38

39
40

41
42
43

E.g.; it is possible to purchase activewear in sports stores, fashion stores and in large grocery stores/hypermarkets; it is also
possible to buy electronics, such as a USB, both in an electronics store and in a grocery store, and both of the above are
available on multiple websites and online marketplaces.
The 20 largest retailers in Italy made up less than 25% of the overall market in 2019, see Figure 2 in section 1.2.
In Italy, 70% of retailers use at least more than one marketplace to sell their products. See Cassaleggio Associati (2020) Ecommerce in Italy 2020, selling online in the time of the Coronavirus.
For example, KPMG has found that 65% of consumers compare prices online using their mobile device while in the store.
They also found that 55% of respondents to their survey research online reviews, 47% use company websites, and 26% visited a physical store. See KPMG (2017) The truth about online consumers: global online consumer report. See also Ratchford, B. T., Talukdar, D. & Lee, M. (2001) A Model of Consumer Choice of the Internet as an Information Source, International Journal of Electronic Commerce, 5:3, 7-21
The sample included consumers in Italy who had bought online at least one time over the past 12 months
92% of respondents stated that they normally considered both online and offline offerings when buying non-food retail
products in 2019 (i.e. prior to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic)
E.g. Amazon Marketplace, eBay, Zalando Partner Program, etc.
E.g. department stores, shopping malls, community markets etc.
See for example Evans and Schmalensee (2007), The Industrial Organization of Markets with Two-Sided Platforms, p. 165,
published in Competition Policy International, Spring , Vol 3, No 1.
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However, even if some firms inside the retail space use marketplace (often referred to as ‘platform’)
business models, these platforms do not exhibit the features necessary for markets to tip. In particular, zero switching costs means that consumers can, and do, use many retail channels in parallel (a
feature often referred to as multi-homing) to make their final purchasing decision without facing
additional costs when switching between channels. The broad range of information sources a consumer relies on, both online and offline, also suggests that there are many entry points for retailers
to sell to a consumer and inspire a consumer purchase, resulting in increased competition in the retail sector. The observation that both retailers and consumers use both online and off-line channels
simultaneously also suggests broad substitutability between these channels44. The substitutability
between online and offline channels has previously been acknowledged by the French competition
authority, which in 2016, in relation to the merger between Fnac group and Darty, defined a relevant market to include both in-store and online retail channels.45 The UK Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) came to the same conclusion for the sports-inspired casual footwear and apparel
market, just recently in May 2020, in regard to the acquisition JD Sports Fashion plc of Footasylum
plc46.

Another feature of retail competition making tipping highly unlikely is horizontal differentiation47,
see Box 2. Since consumers’ preferences adjust for each purchase and consumers switch frequently
among retail channels, there is no one size fits all way of winning the retail sector; no one retail
channel can dominate the retail sector.

44

45

46

47

A report by GlobalData concluded that the recent COVID-19 pandemic has brought online and physical retail closer together, better aligning with how consumers experience the retail sector “not as separate channels, but as one market”. See
GlobalData (2020) Multichannel retail and COVID-19 http://gdretail.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/GlobalData-multichannel-retail-September152020-.pdf
Autorité de la concurrence (2016) 18 July 2016 : Retailing of "brown" and "grey" products. https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/en/communiques-de-presse/18-july-2016-retailing-brown-and-grey-products. The authority concluded that,
“competitive pressure exerted by online sale has become significant enough to be integrated in the concerned market,
whether it comes from pure players (such as Amazon or Cdiscount) or from the stores’ own websites which complete instore physical sales”.
Competition and Markets Authority (2020) JD Sports Fashion plc / Footasylum plc merger inquiry
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/jd-sports-fashion-plc-footasylum-plc-merger-inquiry
Ibid. p.166
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Box 2 Horizontal differentiation facilitates competition to meet consumer needs

Horizontal product differentiation refers to cases when consumers can choose from a range of
products that differ along dimensions other than quality or price. For example, consumers can
choose from multiple types of cheeses, multiple types of clothes, multiple types of cars, multiple
films or multiple tourist destinations.
In a similar manner, consumers can choose from multiple retail channels for buying a good, including platform business models (such as marketplaces) and direct sales, such as a brand’s
own website or physical store. As consumers can easily hop across these horizontally differentiated retail channels (multi-homing) according to their momentary needs, they will choose the
channel that can offer their desired product at the best price and convenience in that moment.
Horizontal differentiation, both at the product level and at the retail channel level, is thus yet
another market feature that can prevent a more concentrated market structure.
Source: Copenhagen Economics

1.4

COMPETITIVE RETAIL MARKETS AND GROWING ECOMMERCE TRIGGER THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORE
CONSUMER-CENTRIC DELIVERY SERVICES

One way that retailers attempt to make sales is by prioritising customer satisfaction. If customers
have a good purchasing experience with a retailer, they are more likely to return to the same retailer. Factors such as selection in inventory, quality of the product, price, delivery/pickup options,
and overall convenience all contribute to the consumer’s purchasing experience, and thereby to the
consumer’s decision of whether or not to buy from the same retailer again, see Figure 3.
Figure 3
Factors affecting consumers’ post-purchase evaluation

Source:

Deloitte (2020) 2020 Retail industry outlook: convenience as a promise; McKinsey (2013) E-journey: Digital
marketing and the “path to purchase”; Deloitte (2020) The modern consumer: Decision making journey
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Digital transformation in combination with the competitive, customer-centric nature of the retail
sector, has led to the development of new retail business models that try to improve consumer engagement and the quality of the shopping experience.48 In our consumer survey, 89% of respondents stated that the expected delivery experience often (46%) or sometimes (43%) was decisive for
their decision whether or not to buy online. 72% of respondents also stated that they at least once
had abandoned an online shopping cart and selected another online retailer because they were not
satisfied with the delivery options/experience offered by the initial retailer. Similarly, 69% of respondents stated that non-satisfactory delivery options had caused them to at least once abandon
an online shopping cart and instead buy the product in a traditional brick-and-mortar store. Because the delivery experience is a key component of customers’ satisfaction when purchasing online,
online retailers have an interest in consistently improving delivery quality.
In response to the increasing demand for e-commerce, delivery operators have expanded their offerings towards the online retail segment and new players, including a large number of last mile delivery operators, have entered or adapted their activities to participate in the growing market. The
competitive pressure and highly dynamic features of parcel delivery have been recognised by several
European regulators, policy makers and sector experts, see Appendix A. As a result of the commercial potential in the delivery sector, the average number of delivery operators per country in Europe
more than doubled between 2012 and 2018, see Figure 4.
Figure 4
Parcel delivery operators (excluding DSPs) in Europe, 2012, 2018
Number of operators

Note:
Source:

This figure includes postal operators and international logistics companies, but it does not include independent contractors (DSPs).
Copenhagen Economics (2013), E-commerce and delivery: A study of the state of play of EU parcel markets with particular emphasis on e-commerce (prepared for the European Commission); PostEurop
(2020),The Post Deliverers for Europe - Facts & Figures and European Commission (2020), Public tariffs on
cross border delivery services database

The delivery space includes a number of delivery and logistics operators, such as national postal operators, international logistics companies, and independent contractors, competing fiercely based
on new and innovative business models and with service offerings which have a corresponding focus on customer service. For example, last mile parcel delivery has developed significantly in recent

48

“Digital technologies are acting as transformational drivers of the sector, with consumers at their heart.” See European
Commission (2014) Final report from the expert group on retail sector innovation. “Many players in the market have spent
the last decade redefining their (digital) strategy and focused heavily on changing their business model by focusing on the
customer experience and technology.” See Deloitte (2020) The new retail operating model of the future: How retailers need
to adapt their operating model to become future ready.
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years to encompass many alternative delivery models and different options for consumers to receive
their parcels, see Figure 5.
Figure 5
Parcel delivery location and speed options

Source:

Copenhagen Economics

According to our survey amongst Italian consumers, all the options illustrated in the figure above
are available in Italy.
Likewise, technology is also improving the user experience by providing retailers and consumers
with additional services. Some of these services include live and continuous tracking and the ability
for recipients to reroute parcels or select how and where they should be delivered at home. The development of these new services and business models allows consumers to optimise the delivery of
their products to ensure that they can receive the delivery at a convenient time and location.
The increase in the number and in the types of delivery operators throughout Europe, coupled with
the increasing number of new delivery features, provide retail merchants with a variety of delivery
choices. This allows retailers to choose the delivery option that best fits their business. Since retailers have a broad array of delivery needs, the growing innovation in the sector and the importance in
meeting consumer and retailer needs further fosters competition throughout the retail and delivery
sectors.
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Box 3 The 2020 landscape: COVID-19

The recent Covid-19 pandemic has proven the value of the e-commerce distribution channel
and accompanying delivery service options for established and new retailers. Throughout the
pandemic and the concurrent lockdowns, the opportunity to buy goods online, including essential items, allowed individuals to remain safely at home without putting a complete halt to
retail purchasing. An increasing number of retailers established and made significant investments in digital and “omnichannel” sales opportunities to continue business during shutdowns
of their brick and mortar locations, including by expanding options such as click and collect
that utilized their brick and mortar infrastructure. As such, consumers in both urban and peripheral areas were able to benefit when the option of visiting a physical retail store was not possible, and sellers were able to continue to sell.
Harmonising online and physical retail to take advantage of multi-channel experiences has become even more important for retailers and consumers. Since the pandemic, many retailers
have expressed that multi-channel investment is important for success. As a result of the pandemic, at least 50% of consumers in the UK, France and Germany said that they were using
and will continue to use options to collect online purchases from physical stores more than they
were prior to the pandemic. Similar trends are shown for collecting items curb-side and returning online purchases to the store.
At the same time, the high demand for e-commerce purchases and delivery meant that e-retailers and delivery operators had to quickly adapt to the temporary disruption to brick-andmortar shopping. Delivery operators introduced new operating models, taking into account
consumer and delivery operator safety with contactless delivery and incorporating new products such as food delivery. Although delivery operators were able to quickly implement new
models, they did so while facing the challenge of rising costs and limited available staff. This
adaptability proves that delivery networks are flexible and efficient enough to meet market
demands.
Finally, while some commentators may consider Covid-19 to be per se a reason to rethink and
expand regulation, consumer experiences do not seem consistent with this thinking. In fact, although the Covid-19 pandemic has increased the digital transformation process and promoted
new habits, it does not seem to have fundamentally changed the considerations of online
shoppers. In our survey amongst online shoppers in Italy, only 13% of surveyed consumers reported that their reasons for shopping online have completely changed due to Covid-19. For
61%, the reasons have remained the same or changed to a small extent. Therefore, it is unclear
whether new policies would be needed, specifically with Covid-19 as a justification. Furthermore, consumers’ stated views on what their choices would likely be after the end of Covid-19
restriction are also reassuring. Consumers state that they will continue to have multiple choices
available and will continue to make use of these choices as alternative ways of shopping.
Source: Copenhagen Economics, Copenhagen Economics survey of 1,000 IT e-shoppers, Dec 2020. Abbreviated “CE survey”, and GlobalData (2020) Multichannel retail and COVID-19 http://gdretail.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/GlobalData-multichannel-retail-September152020-.pdf
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CHAPTER 2

POSTAL MARKET DEFINITIONS
Main findings of the chapter
• Digitalisation trends and the emergence of e-commerce have changed the postal sector
competitive landscape, primarily in relation to parcel delivery. Different types of market players have integrated up and down the value chain to respond to new consumer demands.
This has made the definition of who is a postal service provider based on the activities in the
value chain covered less clear cut than previously.
• Potential market failures (or what were once market failures) in the provision of parcel delivery services are already tackled by existing regulation and efficient enforcement of competition law. Policymakers have not brought forward clearly identified market failures supporting additional regulation. Applying the three-criteria test (size of barriers to entry, level of
competition and effectiveness of competition law) from telecom policy to parcel delivery
indicates that there is no reason to regulate.
• Market definition is a crucial tool, both in relation to the enforcement of competition law and
in relation to the identification of significant market power (SMP), traditionally used for exante regulatory purposes in the telecom sector. In its preliminary analysis of the Italian parcel
delivery sector, AGCom states the relevance of the Commission’s guidelines for defining relevant markets, but does not seem to apply them in a way that allows it to robustly conclude
on the boundaries of the relevant market(s) and thus on the basis for SMP.
• Empirical evidence of demand side and supply side substitution in the Italian parcel delivery
sector indicates broader relevant markets than identified by AGCom. In particular, evidence
indicates that B2B and B2C delivery do not constitute separate relevant markets and that
deferred and express delivery do not constitute separate relevant markets.
• AGCom’s preliminary calculation of market shares offers limited transparency on the method
used and the reasoning behind the treatment of captive sale volumes. Our calculations indicate a lower market share for Amazon than that estimated by AGCom.
• Together with observations that (i) Amazon’s vertical integration is not supporting the argument for SMP in delivery, (ii) Amazon’s negotiation power has pro-competitive effects and
(iii) entry barriers for the provision of parcel delivery services are low (if not inexistent), a low
market share for Amazon within any relevant market identified indicates that Amazon does
not hold SMP in the Italian parcel delivery sector.
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Policy-relevant conclusions
• Expanding the postal regulatory framework to capture additional players without a thorough
analysis of potential market failures would risk leading to over-regulation, misaligned regulation, and regulatory failure in a highly dynamic and competitive market.
• Before expanding the existing regulatory framework, policy makers should therefore
- identify and clearly document specific market failures which the new/extended legislation/regulation aims to fix; and
- demonstrate that these market failures cannot be remedied by less intrusive means.
• This has not been done so far, and all empirical evidence suggests that the parcel delivery
segment in Europe is highly competitive and with no signs of market failure.
Although AGCom does not have the powers to make an antitrust assessment (which would
lie with the Italian competition authority), if it attempts to analyse and define relevant markets for the purpose of new/expanded regulation and legislation to tackle competition problems in the market, it should delineate relevant market(s) in line with competition law and
economic practice. Doing this, AGCom would need to properly evaluate the structure of
the sector and provide clear evidentiary proof (including of demand side and supply side
substitution) before concluding on narrow relevant markets for parcel delivery.

2.1

DOES THE NEW E-COMMERCE DELIVERY LANDSCAPE
CREATE A NEED FOR MORE REGULATION?

As discussed in chapter 1, the evolution of e-commerce has caused the emergence of new logistics
business models, thereby spurring more innovation, competition and ultimately demand for e-commerce. Whereas postal and delivery services operators have traditionally provided “end-to-end” delivery (incl. clearance, transport, sorting and last-mile delivery) of parcels, some of these activities
are now carried out or procured/recombined/resold by different types of companies, such as retailers or integrated logistics companies providing part of the clearance, and new delivery operators
providing only last-mile delivery. Postal sector regulators49 have raised the question of whether the
current postal regulatory framework should be expanded to include these business models.50

2.1.1 The evolution of e-commerce has made the lines between the
postal, logistics and transport sectors less clear
Digitalisation trends and the growth of the e-commerce retail channel have changed the postal sector’s competitive landscape over the past decade, primarily in relation to parcel delivery, with many
new delivery operators entering the segment as a result of increased demand for parcel delivery services. The parcel delivery sector has also undergone a further paradigm shift due to the development of new technologies, such as fully automated parcel lockers where consumers can receive and
return parcels and algorithms for delivery optimisation. As a result, traditional postal and delivery
operators as well as companies originating from different sectors have expanded within the parcel
49
50

See e.g. ERGP (2020), Report on postal definitions
It should be noted in this context that EU countries already implement the current EU Postal Services Directive via different
approaches to the activities (steps in the value chain) required for an undertaking to count as a provider of postal services.
According to ERGP (2020), Response to the Public Consultation on the PSD Evaluation, 5 November 2020: “The PSD definitions do not clearly indicate when a service is a postal service, which has implications on market definitions […] the definition of postal services is related to the cumulative requirement of the four operational stages (clearance, sorting, transport
and distribution) comprised in the definition of the PSD, as one third of the countries require the cumulative provision of all
four operations, while the others do not.”
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delivery segment offering innovative and consumer-oriented delivery solutions. For example, we
have witnessed retailers expanding into fulfilment and delivery logistics activities, and delivery operators integrating into fulfilment and retail activities. In addition, we have seen new operators
emerging, focussing only on certain steps of the delivery process, such as fulfilment or last-mile delivery. Similar to providers of marketplace services like Wish, Zalando, and AliExpress, Amazon is a
retailer which has integrated vertically into the provision of fulfilment and logistics activities. For
different steps of the delivery process, and for the last mile in particular, Amazon relies on different
options and external contractors. These include international express carriers, national postal operators, and independent delivery service providers (so-called DSPs) - companies which are specialised in providing efficient last-mile services in a specific region, see Figure 6.
Figure 6
Different players active at different steps of the retail delivery value chain

Note:

Source:

As discussed more in detail in chapter 3 in the context of efficiencies from vertical integration, we consider
transport, sorting and last mile activities as part of delivery logistics which together with retail and fulfilment
forms the distribution value chain. This overview can include reverse logistics (i.e. returns etc). Concerning
Amazon in particular, it should be noted that Amazon does not perform any transport activities on its own
(not having its own fleet), and rather than “sortation”, the activities carried out by Amazon are of a logistics nature and shall be framed as ancillary activities that can be traced back to marketplace/e-commerce services. Note that the size of the boxes does not reflect the size of the players.
Copenhagen Economics based on sector expertise.

In this new postal sector landscape, fulfilment activities (which include at least two of the following
services: warehousing, packaging, addressing and dispatching) are carried out by a range of different players, including postal operators (as a first step in their integrated distribution value chain),
other delivery operators, independent fulfilment service providers, i.e. companies that only provide
fulfilment activities, and retailers themselves.51

51

See Regulation (EU) 2019/1020, Article 1(11). Accessible at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R1020&from=EN.
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Similarly, transport and sorting activities are performed by postal operators, other delivery operators or by retailers themselves, including retailers selling through their own website and providers
of marketplace services, which may procure and recombine transport services (like Amazon does)
when they don’t offer them themselves.
Last mile delivery is carried out by postal operators, by other delivery operators that are vertically
integrated to provide delivery to the final consumer, and by DSPs focussing on the provision of lastmile delivery activities.52
The multitude of different players, operating based on different business models, demonstrates how
each step of the distribution value chain is highly competitive and can be split by or integrated with
the rest of the value chain.
The development of new business models, created to meet merchants’ and consumers’ increasing
demand for convenient delivery services, has made the boundaries between the postal, logistics and
transport activities/sectors less clear, thereby making the job for regulators and policy makers
within these sectors more challenging. In its recent report on postal definitions, the group of European postal regulators (ERGP) states that: “The postal and delivery chain, the transport alone and
the fulfilment activities could be embedded within the logistics set of services. Due to that, enterprises that are developing activities in some phase of the logistics chain may try to expand their
portfolio of services which will increase the blurriness/overlaps between sectors”.53 The
Italian postal sector regulator AGCom also acknowledges that the boundaries between different activities are less clear: “Alongside traditional operators, we are witnessing the entry into the market of other operators (such as, for example, vertically integrated online platforms) which make
the boundaries between postal, logistics and transport activities less and less
clear”.54
In this new reality, it becomes more difficult to maintain a clear definition of postal services as compared to ten years ago.

2.1.2 Postal sector regulators are exploring expanding postal sector
regulation to new players
Since some of the traditional postal activities55 are now carried out or procured/recombined/resold
by different types of companies, postal sector regulators56 have raised the question of whether the
current postal regulatory framework should be expanded to also include these business models –
even when different EU countries already implement the current EU Postal Services Directive via

52

53
54

55

56

Delivery operators and other players in the value chain are investing heavily in R&D to develop autonomous delivery solutions for the last mile, e.g. via drones. New business models and start-ups based on crowdsourcing networks of city couriers
such as DoorDash and Instacart are also emerging in urban areas.
ERGP (20) 7 Report on postal definitions (public consultation version), p.20.
“accanto agli operatori tradizionali si assiste all’entrata nel mercato di altri operatori (quali, ad esempio, le piattaforme
online verticalmente integrate) che rendono sempre meno chiari i confini tra attività postale, logistica e di trasporto;”,
AGCom, Delibera n. 399/18/CONS.
The Postal Services Directive defines postal services as those “services involving the clearance, sorting, transport and distribution of postal items, see PSD (2008/06/EC), Art. 1.
See e.g. ERGP (2020), Report on postal definitions.
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different approaches as to the required activities (steps in the value chain) to define what counts as
a provider of postal services.57
The ERGP explicitly mentions e-retailers and marketplaces as potential candidates to be included in
the scope of postal sector regulation: “ERGP considers that there is no reason to exclude platforms that engage in traditional postal activities from the postal sector.”58 “Therefore, in
the future ERGP should study the consequences of reviewing the concepts of postal service and
postal item, in particular its implications regarding a possibly wider postal sector (e.g.
classification of e-retailers as a postal provider) in terms of possible regulatory implications.”59
An expanded postal regulatory framework could thus also include players like Amazon, which are
not providing end-to-end delivery services themselvesbut instead provide some of these activities in
house (such as fulfilment), purchase other activities from external companies (such as transport
and last mile delivery), and recombine and resell this as an end-to-end service to other merchants.
In Italy, the postal regulator AGCom concluded already in 2018 that Amazon should be considered
a postal operator.60 More recently, AGCom issued a preliminary report that found Amazon to hold
significant market power (SMP) in an unprecedent relevant market for deferred B2C e-commerce
deliveries in Italy,61 implying that Amazon potentially could become subject to ex-ante regulation.
In the following sections of this chapter we investigate the conditions that must be true to logically
impose new (or expand current) ex-ante regulation. It should be noted that asymmetric ex-ante regulation based on SMP is not envisaged by the current postal regulatory framework, neither at EU
level, nor in Italy. However, the same conditions must hold for all types of new/expanded ex-ante
regulation, whether linked to the existence of SMP or any other market failure. After this, we investigate whether these conditions hold for the parcel delivery sector. Last, but not least, we review
AGCom’s analysis of relevant markets for the provision of parcel delivery services in Italy, from
which AGCom concluded that Amazon holds significant market power.
Based on our analysis, we find that:
•
New or expanded ex-ante regulation in the parcel delivery sector has a high risk of leading
to regulatory failure while not creating substantial additional benefits;
•
AGCom’s preliminary analysis does not allow for a robust conclusions on the relevant market(s) and on significant market power. In fact, based on empirical evidence, we find that
the relevant market(s) for parcel delivery in Italy are likely broader than those identified by
AGCom.

57

58
59
60
61

According to ERGP (2020), Response to the Public Consultation on the PSD Evaluation, 5 November 2020: “The PSD definitions do not clearly indicate when a service is a postal service, which has implications on market definitions […] the
definition of postal services is related to the cumulative requirement of the four operational stages (clearance, sorting,
transport and distribution) comprised in the definition of the PSD, as one third of the countries require the cumulative
provision of all four operations, while the others do not.”
ERGP (20) 7 Report on postal definitions (public consultation version), p.36.
Ibid., p.36.
AGCom, Delibera 400/18/CONS.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §149.
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2.2

NEW OR EXPANDED EX-ANTE REGULATION WOULD
RISK REGULATORY FAILURE

Expanding or adding new ex-ante regulation should be justified by sound economic review, including the identification of market failures. The application of the three-criteria test and the assessment of market failures show no case for regulation of parcel delivery services. Consequently, new
or expanded ex-ante regulation on parcel delivery risks leading to regulatory failure.

2.2.1 New or expanded ex-ante regulation must be justified by sound
economic review
The key question when analysing the functioning of competition in a sector and the possible presence of firms with SMP, is whether firms can behave independently of competitors, customers and
buyers, and so exercise their market power at the detriment of consumers. 62 Whether a firm has
SMP depends on the specific market conditions, which change over time, especially in fast-moving
markets driven by digitalisation. By assessing the current market context, the application of competition law is dynamic, reactive and adapts to market developments. The first step in this analysis is
the definition of the relevant market in which the potential competition problem may exist. To provide an accurate picture of the existence (or non-existence) of a competition problem, this analysis
is always performed based on the latest evidence available.
In contrast to the ex-post application of competition law, an ex-ante set of rules defined in a static
way to capture identified market failures (e.g. related to SMP) has an inherent risk of not being future-proof and may result in regulatory failure.63 The risk of regulatory failure is particularly large in
sectors where customer preferences (demand-side) and technologies and business models (supplyside) evolve quickly. Thus, when considering implementing ex-ante regulation in a sector, one
should carefully weigh the risk of negative welfare effects due to market failures being tackled too
late in the absence of regulation against the risk of negative welfare effects due to regulatory failure.
For this reason, the European Commission provides principles for imposing ex ante regulation64
which are also in accordance with principles provided by other institutions such as the OECD65:
•
Proportionality of regulatory requirements;
•
Ensuring a level playing field;
•
Stakeholder engagement;
•
Evidence-based decision making through the use of impact assessments, evaluations, and
other supportive instruments;
•
Continuous revision and simplification of legislation such that it remains fit for purpose.

62

63

64

65

Market power is usually understood as the ability to profitably alter prices away from competitive levels. See Mas-Colell A.,
M.D. Whinston, and J. Green (1995) Microeconomic Theory. Ch. 12. Oxford University Press.; See also Motta, M. (2004).
Competition Policy – Theory and Practice, Ch. 2. Cambridge University Press.
Regulatory failure is when regulatory intervention results in an inefficient allocation of resources. They occur when regulators, in an effort to protect consumers, adversely create barriers to entry and reductions in competition without achieving
improvement. See Baldwin R., Cave, M., and Lodge M. (2011) Understanding Regulation: Theory, Strategy, and Practice.
Oxford University Press.
European Commission (2019). Better Regulation: taking stock and sustaining our commitment. https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/better-regulation-taking-stock_en_0.pdf.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (2012). Recommendation of the Council on Regulatory Policy and Governance. https://www.oecd.org/regreform/regulatory-policy/49990817.pdf.
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As a result of the above, and as recognised by economic literature and by postal sector policy makers such as the ERGP, any application or expansion of ex-ante regulation should necessarily be justified by the existence of well-documented market failures.66 Moreover, postal regulators in the EU
refer to the experience of the EU telecoms regulatory framework and its procedures (centred on
market definition, SMP and pre-defined remedies) as a useful reference when considering whether
or not to apply ex-ante regulation.67,68 Although one should be careful when transferring regulatory
concepts and tools from one sector to another, the so-called three-criteria test to identify markets
susceptible to ex-ante regulation could be a useful concept when considering the application/expansion of ex-ante regulation within the field of parcel delivery services.

2.2.2 Application of the three-criteria test and assessment of market
failures shows no case for more regulation of parcel delivery
The three criteria which should be cumulatively met in telecom markets to identify a market susceptible to ex-ante regulation on top of the existing competition law framework are:
1.
2.
3.

The presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry,
A market structure which does not tend towards effective competition within the relevant
time horizon, and
The insufficiency of competition law alone to adequately address the relevant market failure(s).

Analysing the provision of parcel delivery services throughout Europe and in Italy, we find that
none of these cumulative conditions are met. On the contrary, we find that the provision of parcel
delivery services is a highly dynamic business activity with low entry barriers and ongoing entry and
expansion, a high degree of competition, and efficient enforcement of competition law. A detailed
application of the three-criteria test to the provision of parcel delivery services can be found in Appendix A.
Similarly, if any market failures linked to concentrated market power, public goods, negative externalities and information asymmetries arise in the parcel delivery sector, regulations and the enforcement of competition law are already in place to handle these possible market failures. Moreover, certain features of the sector and recent developments mean that, even if there might exist a
market failure in theory, this is not the case in practice, see Table 1. A detailed description of possible market failures in parcel delivery markets is provided in Appendix B.

66

67

68

See Stiglitz (2008) Government failure vs. market failure: Principles of regulation. Moreover, according to the ERGP: “the
regulatory framework governing the postal market must be based on the principle that regulatory intervention in the postal
market takes place in situations of identifiable, actual or potential market failures”, ERGP PL I (19) 12 Opinion on the review of the regulatory framework, p.7.
See for example ERGP Work Programme 2020, ERGP PL II (19) 11 WP 2020, ERGP (2019), ERGP Opinion on the review of
the regulatory framework for postal services, and Dr Annegret Groebel, Evolution of postal service and its regulatory framework – Comparison of 3 sectors (energy, telecoms, post), presentation at Postal & Delivery at the Crossroad of Nations &
Industries: Session 2, Copenhagen – 3 May 2019.
It should be noted, however, that without an actual legal ground, telecom regulations and procedures cannot be applied in
the postal/parcel delivery sector.
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Table 1
Possible market failures in the delivery sector and how they are tackled
MARKET
FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES IN THE POSTAL
SERVICES CONTEXT

Concentrated
market power

Lack of competition may
lead to excessive prices,
lower quality, or lower efficiency than what would be
the case in a competitive
market

Postal operators with significant
market power in parts of the
market may exploit consumers
by increasing prices and/or decreasing quality

Public goods

Goods or services that consumers do not have to pay
for and which can be consumed without reducing
their availability to others.

Requirement to supply universal
services to all households, including those that are commercially
unattractive to deliver to.

Externalities

A cost or benefit resulting
from a transaction, where
the cost/benefit has an impact on a third party that
does not participate in the
transaction.

Asymmetric information

Inefficient outcomes may
arise because one of the
two parties in a transaction
(the buyer/user or the seller)
has more information.

Note:
Source:

Negative externality: congestion
in urban centres caused by the
delivery of letters and parcels.
Positive externality: Higher mail
volumes delivered to rural areas
reducing the cost per item of
serving rural recipients.
Lack of customer trust in delivery
services (leading to lower consumption of these services) created by low visibility on delivery
performance prior to purchase.

IS THE MARKET FAILURE ALREADY TACKLED?
Yes, by regulation (requirements in PSD), competition law, market development (actual entrance of new players)

Yes, by regulation (USO)

Yes, by new efficient and
cost-saving technologies
that decrease congestion, such as electric bicycle and tricycles, robots and drones

Yes, by services such as
track-and-trace, and by
requirements imposed by
regulators, such as monitoring of quality.

PSD = postal services directive; USO = universal service obligation.
Copenhagen Economics’ overview based on economic literature.

The findings related to the application of the three-criteria test and the existence of market failures
in parcel delivery markets both demonstrate the lack of a reason to implement additional regulation
on top of the existing regulatory framework.

2.2.3 Expanding the postal regulatory framework to capture more and
different types of players would risk leading to regulatory failure
Expanding the postal regulation to include new business models active in parcel delivery carries the
risk of regulatory failure. The expansion of the postal regulatory framework to certain retailers and
specialised service providers (e.g. consolidators, integrators, last-mile delivery providers) would imply that businesses that have developed in a competitive environment and without policy intervention (and which are continuing to develop fast to meet developing consumer needs) would suddenly
become subject to ex-ante regulation. In addition, there is also the risk that only some players
within the highly competitive retail sector would be regulated, something that could distort competition within that sector. This can happen if suddenly players that use a given business model have
to comply with regulation and compete with players that are not subject to regulation because e.g.
they use a different business model.
In highly dynamic sectors, such as both retail and parcel delivery, it is very difficult to think of future proof definitions that can be appropriate and proportionate both today and in the future. This
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could result in overregulation or misplaced regulation, rippling to unintended consequences and
ultimately decreasing consumer welfare.
In this context, the telecom sector provides a good parallel example with many business clients
(universities, multinationals, financial firms) which over time have begun to manage their own networks for special purposes, such as research projects, or to connect manufacturing or service corporate sites spread in different regions.69 These networks mix both dedicated business services (dark
fibre, leased lines) and where needed mass-market services (i.e. standard broadband to reach into
the homes of employees or smaller sites). Even competitors active in some parts of the value chain
(e.g. Sky UK, Google) have built their “own” networks by leasing dark fibre and operating it themselves, without owning the cables. Similarly, mobile providers do not own the fixed infrastructure
needed to connect mobile towers and their data centres but instead rent or lease the same fixed telecoms inputs. Despite this development, telecom regulation at EU level has not been expanded to include the new players and business models. Instead it has been reduced, as new players and innovative technologies have brought more competition and innovation.70

2.3

THE INTRODUCTION OR EXPANSION OF EX-ANTE
REGULATION BASED ON SMP REQUIRES A ROBUST
MARKET DEFINITION

Whereas ex-ante regulation in the postal sector has traditionally been anchored in the existence of a
universal service obligation, we have, in recent years, observed postal sector regulators considering
the introduction of postal sector ex-ante regulation based on the identification of SMP,71 although
this is not provided by the regulatory framework currently in force.
The first step when identifying the existence of SMP is the delineation of the relevant market. Failing to define the market correctly, i.e. to account for all effective competitive constraints faced by an
undertaking may provide a distorted picture of the competitive forces at work and lead to an erroneous assessment of market power.
A recent example from the Netherlands is proof of this. In 2017, the Dutch postal regulator ACM
considered imposing SMP regulation on the universal postal service provider, PostNL, for the provision of bulk mail delivery services without carrying out a comprehensive and judiciary-approved
analysis of the market. Based on an analysis of the Dutch letter mail market and a delineation of a
relevant market for the provision of 24 hour business mail in the Netherlands, the ACM concluded
that PostNL held SMP in the relevant market identified.72 However, the Dutch court found that the
ACM had failed to conduct a proper analysis of the market and had not proved to a sufficient extent

69

70

71

72

Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and early private clouds were the tools by which these dedicated solutions emerged. Underpinning this, telecom companies provided inputs, such as cables and some “core and middle mile” to keep it together.
The telecom business strategies described have been enabled by the 2002-03 EU regulatory framework reform. See Directive 2002/21/EC on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (Framework
directive) – March 2002.
See for example ERGP (2019), ERGP Opinion on the review of the regulatory framework for postal services, p. 9. In addition, as of 2014, an instrument for SMP is part of the Dutch postal sector regulator’s (ACM’s) regulatory competences.
AGCom obtained powers to verify which companies hold SMP (in the telecom sector) with the 2003 Decree Decreto Legislativo 1 agosto 2003, n. 259 "Codice delle comunicazioni elettroniche" (available at https://www.camera.it/parlam/leggi/deleghe/testi/03259dl.htm).
See ACM (2017), Market analysis decision 24-hour business mail, available at https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2018-01/decision-significant-market-power-24-hours-business-mail-2018-01-12.pdf.
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its conclusions on the definition of the relevant market and the competitive forces in the market.73
Consequently, no SMP regulation was imposed.
Guidelines on how to conduct a robust market definition exercise are provided by the European
Commission in the Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of
Community competition law.74 This notice describes what questions need to be answered and the
types of evidence that can be relied upon when defining the boundaries of the market. Most importantly, to identify the boundaries of the relevant market, competition authorities and regulators
must investigate the competitive constraints that come from demand and supply substitutability.
Demand substitutability identifies the fact that customers might be able to shift their demand to
other products, or other geographies. Supply substitutability identifies the ability of suppliers of
other products, or in other geographies, to swiftly adjust their production to start supplying the
products concerned. If enough buyers switch to buy other products following a small but significant,
non-transitory increase in the price (so-called SSNIP)75 by a hypothetical monopolist in the candidate relevant market76, making the price increase unprofitable for the hypothetical monopolist,
those other products represent substitutes to the product analysed. Thus, they belong in the same
relevant market. Similarly, if suppliers in neighbouring markets, in a response to a SSNIP, would
switch production to the product analysed, making the price increase unprofitable for the hypothetical monopolist, this would imply that the products supplied by these suppliers in neighbouring
markets also belong to the relevant market.
As evident from the above, the questions regarding demand side and supply side substitutability are
empirical ones. The Commission further provides guidelines on evidence used to identify substitution patterns and the relevant substitute products, see Box 4.
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The Dutch court CBb wrote: “The result of that test means that ACM falls short in its proof that digital mail is outside the
market for 24-hour business mail. Therefore, the market analysis decision does not stand. The CBb annuls that decision and
thus scraps the obligations imposed on PostNL in that decision.”. Original text: “Het resultaat van die test maakt dat ACM
tekort schiet in haar bewijs dat digitale post buiten de markt voor 24-uurs zakelijke post valt. Daarom houdt het
marktanalysebesluit geen stand. Het CBb vernietigt dat besluit en schrapt daarmee de in dat besluit aan PostNL opgelegde
verplichtingen.”. See https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:CBB:2018:440
European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law (97/C 372/03). We note that the notice is currently under revision by the European Commission, but in any
case still provides useful guidelines on what should be assessed when defining relevant markets.
According to the Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price (SSNIP) framework the price increase should be
non-transitory and small but significant, in the range of 5-10 per cent.
The “hypothetical monopolist” are all the firms providing the product analysed on the candidate market.
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Box 4 Evidence used to identify relevant markets

According to the Commission’s notice on the definition of relevant markets, products’ characteristics, their prices, and their intended use are the first immediate elements to consider when
defining relevant markets. However, the Commission also highlights that these indicators will
limit the field of investigation of possible substitutes, but they should not be solely relied upon to
show whether products are demand substitutes. Other types of evidence that could be used
to identify demand and supply side substitutability are:
Evidence of demand side substitutability
• Evidence of substitution in the recent past
• Views of customers and competitors (marketing studies, consumer surveys etc.)
• Barriers and costs associated with switching demand to potential substitutes
• Different categories of customers and price discrimination
Evidence of supply side substitutability
• Evidence of substitution in the recent past
• Views of customers and competitors
• Barriers to entry
• Switching costs
Source: European Commission notice on the definition of relevant market (European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law
(97/C 372/03)).

In addition to demand and supply substitutability, a third source of competitive constraint that the
Commission mentions in its notice is potential competition. Potential competition is not considered
when defining the relevant market because it concerns competition that has not materialised yet.
Nevertheless, it is often assessed at a subsequent stage when assessing market power. Potential
competition provides a particularly important competitive constraint in sectors with low entry barriers and low switching costs for consumers and suppliers.

2.4

EVIDENCE INDICATES RELEVANT MARKET(S)
BROADER THAN THOSE DEFINED BY AGCOM

On the 25th of July 2018, AGCom started an analysis of the provision of parcel delivery services in
Italy, with the objective of analysing the effects of the growth of e-commerce.77 To do so, AGCom
used inter alia the powers from the EU regulation 2018/64478 to collect information about postal
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The analysis was also meant to “assess how online sales platforms and logistics companies are able to influence the competitive dynamics of the parcel delivery market, highlighting any regulatory problems.”, see Art. 1, Delibera n. 399/18/CONS.
The Regulation on Cross-Border Parcel Delivery Services (REGULATION (EU) 2018/644 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 18 April 2018 on cross-border parcel delivery services) aims to foster better cross-border
parcel delivery services, with regards to transparency of services and their prices, to enhance e-commerce among European
consumers and retailers. The regulation requires parcel delivery providers 78 to provide information about products, volumes, prices and quality of services to the EU national postal regulators, who in this way gain further authority to collect
data about parcel delivery services provided nationally.It should be noted, however, that this regulation was not put in place
to solve national problems, but to improve cross-border logistics and ultimately the functioning of the EU Single Market
and cross-border e-commerce.
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items’ volumes and revenues from companies providing and acquiring delivery services.79 Based on
its interim analysis published in July 2020, AGCom proposed to define 12 separate relevant markets for parcel delivery services in Italy, see Figure 7.
Figure 7
Relevant markets for parcel delivery services in Italy defined by AGCom, by volumes
(blue) and revenues (orange)

Source:

AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, figure 6.1.

Based on its market definition and a further assessment of competition in the different markets
identified, AGCom also found Amazon to have SMP in the market for deferred B2C e-commerce deliveries in Italy. As visible from the figure above, this market segment represents a small share of
the total parcel delivery sector in terms of volumes – and an even smaller share in terms of revenues.
Notably, AGCom, in its preliminary analysis, seems to exclude B2C deliveries originating through
other channels than e-commerce. It is unclear, however, what evidence makes the supply of delivery
services to the e-commerce sector fundamentally different to supplying other business (or even consumer) users of delivery services, to the point of creating a strong barrier to substitution and thus a
separate relevant market for e-commerce delivery. The mere observation that a large share of the
growing demand for B2C parcel delivery services is attributable to the growth in e-commerce80 is
not a sufficient reason to exclude other types of B2C parcel deliveries from the analysis.
It is also worth noting that in several previous decisions, relevant markets for parcel delivery have
been defined more broadly than in the preliminary AGCom decision. In these cases, relevant markets for parcel delivery have sometimes been defined as broadly as C2X delivery and B2X delivery

79

80

More specifically, AGCom collected information concerning postal items thicker than 20 mm and weighing less than 31.5
kg. AGCom collected this data for the years 2016 to 2018 Source: AGCom Delibera n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A.
AGCom, Delibera n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §131
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respectively, not distinguishing further between different groups of recipients, different destinations of the delivery, or the speed of delivery.81 In the recent FedEx/TNT merger case, for example,
the Commission did not identify different relevant markets according to the types of shippers and
consignees.82 Finally, there are also indications of consumer choice and substitutability for C2X services, as well as supply side substitution in relation to the provision of B2X vs. C2X parcel delivery
services, that might indicate even a market as broadly defined as X2X parcel delivery. 83
Based on an assessment of AGCom’s preliminary analysis and the evidence used to support its interim conclusion, we find that
•
•

AGCom’s analysis of relevant product markets for parcel delivery does not allow for a robust conclusion regarding the scope of the relevant market, and
empirical evidence on the provision of parcel delivery services in Italy indicates that the
relevant market(s) for parcel delivery are likely broader than those identified by AGCom.

2.4.1 AGCom’s analysis does not allow for conclusively defining the
relevant market(s)
As discussed in section 2.3, any competition or regulatory analysis aiming to identify the existence
of dominance or SMP needs to start from a robust definition of the relevant market. AGCom itself
acknowledges this by stating that the definition of relevant markets requires an analysis of demandand supply-side substitutability through the hypothetical monopolist test, the so called “SSNIP test”
(as also prescribed by the European Commission notice on market definition).84 Yet in practice,
AGCom does not seem to apply the guidelines in a way that allows it to conclusively find the boundaries of the relevant markets it defines, and thus the basis for SMP is not established.85 There are
three reasons for this that we present below.

AGCom’s analysis contains only selected elements included in the standard
market definition guidelines
AGCom analyses four dimensions of parcel delivery services in Italy: the identity of the sender (B2X
vs C2X), the identity of the receiver (B2B vs B2C), national vs cross-border, and the speed of the
service (deferred vs express). For each dimension, AGCcom finds separate markets. However, the
observation that AGCom’s analysis contains only selected elements from the Commission’s market
definition guidelines, see Table 2, causes us to question whether AGCom has taken into account all
relevant factors to robustly conclude on the scope of the relevant market.

81

82
83

84
85

See for example Bundesnetzagentur (2000), BK 5d-99/014/1n, Bundeskartellamt (2001), Bechluss der 9.
Beschlussabteilung des Bundeskartellamtes in dem Verwaltungsverfahren Deutsche Post – Trans-o-flex: B 9 – 64123-U88/99; B 9 – 64123-U-100/01¸ European Commission (2013), Case no. M.6570 UPS TNT; Postcomm (2010), Laying the
foundations for a sustainable postal service, Annex 1: Analysis of Markets; European Commission (2013), Commission implementing Decision 2013/154/EU
European Commission case M.7630 (FedEx/TNT), §1323.
X2X means delivery from different types of senders (businesses, consumers) to different types of recipients (businesses,
consumers).
AGCom, Delibera n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §91.
AGCom mentions that defining markets for the purpose of regulation may not coincide with markets defined for competition law purposes, in that “in the case of regulation, the definition of markets is always carried out in a forward-looking
manner as NRAs must take into account not only existing market conditions but also their foreseeable future evolution.”
(Delibera n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §121). However, AGCom does not provide an explanation of how the market definition exercise in a forward-looking manner differs in practice compare to market definition for competition law purposes,
and what are the forward-looking elements in the sector at hand that AGCom takes into account in its analysis.
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Table 2
Overview of AGCom’s assessment of relevant markets
European Commission’s guidelines

B2B vs B2C

Deferred vs

National vs

express

cross-border

B2X vs C2X

Demand side substitution
1. Product characteristics and intended use

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

2. Evidence of substitution in the recent past

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

assessed

assessed

assessed

assessed

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

assessed

assessed

assessed

assessed

4. Barriers and costs associated with switching

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

demand to potential substitutes

assessed

assessed

assessed

assessed

5. Different categories of customers and price

Not yet

Assessed

Not yet

Assessed

discrimination

assessed

3. Views of customers and competitors

assessed

Supply side substitution
6. Evidence of substitution in the recent past

7. Views of customers and competitors

8. Barriers to entry

9. Switching costs

Source:

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

assessed

assessed

assessed

assessed

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

(competitors)

(competitors)

(competitors)

(competitors)

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

Assessed

qualitatively

qualitatively

qualitatively

qualitatively

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

Not yet

assessed

assessed

assessed

assessed

Copenhagen Economics based on European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of
relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law and AGCom (2020) Delibera
n.212/20/CONS, Appendix A.

A solid assessment of competitive constraints requires an attempt to
quantify entry barriers and switching costs
AGCom’s preliminary analysis is a qualitative assessment. In fact, acknowledging that entry barriers
are low, AGCom still notes (without quantifying) that operators need to make specific investments
to provide a new (differentiated) service. This finding serves as an important foundation for the
conclusion on separate narrow relevant markets for parcel delivery. In this context, it is important
to recall that the Commission’s guidelines86 do allow for a new supplier to incur investments to enter
a new market, as long as these investments allow entrance within 1-2 years. Thus, quantifying the
investments needed, and assessing how long it would take operators to complete these investments,
is necessary to reach a solid conclusion on the competitive constraints in force. Since parcel delivery
is a differentiated service where the same infrastructure (vans, drivers, sorting equipment etc.) can
86

See European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community
competition law, paragraph 2. Available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31997Y1209(01)&from=EN.
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be used to provide many varieties of the same service geared to different user needs, and since
many parcel delivery operators already do provide many or all of the products/services analysed (as
also confirmed by AGCom),87 it appears particularly important to quantify switching costs to draw
robust conclusions on the boundaries of the relevant market. To our knowledge, this has not yet
been done in the preliminary analysis put forward by AGCom.

AGCom’s collection of information about the market makes it difficult to
perform a precise analysis of relevant markets
When defining relevant markets, the data collection conducted by the responsible competition authority or regulator should include all relevant data necessary to make robust conclusions on the
relevant market(s). To collect data for its analysis, AGCom used inter alia the structure associated
with the data gathering exercise included in the EU regulation 2018/644 on cross-border delivery
services. This information was complemented with qualitative information, such as comparisons of
product characteristics, consumer needs and preferences, pricing structures, and delivery network
requirements. There are three potential problems with this approach.
First, the EU regulation 2018/644 framework is meant for a different scope than analysing national
competition of parcel delivery services. Consequently, the data collected for the purpose of investigating domestic parcel delivery seems to be incomplete, capture different aspects than intended and
miss very relevant ones (such as demand-side forces).
Second, we observe that AGCom’s questionnaire starting point took as a given the classification of
deferred and express delivery services. While a categorical taxonomy may be of some use for the
purpose of monitoring cross-border parcel prices, for the purpose of market definition, the boundaries between product groupings should be an outcome, not an input. Thus, by formulating its information request to market players in a certain way, AGCom seems to have predefined certain aspects
of the sector already when collecting data. This might distort the results obtained. We elaborate further on this point in section 2.4.3.
Third, we note that AGCom has targeted its questionnaire to a limited range of firms. As a result,
many parcel delivery services providers are not included in the preliminary analysis, with potential
consequences for the estimation of market shares. The list of recipients of AGCom’s 18/09/2020
letter on data collection aspects includes 22 firms, while the national registry of authorised operators counts more than 3.000 firms.88 Many of those firms are localised DSPs that deliver parcels and
a key part of their business model can involve the provision of services which are then recombined
and resold to merchants. Yet only a few DSPs are included in AGCom’s data gathering exercise.
AGCom’s questionnaire defines the entity “at the top of the organisation” to be the only entity
classed (and counted) as provider of postal services and is thereby limiting the scope of surveyed

87
88

See AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§ 74, 77, 81, 93.
See AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §146.
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firms to those fitting that definition.89 The regulatory assumption of this approach has been already
successfully challenged by GLS Italy before the Italian Supreme Administrative Court, see Box 5.

89

AGCom states that “Where the postal service is carried out through a unitary organisation, consisting of the aggregation of
several subjects, in the various forms ordinarily used (for example: consortium, partnership, affiliation contract, various
forms of subcontracting), the data must be filled in and transmitted by the entity at the top of the organisation. The latter, in
fact, through the unitary management of the production process – in the example of the affiliation contract, the subject acting as franchisor (franchisor) – is able to transmit the requested data with reference to the entire unitary organisation, composed from all the various production units that supply, or contribute to supply, the various phases of the postal service.”
[Translation by Copenhagen Economics. Original text: “Ove il servizio postale sia svolto attraverso una organizzazione
unitaria, costituita dall’aggregazione di più soggetti, nelle varie forme ordinariamente utilizzate (ad esempio: consorzio,
partnership, contratto di affiliazione, varie forme di sub-appalto), i dati devono essere compilati e trasmessi dal soggetto
posto al vertice dell’organizzazione. Quest’ultimo, infatti, attraverso la gestione unitaria del processo di lavorazione –
nell’esempio del contratto di affiliazione, il soggetto che agisce come affiliante (franchisor) – è in grado di trasmettere i dati
richiesti con riferimento all’intera organizzazione unitaria, composta da tutte le varie unità produttive che forniscono, o
concorrono a fornire, le varie fasi del servizio postale.”].
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Box 5 Appeal court dismisses the regulatory view that a delivery business model
based on contracting implies coordination and direction of contractors
On 2nd March and then on 27th June 2017, AGCom issued three fines for GLS Italy. GLS, for parts
of its delivery value chain, relied on contractor companies. AGCom considered GLS to hold a
“role as parent company”, holding “powers of direction and coordination”.90 On this basis, GLS
was fined (i) for not providing sufficient information on its contractors, for the purpose of
AGCom’s sectoral statistics and analysis; and (ii) for its contractors’ lack of a general authorisation to provide postal services.
In May 2019 and October 2020, three judgments by the Italian Council of State (court of appeals of last instance) annulled AGCom’s decision and related injunctions based on the fact
that the companies that GLS contracts with are autonomous and independent, have freedom
in their entrepreneurial decisions, and consequently GLS cannot be held responsible for these
third parties’ faults.91 In particular the Italian Council of State found that:
• It is not established that between GLS and the other affiliated companies there is that situation of shareholding control (i.e. ownership of company’s shares) by law or de facto in the
presence of which it would be legitimate to assume a management and coordination activity carried out by the parent company.92
• Not all the contracts (in this case franchising) that govern a structured collaboration between economically and legally independent subjects give rise to an activity of “direction”,
even though they allow for outsourcing of (part of) the activity of distribution to small and
medium sized enterprises.93
• The "hierarchical" link between companies can only be seen in the presence of a contract,
by virtue of which several autonomous companies "submit" to the management and coordination of one of them. But, for this purpose, the elements (used by AGCom), such as the
unity of the image provided, the unitary trademark, the tracing system, the homogeneity
and uniformity of the product, the existence of a network for parcel tracking, the clauses
that oblige affiliates to carry out the activity in a limited area of the national territory, are not
sufficient. In the absence of these conditions, it is possible to recognize a mere coordination
activity, consisting in creating a system of synergies between different companies.94
• Even regardless of the source of management and coordination power, the sanctioning
case for failure to monitor the compliance of the affiliates and unaffiliated third parties applied by AGCom does not have sufficient legal basis.95
• AGCom has subsequently applied to the Council of State for revocation of the Council’s
judgments – with the related revocation judgment pending before the Council of State.
Source: Sentenza del Consiglio di Stato N. 03111/2019, REG.PROV.COLL. N. 08106/2018 REG.RIC.

90

Original texts: “l’Autorità ha contestato alla società appellante le seguenti condotte: (i) l’aver affidato […] l’attività di
smistamento degli invii postali alla società controllata GESC, non munita […] di autorizzazione generale […]; (ii) l’avere
affiliato, nell’ambito del Gruppo GLS, due società […] non munite di autorizzazione generale; (iii) l’avere coinvolto, tramite
alcune delle società proprie affiliate, operatori terzi (non affiliati GLS) non muniti di autorizzazione generale, a cui è stata
affidata parte delle attività connesse alla fornitura di servizi postali”; “secondo l’Autorità, le clausole del Contratto e del
Regolamento «inequivocabilmente attribuiscono a GLS il ruolo di società capogruppo, dotata di penetranti poteri di
direzione e di coordinamento» degli affiliati i quali, «pur essendo soggetti giuridici distinti, solo entro certi limiti sono in
grado di determinare autonomamente le modalità di gestione dell’attività»”.
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By simplifying the nature of vertical relations when gathering data, it is not possible to assess the
value chain relationships and how these relationships can inform supply-side and demand-side
competitive constraints, i.e. the basic elements of the market definition exercise.

2.4.2 Delineation of markets based on receivers’ identity: Evidence
indicates that B2B and B2C delivery belong to the same market
In its preliminary analysis, AGCom finds neither demand-side nor supply-side substitutability between B2B and B2C parcel delivery services to be sufficient for these services to be part of the same
relevant market.96 This conclusion is based on two main sets of arguments:
•

•

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

B2B and B2C parcel delivery have different demand and supply side characteristics, e.g.
size of parcels, whether delivery can be planned, share of successful deliveries, delivery
points, time of delivery, and money back availability.97
B2B and B2C parcel delivery require different supply side infrastructure. According to
AGCom, as B2C parcel delivery requires a more capillary delivery and pick-up network,
smaller last-mile delivery vehicles (to deliver in cities), and other IT systems than B2B parcel delivery, specific investments needed for delivery operators active in B2B parcel delivery to provide B2C parcel delivery are large enough to prevent entry.

Original texts: “Le imprese che fanno parte del gruppo GLS sono soggetti autonomi e indipendenti, godendo di libertà
imprenditoriale nella gestione dell’attività”; “a prescindere dalla qualificazione del network in termini di franchising (come
sostenuto dall’appellante) ovvero di gruppo societario (come preteso dall’Autorità), nessuna responsabilità potrebbe esserle
attribuita [a GLS] per l’omesso possesso del titolo abilitativo da parte di terzi”.
Original text, including references: ” Ebbene, nel caso in esame – sulla scorta dei fatti allegati in giudizio – non risulta che
tra GLS e le altre imprese affiliate sussista quella situazione di controllo azionario di diritto o di fatto (art. 2359, comma 1,
c.c.), in presenza della quale era lecito presumere ex lege (art. 2497-sexies, c.c.) una attività di dire-zione e coordinamento
esercitata dalla società controllante (attività che costituisce un quid pluris rispet-to al mero esercizio del controllo). Non
operando tale presunzione, l’attività di direzione doveva essere dimostrata in concreto”.
Original and complete text: ” non tutti i contratti del tipo anzidetto – sol perché disciplinano una collaborazione strutturata
tra soggetti economicamente e giuridicamente indipendenti – danno luogo ad una attività di direzione, ben potendo
limitarsi a disciplinare una particolare forma di divisione del lavoro tra grandi aziende e imprese di dimensioni mediopiccole (c.d. «affidamento in outsourcing»), in cui gli affiliati sono incaricati di svol-gere l’attività di distribuzione di beni o
servizi di un altro imprenditore (nel caso in esame, ad esempio, il ciclo di lavorazione che caratterizza il servizio fornito da
GLS prevede che il pacco del singolo utente sia lavorato, nella fase di raccolta dall’impresa x, nella fase di trasporto
dall’impresa y, nella successiva fase di smistamento dall’impresa z, nella fase di recapito da altra impresa ancora)”.
Original text: “Il collegamento “gerarchico” tra società è ravvisabile solo al cospetto di un contratto, in forza del quale più
società autonome si «assoggettano» all’attività di direzione e coordinamento di una di esse. Ma, a tal fine, non sono
sufficienti gli elementi addotti dall’Autorità, quali: l’unitarietà dell’immagine fornita, il marchio unitario, il sistema di
tracciatura, l’omogeneità e l’uniformità del prodotto, l’esistenza di una rete per la tracciatura dei pacchi, le clausole che
obbligano gli affiliati a svolgere l’attività in una zona circoscritta del territorio nazionale. […] In mancanza di tali
presupposti, è dato ravvisare una attività di mero coordinamento, consistente nel realizzare un sistema di sinergie tra
società diverse”.
Complete original text: “anche prescindere dalla fonte (rimasta indimostrata) del potere di direzione e coordinamento, la
fatti-specie sanzionatoria per omesso controllo applicata dall’Autorità (GLS avrebbe omesso di vigilare sul rispetto, da parte
degli affiliati e terzi non affiliati, della normativa di settore in materia di titoli abilitativi all’esercizio dell’attività postale)
non ha sufficiente base legale”.
AGCom actually defines a narrower B2C market, namely that for B2C “e-commerce” deliveries. Although we recognise that
most parcel deliveries from businesses to private consumers are generated by e-commerce, there are also other forms of
B2C parcel deliveries (consider e.g. a company sending Christmas presents to its employees). See AGCom Delibera
212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §119.
Although AGCom seems to label them as demand-side only. See AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§101,102.
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In what follows, we assess AGCom’s delineation of separate markets for B2B and B2C parcel delivery. We also go one step further by taking an initial look at empirical evidence regarding the provision of parcel delivery services in Italy. Based on our analysis, we find that B2B and B2C parcel delivery may belong to the same relevant market, see Table 3.
Table 3
Overview of AGCom’s assessment and elements of evidence that AGCom did not
consider and that suggest a broader B2X parcel delivery market
EC GUIDELINES

AGCOM’S ANALYSIS

EVIDENCE ELEMENTS NOT CONSIDERED IN
AGCOM’S PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Demand side substitution
1. Product
characteristics

•

Different characteristics: size of
parcels, ability to plan delivery,
share of successful deliveries,
delivery points, time of delivery, money back availability

•
•
•

Operators do not advertise separate products
for businesses and residential recipients
Postal services are distinguished based on size,
speed, volume, weight, etc, not on recipients
Both businesses and private users can and do
receive parcel delivery with similar (often identical) features

4. Barriers and
costs associated with
switching

•

Both businesses and private users (as recipients)
can and do switch between parcel delivery services with different features

5. Customers
categories and
price discrimination

•

Price differences are not linked to the identity of
the receiver

•

Traditional B2B operators have in the past expanded to provide B2C delivery

•
•

Most operators deliver both B2B and B2C
No differences in infrastructure. Existing delivery
networks are capable to provide B2B and B2C
delivery because they use the same resources
Similar costs for providing B2B and B2C delivery
due to similar delivery requirements (in terms of
time, frequency of delivery, value added services, etc)

Demand side substitution
8. Barriers to
entry

9. Switching
costs

•

B2B and B2C parcel deliveries
require different infrastructures.
A delivery operator active in
B2B needs to make specific investments to provide B2C deliveries (although no quantification of the investment
needed is made)

•

•
Source:

Requirement of a denser delivery and collection
network for B2C is not sufficient to exclude
switching

Copenhagen Economics based on European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of
relevant market for the purposes of Communi-ty competition law, paragraph 2. Available at https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31997Y1209(01)&from=EN, AGCom Delibera
212/20/CONS Appendix A, and evidence from the market (see below).

Before starting to analyse the provision of B2B and B2C parcel delivery services, competition authorities and regulators need to ask: What are these services in practice? Although the concepts of
B2B parcel delivery and B2C parcel delivery are simple in theory (delivery of a parcel from a business entity to a business or a consumer recipient respectively), this is not the case in practice. In
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fact, it is worth noting that delivery operators themselves often do not distinguish services by recipient (i.e. there is no such thing as a “B2B delivery service” or a “B2C delivery service” in delivery operators’ product portfolios).This is also the case for providers of parcel delivery services in Italy.98
Instead, delivery operators provide services aimed at different segments of senders (typically businesses and consumers), offering them a range of different features, such as next day delivery, evening delivery, delivery to a parcel locker, etc.
The fact that delivery operators cannot distinguish between whether the actual recipient is a business (B) or a consumer (C) in the first place already indicates that there is no clear-cut distinction
between B2B and B2C delivery. Therefore, regulators and competition authorities often invent
proxies for B2C and B2B delivery. This is also what AGCom seems to have done, using size and
weight of parcels (although not providing a clear cut), whether delivery can be planned, share of
successful deliveries, delivery points, time of delivery, money back availability and other features to
distinguish between B2B and B2C parcel delivery. However, also this categorisation does not allow
for a clear delineation between B2B and B2C parcel delivery, see Table 4.
Table 4
Categorisation of B2B and B2C parcel delivery based on product features
PRODUCT FEATURE

AGCOM’S PLACEMENT OF THE FEATURE AS B2B/B2C

COMMENT

Size and weight of parcels

Large and heavy parcels = B2B
Small and light parcels = B2C

Both businesses and consumers get parcels of different size and weight

Possible planning of delivery (identity of recipient, time of delivery,
repetition of delivery)

Possible to plan delivery (same recipients, same delivery times) = B2B
Not possible to plan deliveries (different
recipients every time, etc) = B2C

Planning of delivery cannot be a distinguishing factor since it depends on the
recipient’s delivery point and businesses
and consumers often use the same delivery points

Share of successful deliveries

High = B2B
Low = B2C

Cannot be a distinguishing factor since
businesses and consumers often use the
same delivery points

Delivery points

Office = B2B
Multi-channel solutions (e.g. home, parcel locker, shop) = B2C

Delivery points often cannot be distinguished between businesses and consumers

Time of delivery

Working days and office hours = B2B
Saturday and evening deliveries = B2C

Different times of delivery can be attractive and can be used by both businesses
and consumers

Money back

Money back = B2B
No money back = B2C

Both businesses and consumers are entitled to refunds under EU law

Other features

Track & trace = B2B
Track & trace, delivery notice, etc = B2C

Operators do not distinguish between
different types of recipients, so the services they offer (e.g. delivery notifications) are available also for certain businesses recipients

Source:

98

Copenhagen Economics based on AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, Table 5.2.

See e.g. the websites of the main parcel delivery operators in Italy, which no where distinguish by recipient:
https://www.dhl.com/it-it/home.html; https://www.ups.com/it/it/Home.page?loc=it_IT; https://www.poste.it/index.html.
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The size and weight of parcels is not a distinctive feature of 2C vs 2B parcel deliveries. Although
businesses might get large items delivered (e.g. an office chair), private consumers do too (e.g. furniture). Similarly, businesses also get small items delivered (e.g. printer ink), and so do private consumers. Thus, using the size and weight of parcels as a distinguishing factor without documenting
significant differences between business recipients and consumer recipients cannot contribute to a
conclusion on separate markets for B2B and B2C delivery.
The possible planning of delivery (in terms of identity of recipient, time of delivery, repetition of
delivery) and the share of successful deliveries cannot be a distinguishing factor between businesses
and consumers as recipients since businesses and consumers use the same types of delivery points,
as explained in the following paragraph.
Although the type of delivery point is sometimes used as a proxy to distinguish between 2B and 2C
deliveries, this does not provide a clear distinction between the two types of services. This is because
•
Consumers often get their parcels delivered to their workplace, to a retail store or to the
receptionist of their building, often identified as 2B delivery points;
•
Businesses often get their parcels delivered to parcel lockers and post-in-shop stations, often identified as 2C delivery points;
•
Many small businesses work out of residential addresses. Thus, the delivery would be 2B,
but at a 2C delivery point. This trend is even strengthened by Covid-19, where possibly
more “2B” deliveries were delivered to home addresses, i.e. “2C” delivery points.
Saturday and evening deliveries, which AGCom identifies as a 2C service, are also attractive for the
2B-segments like retail stores in the city centre (for Saturday deliveries) and smaller crafts- and
tradespeople or field technicians who are interested in receiving their shipments in their home office (for evening deliveries). Delivery during office hours, which AGCom identifies as a 2B delivery
feature, is used by private consumers who get parcels delivered to their workplace (or at home in
the case that they work from home).
The money back feature (although not clearly explained by AGCom) is accessible by both businesses
and consumers. Since both businesses and consumers receive the parcel delivery service as final users, they are entitled to refunds under EU law.99
Track & trace is (as also acknowledged by AGCom) attributable to all parcel shipments, independently of the identity of the recipient.100
Price discrimination similarly does not allow for a distinction between B2B and B2C parcel delivery
services. This is because the delivery operator often does not know the identity of the recipient,
making it impossible to price discriminate. Instead, price differences can be linked to
•
Different delivery features, such as delivery speed and the inclusion of value-added features, which do not differ between B2B and B2C deliveries, as explained above.
•
Volumes sent and the weight and size of parcels, which (as also explained above) are not
distinguishing factors for B2B and B2C parcel delivery.
99
100

Reference (see https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/consumers/shopping/guarantees-returns/italy/index_en.htm).
“B2C e-commerce and competition have created incentives for USPs to improve and innovate. Track & trace becomes more
and more a standard feature: in 19 countries in EU28/EEA included in domestic and in crossborder universal service parcels” Source: WIK (2019) User Needs in the Postal Sector, p.18, available at https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/35748/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/pdf.
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We also find that barriers and costs associated with switching demand between features identified
as 2B are very low. The fact that both business and consumer recipients can and do use delivery services with the same features proves de facto switching. To better understand the extent to which different delivery features cross over between business and consumer recipients, one could perform a
survey of receivers’ actual needs and preferences. According to the interim report, AGCom has not
performed such a survey.
On the supply side, we note that barriers to entry and expansion are low, making it possible for
parcel delivery providers to switch between the provision of B2B and B2C parcel delivery services. 101
This is also acknowledged by AGCom itself, referring to the high number of delivery operators active in Italy (3.000 registered delivery operators in 2020).102 Evidence of actual substitution and
new entry in the recent past supports this conclusion:
•
•
•

•

•

Operators that traditionally served only B2B clients (e.g. UPS and FedEx) have expanded
to also serve B2C clients in Italy, as also confirmed by AGCom.103
New operators focusing on e-commerce delivery, such as PVS Services, Asendia, Save e
Neologistica, have entered the sector.104
Small and flexible DSPs in Italy have started to provide last-mile parcel delivery services in
collaboration with retailers and other delivery service providers. Retailers can thus start
providing delivery in partnership with DSPs in response to an increase in the price of B2C
parcel delivery services.
Amazon’s expansion into B2C logistics and delivery services in collaboration with local
DSPs as a reaction to insufficient quality of service (e.g. delivery speed) provided by delivery operators active in the market at the time is an actual example of low entry barriers. In
this case, a decrease in quality of service (potential alternative test to the SSNIP) resulted
in the entrance of a new player from the retail sector which, based on a new type of business model, purchases, recombines and resells delivery services in competition with existing delivery operators.
New operators characterised by different business models have also entered the segment
to provide parcel delivery from businesses to consumers, such as Glovo105.

With respect to switching costs, AGCom notes that the infrastructure needed for B2C parcel delivery is different from that needed for B2B parcel delivery, primarily because B2C deliveries need to
be carried out with small means of transportation that can move easily in urban centres.106 Such
strict separation between business vs consumer locations (area / network presence) is not applicable to Italian cities where both businesses and consumers often are clustered in the same areas, see
Figure 8. In fact, in response to our consumer survey, 93% of respondents stated that they live in
areas where there is some degree of commercial activities, such as shops and offices. Moreover, virtually all respondents stating that they live in areas with commercial activities also state that they

101

102
103
104
105
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In the FedEx/TNT merger decision, the Commission reports that “The majority of respondents considered a B2B's market
entry into B2C easy and timely”, see European Commission case M.7630 (FedEx/TNT), footnote 936.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §146.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§69, 79.
AGCom, Case A528 - FBA AMAZON, Provvedimento n. 27623, §62.
Glovo allows customers to get products, including shopping and pharmacy items, delivered to them. See
https://about.glovoapp.com/en/.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§103, 104.
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already today observe a range of different operators performing last-mile delivery within that
area.107
Figure 8
Street in the centre of Milan with businesses and private parcel recipients

Note:
Source:

Illustrative
Copenhagen Economics based on Google Maps, Corso Italia, Milan

The fact that barriers to entry and switching costs are low is further demonstrated by the fact that
88% of surveyed Italian consumers receive parcels at their home address from more than one delivery operator. More than half (59%) receives parcels from more than four different operators. The
number of delivery operators observed by the surveyed consumers in the area of their home address
is even higher: 94% of respondents observes more than one operator and 70% observes more than
four, see Figure 9. The average consumer reports over four different operators serving their home
address / local area.108

107

108

55% find commercial activities within 1km from their home, 74% within 2km, 92% within 5km. All the delivery operators
listed in AGCom’s decision are observed to different degrees by respondents in the area where they live. Source: CE survey.
Source: CE Survey.
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Figure 9
Delivery operators that consumers received parcels from at their home address or
which they saw delivering in their local area
% of consumers

Source:

CE survey.

Considering the distribution of delivery operators reported by consumers as active, the evidence
confirms low barriers to entry/expansion and low switching costs. Operators reported as being
seen or performing deliveries in the respondents’ local area include firms that have been historically
serving business customers, such as Bartolini (83% of consumers received parcels from this operator and 91% of consumers observed them in their home area), DHL (71%; 83%), Fedex/TNT (22%;
37%), UPS (44%; 67%). In fact, if we, based on our survey results, calculate the share of deliveries
carried out by different providers of parcel delivery services we find a very dynamic picture, see Figure 10.
Figure 10
Distribution of delivery operators reported by consumers as active
% of deliveries

Note:

Source:

The first column identifies the share of times that the respondents to our survey have seen the operator
delivering in their home address area. This information is not available for Poste Italiane since the operator
has to be present on the whole Italian territory by regulation.
CE Survey.

The presence of parcel lockers and commercial activities (e.g. convenience stores) functioning as
pick up points for B2C deliveries (as also recognised by AGCom109) also demonstrates that the cost
109

AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §103.
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of providing B2C and B2B parcel delivery is very similar, since various pick up points can be used by
both private consumers and businesses as delivery recipients. When asking consumers in Italy
about the availability of different delivery options, we find that delivery to the home address is by
far the most widespread delivery options available (available to 90% of respondents). However, in
addition to this, a large share of respondents also reported to have access to other alternatives, such
as: delivery to a delivery point, e.g. as a kiosk (32%), delivery to a parcel locker (29%), delivery to
the workplace (27%), and delivery to the seller’s shop (16%). These alternative modes of delivery are
not only available, but de facto also used. Whereas delivery to the workplace is used by 19% of the
respondents to our survey, delivery to a delivery point is used by 16%, delivery to parcel lockers by
15%, and delivery to the seller by 8%. These habits did not change drastically during Covid-19, but
consumers have been receiving more products to delivery points other than their home and expect
to continue doing so in the future: +4% of respondents expect to receive more deliveries to the
workplace, +3% to delivery point such as kiosks, +4% to parcel lockers and +3% to the seller.110

Based on the above, we conclude that AGCom’s analysis leaves many important questions unanswered and ignores part of the evidence, making it unable to robustly conclude on the existence of
separate relevant markets for B2B and B2C parcel delivery. Moreover, empirical evidence available
suggests that the relevant markets are broader than those defined by AGCom.

2.4.3 Delineation of markets based on delivery speed: Evidence
indicates a joint market for deferred and express delivery
In its preliminary analysis, AGCom defines separate relevant markets for deferred and express parcel delivery. This conclusion is based on two main sets of arguments:
•

•

Deferred and express parcel delivery services respond to different needs and are priced differently. Express services respond to the need of urgency and are usually more expensive,
while deferred services are slower (yet reliable) and cheaper. Customers buying the two
services have a different willingness to pay.111
Deferred and express parcel delivery services require different supply side infrastructure.
Express services, for example, require a larger fleet of planes and trucks to respond to the
need of more frequent trips and faster delivery.112

In addition, AGCom refers to the Commission’s decision in the UPS/TNT merger where separate
relevant markets for deferred and express parcel delivery were identified, to support its conclusion.113 As discussed in chapter 1, with growing e-commerce, consumers’ demand for faster and
more convenient delivery offerings at lower prices is constantly developing, thereby putting pressure on both retailers (who buy delivery services) and providers of delivery services to constantly
reinvent themselves to remain attractive in the highly contestable retail and delivery sectors. In a
dynamic setting like this, relying on existing case law to define relevant markets is not sufficient. 114

110
111
112
113
114

Note: the same respondent could select more options. Source: CE survey.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §110.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §109.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§ 109-113.
In relation to the UPS/TNT decision, we note that the main question concerned how faster delivery services were constrained by slower ones, whereas in the case at hand the question is the opposite. We also note the distinction between express and slower services in the UPS/TNT decision was drawn at one day, compared to the 2 days demarcation used by
AGCom in its interim decision.
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Instead, empirical analysis of recent evidence related to demand and supply side substitution is
needed.
In what follows, we assess AGCom’s delineation of separate markets for deferred and express parcel
delivery. We also take an initial look at empirical evidence regarding the provision of parcel delivery
services in Italy. Based on our analysis, we find that deferred and express do not appear to belong to
separate relevant markets, see Table 5.
Table 5
Overview of AGCom’s assessment and elements of evidence that AGCom did not
consider and that suggest a broader parcel delivery market by speed
EC GUIDELINES

AGCOM’S ANALYSIS

EVIDENCE ELEMENTS NOT CONSIDERED IN
AGCOM’S PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Demand side substitution
1. Product characteristics

•

The two services respond
to different needs: express
to the need of urgency,
deferred is more reliable

4. Barriers and
costs associated
with switching
5. Customers categories and price
discrimination

•

Delivery services are not much differentiated
when the difference is e.g. between delivering
in 2 days (express based on AGCom definition)
or 3 days (deferred based on AGCom definition)

•

Customers switch between faster/slower delivery all the time, depending on the need of the
situation

•

The two services are
priced differently. Express is
usually more expensive,
deferred cheaper. Customers of the two services
have different willingness
to pay

•

Delivery prices paid by consumers (set by retailers) might not reflect the prices set by the delivery operator

•

Deferred and express require different infrastructure

•

The entrance of delivery operators providing
parcel delivery services at different speeds
proves that barriers to entry are low

•

Low switching costs – existing operators already
have the network in place for deferred deliveries

•

The majority of delivery operators deliver parcels
at different speeds already

Supply side substitution
8. Barriers to entry

9. Switching costs

Source:

Copenhagen Economics based on European Commission (1997) Commission notice on the definition of
relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law, AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS Appendix A, and evidence from the market (see below).

Similar to the lack of a practically applicable definition of B2B vs. B2C parcel delivery, what is actually meant by “express” or “deferred” delivery is not so straightforward in practice. The reason for
this is that parcel delivery is a differentiated service where the speed of delivery is a parameter that
providers of parcel delivery services can adapt to cater for different user needs. Whereas virtually all
consumers shopping online prefer a faster delivery service to a slower one, some recipients (and
senders) currently relying on a two day delivery service (identified as “express” by AGCom) may be
indifferent to a switch to a three day delivery service (identified as “deferred” by AGCom) – and vice
versa (implying a demand-side constraint on so-called deferred delivery services). When asking
Italian consumers, we find that they identify a quality difference both between 2 and 3 days delivery
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and between 1 and 2 days delivery.115 This confirms the lack of a definite split as defined by AGCom.
The fact that consumers value any reduction in delivery time suggests a continuous quality increase
as delivery time gets shorter, and not a clear cut between 2 and 3 days as suggested by AGComs.116
Similarly, whereas some delivery operators (like UPS) define express as delivery within 24 hours,
others (like Poste Italiane) define express as delivery in one to three days, and in some cases up to
four days, see Figure 11.117 Thus it is not evident where the line between deferred and express delivery should be drawn – if it should be drawn at all. To find out, empirical analysis of demand preferences and substitution patterns is necessary. Any assumption based on historic classifications,
which is not tested on the market, i.e. on buyer’s actual demand and preferences, runs a clear risk of
caging the customers (and ultimately end consumers i.e. recipients) into categories that do not fit
reality.
Figure 11
Poste Italiane’s express parcel delivery service, delivered in 1-3 days

Source:

https://www.poste.it/prodotti/poste-delivery-express.html?wt.ac=1473800493295.

In this context, we also note that AGCom’s questionnaire took as a given the classification of services between those delivered within two days (labelled as express) and those delivered in three
days or more (labelled as deferred). This way of pre-defining questions instead of first observing
what the data shows and what is important to consumers is particularly dangerous in a dynamic
sector, like that for parcel delivery services consumers constantly are increasing their demands. In
the case of the express vs deferred boundary, a definition of 48h as a threshold seems input-driven
rather than evidence based from the specific competitive circumstances.
Moreover, when defining what constitutes express and what constitutes deferred delivery, it is important to understand what activities in the retail delivery value chain are included and which are
not. Whereas, Amazon (like other retailers and merchants) often measures delivery time from the
time when the order is placed or when it is assigned to a fulfilment centre to delivery to recipient,
traditional parcel delivery operators like Poste Italiane or UPS normally measure delivery time from
the time of collection (or reception/handover from merchant) to final delivery to recipient. By not
defining the delivery time concepts specifically enough in the information request, there is a risk
that AGCom has compared data points which are not comparable – thereby drawing faulty conclusions about the size and functioning of the relevant markets.

115

116
117

On a small sample of respondents (subset of those flagging urgency as a justification in the past for instances of buying offline rather than online), 92% of consumers who identified a difference between 2 vs 3 delivery days also identified a difference between 1 and 2 delivery days. This evidence is inconsistent with AGCom’s implied view that there is a firm, stable
boundary at the 48h time point (i.e. 2 day delivery).
Source: CE survey.
For example, whereas UPS delivers its express parcels within 1 day, Poste Italiane delivers its express parcels in 1-3 days,
see https://www.ups.com/it/it/shipping/services/domestic.page? and https://www.poste.it/prodotti/poste-delivery-express.html?wt.ac=1473800493295
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In addition to the above, empirical evidence suggests that what is identified as express and deferred
parcel delivery service in AgcomAGCom’s preliminary analysis may belong to the same relevant
market.
Although faster delivery is normally sold at a higher price than slower delivery, these price differences do not necessarily prevent substitution. This is because the price observed by the consumer
(who drives demand) is not necessarily the price of the delivery service offered by the delivery operator. The senders (e.g. retailers) are the ones choosing the delivery options (incl. prices) that will be
available to consumers, based on different criteria including, but not limited to, price. The delivery
price that online consumers see is based on the retailer’s pricing strategy (some merchants charge a
mark-up on delivery and some give discounts compared to the prices charged by delivery service
providers).118
We also observe that barriers and costs associated with switching demand between slower and
faster delivery are low, if not inexistent. As explained above, the prices provided by delivery operators for delivery does not provide a fair picture with respect to the price differences faced by consumers. Additionally, consumers switch between faster and slower delivery all the time, depending
on the need of the situation. While consumers generally prefer faster compared to slower delivery,
an increase in the price for one option relative to the other (even a small one) might trigger substitution to the other option.
The propensity for consumers to switch between slower and faster delivery could be tested in a consumer survey. To our knowledge AGCom has not conducted such a survey.
Last, but not least, we note that barriers to entry and switching costs are low and make it possible
for providers of faster delivery (virtually all operators in the Italian parcel delivery segment) to also
offer slower parcel delivery services. This is proven by
•
•

The fact that many parcel delivery operators in Italy offer delivery services at different
speeds, as also confirmed by AGCom.119
The fact that operators providing faster delivery already have an existing network in place
which they can use to also provide slower delivery. Although express networks are costly to
have, the marginal cost of one more parcel delivered at slower speed and at a lower price in
the existing network is likely very low. To conclude firmly on the likelihood of switching,
the actual cost of switching would need to be measured. AGCom does not appear to have
done so.

2.4.4 Delineation of markets based on senders’ identity: Need to
consider additional perspectives before concluding on separate
markets for B2X and C2X parcel delivery
In its preliminary analysis, AGCom defines separate markets for C2X and B2X parcel delivery services based on the following parameters:

118

119

Ultimately customers decide where and what to buy based on the total price they pay, i.e. the price of the item and price of
delivery.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §74 and figure 4.9.
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•
•
•

Difference in product characteristics: non-negotiable economic and technical conditions
for consumers vs adaptable ones and volume discounts for businesses;
Difference in prices: higher average prices for consumers;
Switching costs/barriers to entry (although not measured) and need for different infrastructure: in order to offer business services it is necessary to have commercial agents who
follow the client in a dedicated manner, a pick-up service for pick-up on site and a system
for periodic invoicing, while to offer services to residential clients it is essential to have a
widespread acceptance network.120

AGCom’s preliminary analysis leaves some questions unanswered with respect to supply side substitution between C2X and B2X delivery. In particular, we note that digital transformation / reduction in IT costs and the synergies between drop-off (acceptance) and pick-up (reception) of parcels
have increased the contestability of C2X parcel delivery, thereby reducing entry barriers and supply
side switching costs in two ways.
First, given the technology available today, it takes very little to operate a network for accepting and
delivering parcels from/to private individuals121. As a result, we observe (in Italy and in other countries throughout Europe) that the network of post offices operated by the universal postal service
provider is substitutable and indeed substituted as consumers pick and choose between multiple
providers, such as UPS shops122, DHL-partners123, Parcel lockers124, and a variety of kiosks and retail
business hosting a parcel acceptance function125.
Second, economies of scope in networks of parcel lockers or other access points make the distinction between businesses and private senders based on the cost of serving these two customer groups
less clear. Networks of parcel lockers or other access points provide strong synergies (i.e. economies
of scope) for parcel delivery operators as both collection and delivery of parcels is concentrated to
the same points (compared to door-step delivery which present significantly higher marginal costs
for parcel delivery).
The perspectives presented above are valuable to include in the analysis because they might render
a different conclusion compared to that in AGCom’s preliminary decision. Moreover, there are indications of consumer choice and substitutability for C2X services, as well as supply side substitution
in relation to the provision of B2X vs. C2X parcel delivery services, that might indicate even a market as broadly defined as X2X parcel delivery.
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AGCom includes in the C2X market USO parcel delivery services (offered by Poste Italiane), with the argument that these
are standard delivery services (see AGCOM Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §114). However, to support this argument
it would have been useful to check actual substitution patterns between consumers and businesses sending parcels using
different delivery services, particularly in response to a small but significant increase in price, i.e. the SSNIP test. AGCom
itself admits that USO parcel delivery services can be used by businesses too, particularly because of a new offer by Poste
Italiane that provides for volume discounts (see AGCOM Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, footnote 55).
As a result of digital transformation, all it takes to operate a network for accepting and delivering parcels from/to private
individuals is (i) contracts with a network of retail outlets, gas stations, convenience stores etc. with shop floor storage space
to host parcels, (ii) an app integrated with the delivery operator’s systems, (iii) PDAs of smartphones for the retail shop employees, and (iv) some training for the retail shop employees.
UPS Access points are for parcel pick up and also delivery. The drop-off option on their website lets you find Access Points
all across the world by searching within a city. See https://www.ups.com/dropoff/.
See https://locator.dhl.com/.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §65.
See for example the overview collected by Fermo!Point at https://www.fermopoint.it/punti-di-ritiro-e-di-spedizione-pacchi.
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2.4.5 Indirect demand side constraints may indicate broader markets
One important aspect to consider when analysing the competitive constraints on providers of parcel
delivery services is the indirect demand-side constraints posed by (i) cross-border e-commerce and
(ii) other retail channels (traditional brick-and-mortar shops), see Figure 12. Buyers of domestic
B2C delivery services (i.e. merchants selling goods online) are exposed to competition from both
online merchants located outside Italy and offline merchants.
Figure 12
Italian consumers can get goods sold (i) online and delivered from abroad, and (ii) at
physical stores, besides goods sold online and delivered from Italy

Source:

Illustration by Copenhagen Economics

Consumers in Italy shopping online often consider both products located in Italy and abroad.126 In
fact, consumers often do not even know, or see, from a website whether the goods ordered will be
delivered from a domestic warehouse or from a warehouse in another country. Thus, with any price
effect on domestic parcel delivery, substitution to cross-border alternatives (and thereby cross-border delivery) can be immediate from the point of view of the online shopper, resulting in an indirect
effect on demand for domestic parcel delivery services by domestic merchants.
Additionally, the options considered by consumers often include both online and offline retail
channels. As demonstrated in chapter 1, the majority of respondents to our survey stated that they
both consider and use both online and offline retail channels when making a purchase, and Covid19 did not change this, see Figure 13
Covid measures did not impact consumers’ choice between online and offline sales.

126

See for example PostNord’s report “E-commerce in Europe 2019”.
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Figure 13
Covid measures did not impact consumers’ choice between online and offline sales
% of respondents that consider both online and offline sales

Source:

CE survey.

Thus, if the delivery price increases for the option of buying from a domestic web shop, this might
also cause substitution towards traditional brick-and-mortar stores. Situations where even small
changes in the price for delivery may have an important impact on consumers’ decision to buy
online versus offline are typically when the price of the product considered by the consumer is of
low value. In these situations, the delivery price makes up a larger share of the total cost for the consumer and thus even small changes to this price may trigger the consumer to switch from online to
offline, or to buy from a retailer which offers free click & collect in the retail chain store. In fact, 69%
of respondents to our consumer survey stated that they at least once had abandoned an online purchase and bought instead at an offline retailer because of non-satisfactory delivery options provided
by the online retailer.127 A robust delineation of relevant markets for parcel delivery must take this
omni-channel reality into account – which could change significantly analytical outcomes.
The importance of considering indirect demand effects is also acknowledged in other sectors, such
as telecom.128 One example of this is the Slovak Telecom case where the regulator failed to
acknowledge the effect of these indirect constraints on demand-side substitution upon defining the
relevant product market and was criticised by the European Commission’s DG CONNECT.129 Several
previous studies in relation to the postal and delivery sector have also touched upon the subject of
indirect demand effects stemming from a price increase on parcel delivery services. 130
In its preliminary analysis, AGCom separates the cross-border parcel delivery market from the domestic parcel delivery market without taking these types of indirect demand side constraints into
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Source: CE survey.
See for example: OECD (2014) Defining the Relevant Market in Telecommunications; Copenhagen Economics (2017) Review of the SMP Guidelines; GSMA (2016) COMPETITION POLICY DIGITAL AGE.
CASE AT.39523 – SLOVAK TELEKOM (see https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/39523/39523_5272_13.pdf).
For example, already in 2014, Copenhagen Economics discussed this phenomenon in a report about the Universal Postal
Union terminal dues written on behalf of the American postal sector regulator (the U.S. Postal Regulatory Commission).
Copenhagen Economics (2014) The Economics of Terminal Dues. More lately, WIK Consult presented the results of its
study on the functioning of international postal markets, commissioned by the European Commission’s DG GROW where
it, amongst other things, had analysed the impact on e-commerce demand of the application of VAT (removal of de minimis
rules) to e-commerce shipments. See WIK presentation during the public stakeholder workshop: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/online-public-stakeholder-workshop-study-international-postal-service-remuneration-and_en
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account.131 Instead, the observations put forward by AGCom as a basis for its conclusions on separate markets for domestic and cross-border parcel delivery are:
•
•
•

•

Uneven competition conditions (types of offers, prices etc.);
No demand side substitution (customers cannot replace domestic with cross-border delivery, and vice versa);
No supply side substitutability (specific investments needed for a transport and delivery
network to provide cross-border delivery, need for international interconnection agreements, and need to carry out specific activities, such as customs clearance);
Different parcel delivery operators present in national and cross-border routes and different services offered by these operators.

A broader assessment reveals several perspectives currently not covered by AGCom’s preliminary
assessment which might be important for the conclusions regarding the boundaries between domestic and cross-border delivery, see Table 6.
Table 6
Additional perspectives on the delineation of domestic vs. cross-border markets
AGCom’s analysis

Additional perspectives not covered in
AGCom’s preliminary analysis

Uneven competition conditions (types of offers, prices
etc.)

Heterogeneity in competitive conditions does not
prove the absence of demand-side constraints

No demand side substitution (customers cannot replace domestic with cross-border delivery, and vice
versa)

Retailers often host goods in a network of warehouses
in different countries. As such they can chose to deliver from a warehouse in another country should the
price for domestic delivery increase.
Online shoppers decide on where to order products
(domestically or cross-border), taking into account
prices for delivery.

No supply side substitutability (specific investments
needed for a transport and delivery network to provide cross-border delivery, need for international interconnection agreements, and need to carry out specific activities, such as customs clearance)

Domestic and cross-border parcel delivery are not
substantially different. For example, a delivery operator driving a truck from a warehouse in Nice to a consumer in Genova is not fundamentally different to a
delivery operator driving a truck from a warehouse in
Milan to an address in Ancona
Customs clearance is not relevant for Intra-EU shipments to Italy, which are likely the closest demandside substitutes to shipments from items warehoused in
Italy

Different parcel delivery operators present in national
and cross-border routes and different services offered
by these operators

Source:

Operators present on national and cross-border routes
are not different. Examples of parcel delivery operators providing domestic delivery in Italy are GLS
(owned by Royal Mail); Bartolini/DPD (owned by La
Poste), FedEx-TNT; and UPS.

Copenhagen Economics based on AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§106-108.

By not considering these aspects, there is a risk that AGCom’s analysis does not sufficiently account
for all relevant competition constraints related to the provision of parcel delivery services in Italy.
131

AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§106-108.
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2.5

AGCOM’S PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT DOES NOT
ANSWER KEY QUESTIONS RELEVANT TO ESTABLISH
THAT AMAZON HOLDS SMP

A dominant market position, or significant market power, may be identified when an undertaking is
able to behave independently of its competitors, customers, and consumers as a result of its market
power.132 Whereas market shares within the relevant market are often used as a first proxy for the
extent of market power held by an undertaking, competition authorities and regulatory bodies normally complement their analysis with an assessment of other competitive constraints, such as potential competition and countervailing buyer power. 133
In its preliminary analysis, AGCom concludes that Amazon holds SMP in a relevant market for deferred B2C e-commerce parcel deliveries in Italy. This conclusion is based on AGCom’s preliminary
findings regarding (i) Amazon’s market share, (ii) Amazon’s vertical integration into delivery, (iii)
Amazon’s buyer power, and (iv) barriers to entry in the market.134
In addition to the observations regarding AGCom’s narrow delineation of relevant markets in the
previous section, we make four observations regarding AGCom’s preliminary assessment and argumentation linked to SMP which demonstrate that additional evidence is needed to conclude on alleged SMP held by Amazon:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The preliminary estimation of market shares offers limited transparency on the calculations and the reasoning behind the treatment of captive sales volumes. Attempts to estimate market shares with different approaches all indicate lower market shares for Amazon.
Amazon’s vertical integration is not a factor supporting SMP in the delivery sector.
Amazon’s bargaining power has pro-competitive effects and does not contribute to SMP in
the delivery sector.
Evidence on low entry barriers does not support SMP in the delivery sector.

2.5.1 Market shares: limited transparency on calculations, indications
of lower shares for Amazon and the treatment of captive sales
In its analysis, AGCom estimated Amazon’s revenue market share to 59% within a relevant market
for “deferred B2C e-commerce parcel deliveries in Italy”. AGCom, however, does not provide any
details on its estimation of market shares for the identified relevant markets. In particular, it is not
clear how AGCom:

132
133
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Motta, M. (2004). Competition Policy – Theory and Practice, Ch. 2. Cambridge University Press.
In its Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 (now 102) of the EC Treaty to abusive
exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, the Commission states that: “The assessment of dominance will take into
account the competitive structure of the market, and in particular the following factors: Constraints imposed by the existing suppliers from, and the position on the market of, actual competitors (the market position of the dominant undertaking and its competitors); Constraints imposed by the credible threat of future expansion by actual competitors
or entry by potential competitors (expansion and entry); Constraints imposed by the bargaining strength of the undertaking’s customers (countervailing buyer power)”. See, Communication from the Commission — Guidance on the
Commission's enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant
undertakings (2009/C 45/02).
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §§132-149.
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• included different market players in the identified relevant markets; and
• treated Amazon’s captive sales (often referred to as self-supplied volumes) when estimating
Amazon’s market share.135
In this section, we analyse AGCom’s preliminary estimation of market shares, particularly that of
Amazon, starting from the denominator, i.e. total parcel volumes in the relevant market, then looking at the numerator, i.e. Amazon’s share in the relevant market. Finally, we discuss briefly the
treatment of captive sales.

Denominator: What is the size of the relevant market?
The size of the total market depends on the definition of the relevant market considered, and on the
data collected. AGCom considers a market for “deferred B2C e-commerce parcel deliveries in Italy”,
which is in itself very narrow and accounts for only around 6% of the total parcel delivery market,136
see Figure 7 in section 2.4. However, as we explain in section 2.4, there are no indications that such
a narrow market exists. A market for B2C domestic parcel deliveries (i.e. including both deferred
and express parcel services) would be more than six times larger than the market defined by
AGCom. If this market would include B2B deliveries too, its size would almost double 137. Holding
AGCom’s estimation of Amazon’s volumes fixed (although they leave several questions unanswered)
while broadening the relevant market shows that Amazon’s market share quickly is reduced as the
size of the relevant market grows. Moreover, the size of the relevant market might also be broader if
the volumes of some delivery providers (such as DSPs) are not counted, since AGCom targets its
questionnaire to a limited range of firms, as we explain in section 2.4.1.

Numerator: What is Amazon’s share of the relevant market?
The fact that AGCom targets its questionnaire to a limited range of firms and therefore does not
count the myriad of parcel delivery services providers active in Italy has also potential consequences
for the estimation of market shares. Moreover, as highlighted in section 2.4.3, it is also unclear what
delivery time AGCom has taken into account in its analysis (i.e. click-to-delivery, dispatch-to-delivery, or something else) and whether it has adjusted for the fact that when responding to its information request, respondents have applied their own (and differing) definitions of delivery time.
An important aspect when identifying relevant product markets for parcel delivery and when calculating market shares in the relevant market identified is the “vertical” dimension of delivery (i.e.
what steps in the retail delivery value chain should be included in the concept of B2C parcel delivery).138 Whereas traditionally, this identification might have been easy, today’s context where different types of market players (fulfilment operators, transport companies, last-mile delivery providers)
provide only some services in the traditional parcel delivery value chain makes this exercise less
straight-forward.
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Moreover, as Amazon only provided AGCom with a split of volumes across deferred and express deliveries for 2018 and
2019 (i.e. not a split of revenues), it is not clear how AGCom has calculated Amazon’s revenues within the relevant market
identified.
This is an estimation based on the information AGCom provides in §132 and on figure 6.1 in AGCom’s analysis, See AGCom,
Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A.
The size of a domestic B2X parcel delivery market would be almost 12 times the size of the domestic deferred B2C e-commerce parcel deliveries defined by AGCom.
It should be noted that for the purpose of this section, we follow AGCom’s classification of B2C and deferred, in order to
compare our reasoning to that of AGCom. However, as explained in section 2.4, we do not agree with AGCom’s definitions
of B2C and deferred. Moreover, we also don’t agree that e-commerce and B2C have the same meaning, since a purchase or
delivery can be B2C but not e-commerce.
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We have identified two approaches to identify the providers of deferred B2C e-commerce parcel delivery in Italy. It should be noted that for the purpose of this section, we follow AGCom’s classification of B2C and deferred delivery, in order to compare our reasoning to that of AGCom. The first
approach considers as providers those undertakings that transact with the merchant (i.e. the business) for delivery of parcels to final consumers (irrespective of whether those providers deliver the
parcels to the final consumers themselves or not). The second approach considers as providers
those undertakings that deliver the good to the final consumer (irrespective of what other activities
in the retail distribution value chain they perform), see Figure 14.
Figure 14
Estimation of market shares for delivery of B2C ecommerce parcels in Italy

Note:
Source:

Approach 1: Market players identified based on contractual relationship with merchant; Approach 2:
Market players identified based on delivery to the final consumer. M=market share
Copenhagen Economics.

According to the Commission notice on the definition of relevant market, the point of departure for
defining the candidate product market is the buyers’ perspective.139 The approach most in line with
this principle is the first approach described above, where the undertaking contracting with the
merchant (i.e. the buyer of B2C delivery) is considered as provider of B2C parcel delivery. In its preliminary decision, AGCom also seems to have applied this approach.140 However AGCom does not
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The definition of the relevant market starts from the analysis of demand substitution, see the Commission Notice on the
definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law (97/C 372/03).
We infer this because otherwise, as we will show later, if applying the second approach Amazon’s market share would be
zero. However, we do not know more from AGCom’s estimation based on what AGCom wrote in its preliminary analysis.
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seem to be consistent with its own assumption, as also further discussed below in relation to the
treatment of captive sales.
Approach 1: Identification of market players based on contractual relationship with
merchants
In the Italian parcel delivery segment, the operators that have contractual relationships with merchants for delivery of their products to final consumers are companies, such as:141
•
•

•

•

Poste Italiane, having contractual relationships with Amazon (in its role as a merchant),
with other merchants selling via Amazon.it, via other marketplaces, or via own websites.
UPS, DHL, GLS, BRT, FedEx etc., having contractual relationships with Amazon (in
its role as a merchant), with other merchants selling via Amazon.it, via other marketplaces,
or via own websites.
Localised delivery service providers (DSPs), having contractual relationships with
Amazon (in its role as a merchant) and other large merchants contracting directly with
last-mile service providers for delivery.
Amazon, having contractual relationships with merchants selling through Amazon.it using the Fulfilled By Amazon (FBA) service.142

With this approach, all market players listed above are assigned a market share corresponding to
the parcel volumes delivered through their contracts with merchants. This means that also DSPs
will gain a market share..
To estimate Amazon’s market share, one would count the parcel deliveries that Amazon Logistics
contracts with third-party merchants on Amazon.it. From anecdotal evidence we understand that
around 50% of what AIT handles are volumes from third-party merchants that use FBA.143 Consequently, with this approach – assuming a relevant market for deferred B2C e-commerce parcel delivery in Italy and assuming that AGCom did count towards Amazon’s market share the parcel volumes delivered by DSPs on behalf of Amazon in its role as a merchant (i.e. Amazon 1P volumes) Amazon’s market share would be halved compared to AGCom’s calculations, i.e. dropping
from 59% to approximately 30%.
Approach 2: Identification of market players based on delivery to the final consumer
In the Italian parcel delivery segment, operators delivering parcels to final consumers are e.g.: 144
•

141
142

143

144

Poste Italiane, providing last-mile delivery through a nation-wide delivery network.

See: AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A.
We focus on Amazon in this section, since that is the market share that AGCom has attempted to estimate. However, we
note that in a complete analysis, other players operating a similar business model should be included, such as Zalando.
The remaining 50% are Amazon own retail products, i.e. 1P. It is also questionable whether one should count FBA volumes,
since these are volumes that Amazon Logistics contracts with merchants on Amazon.it and therefore are not fully like-forlike with volumes of other operators such as Poste Italiane and DHL who can go to any merchant and strike a standalone
deal for delivery services. We note also that in this sense merchants on Amazon.it have economic choice of which delivery
operator to select.
See: AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A; https://www.supplychainmovement.com/supply-chain-start-spotlightmilkman/; Milkman’s website (https://www.milkmantechnologies.com/company); Nexive’s website
(https://www.nexive.it/chi-siamo/azienda/nexive/); https://www.posteitaliane.it/en/press-releases/posteitalianesigns1476528314934.html; Bartolini’s website (https://www.brt.it/en/brt-services/italy-service).
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•
•

Operators such as Bartolini, Nexive, Milkman, which are other vertically integrated
operators that provide the last mile.
Localised DSPs, providing last-mile delivery on behalf of other delivery operators such
as DHL and FedEx, and on behalf of merchants.

With this approach, Amazon’s market share, irrespective of the relevant market identified, is 0%, since Amazon is not the one delivering parcels to the final consumer. Similarly, delivery operators (such as DHL, FedEx etc.) relying on DSPs for last-mile delivery will also have a market share of 0%.
Thus, irrespective of which of the two approaches described above is selected, not making any additional changes to the calculations of Amazon’s volumes or the total volumes within the relevant
market, we still find that the market share assigned to Amazon would be lower compared to the estimations put forward by AGCom.145 We also note that these lower estimates are below the European
Commission threshold for finding likely dominance.146
Another question that arises due to the limited transparency of the market share calculations in
AGCom’s preliminary decision is what volumes AGCom assigned to Amazon. Since Amazon reported all volumes handled by Amazon Italia Transporti (AIT) according to the way AGCom’s questionnaire for data collection was formulated, the following miscalculations from AGCom might have
happened:
First, AGCom might have omitted, double counted, or counted toward Amazon’s market share, volumes delivery operators such as Poste Italiane and DHL delivered on behalf of Amazon in its role as
a merchant. Nowhere in AGCom’s analysis it is stated how AGCom has treated volumes that Amazon as a merchant passed on to various delivery operators for delivery to its customers.147 For example, in 2019, Poste Italiane delivered nearly twice as many parcels at “deferred” delivery speed on
behalf of Amazon compared to the number of “deferred” parcels handled by AIT. Already this indicates that Amazon could not have a market share above 50% in a relevant market for deferred parcel deliveries. Judging from the market share assigned to Poste Italiane in the relevant market identified by AGCom, the volumes delivered by Poste Italiane on behalf of Amazon in its role as a merchant seem neither to be included in AGCom’s estimate of the total market nor included as Amazon’s volumes. Including these volumes in the relevant market as volumes of Poste Italiane lowers
Amazon’s market share within the relevant market identified by AGCom from 59% to less than
30%. Taking into account that only volumes originating from other merchants selling through Amazon.it and using FBA should be included in the calculation of Amazon’s market share (see approach
1 above), this further reduces Amazon’s market share within a market for deferred B2C ecommerce
parcel delivery in Italy to less than 15%.
Considering that evidence suggests a broader relevant market than that identified by AGCom in its
preliminary decision, Amazon’s actual market share within the relevant market is likely significantly
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Moreover, the approach that AGCom seems to have taken, raises a further question of how to treat other players active in
retail who provide at least part of the delivery to final consumers. These are for example Ikea and supermarkets/food retailers such as Esselunga and Bofrost.
See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/procedures_102_en.html#:~:text=The%20Commission's%20view%20is%20that,is%20unlikely%20to%20be%20dominant.
It is also unclear whether AGCom can distinguish at all these volumes depending on where in the delivery value chain they
change hands.
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lower than the estimates outlined above (also taking into account that a large share of parcel shipments originating from merchants selling via Amazon.it are delivered within less than 48 hours and
thereby classified as “express” according to AGCom). For example, within a relevant market for B2C
parcel deliveries in Italy, Amazon’s market share would be close to 10% as an upper bound and in a
market for B2X parcel deliveries in Italy, Amazon’s market share would be close to 5% as an upper
bound.148
Second, AGCom might have assigned to Amazon more deferred parcel deliveries than AIT and DSPs
actually are handling. As already explained in section 3.4.1, AGCom’s questionnaire was not explicit
about how to count the delivery speed and it did not reflect the possibility of different business
models. Consequently, there is a risk that AGCom has achieved a like-for-like comparison of delivery services that would allow it to estimate market shares in a robust way. In particular, we note
that many of the parcels handled by Amazon Logistics were classified as >48h, where this time also
included additional handling of items at the fulfilment centre. By taking this time out, Amazon volumes (and thus revenues) should be restated to become “faster”, i.e. a smaller number of items
>48h.149 Figure 15 provides an overview of the different market shares for Amazon discussed in the
previous paragraphs, showing how changing only one assumption or correcting for what seems to
be an oversight by AGCom, reduces very significantly Amazon’s estimated market share.
Figure 15
Overview of estimated Amazon’s shares

Note:
Source:

148

149

(1) Apparently based on revenues. (2) “Approach 1”, as explained above. This share is based on volumes.
AGCom Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A. Copenhagen Economics’ estimations, as presented above.

These shares are calculated using the number of “Amazon deliveries” (according to approach 1) over a larger relevant market. When considering a relevant market for B2C parcel deliveries in Italy we also include in the estimation “Amazon’s express volumes”.
In any case, even if all of the Amazon/AIT volumes currently classed as “deferred” were to be reclassified as “express” (despite limits in the separation between the two alleged markets), this could not lead Amazon to achieve such a high share
within the “express” segment. This is because the denominator of the express segment is large enough, since AGCom reports that express is 5-9 times larger than deferred (by revenues and thus to some extent also by volumes, even with average
revenue per unit being higher in express than deferred). According to AGCom §132 deferred delivery account for 10-16% of
B2C domestic, thus the residual is a proxy for express.
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Treatment of captive sales
With respect to the treatment of Amazon’s captive sales (sometimes also referred to as self-supplied volumes), one can assume that the AGCom draft decision has chosen to include and count the
volumes of parcel delivery services Amazon purchases from DSPs and which are used for serving
Amazon retail needs as part of the market for delivery services. This approach, however, is not consistent with an identification of providers active in the identified relevant market based on their
contractual relationships with merchants (i.e. approach 1 above). It is therefore unclear, based on
what grounds AGCom in its preliminary analysis chose to include Amazon’s captive volumes when
estimating market shares.
In addition, literature and case law150 demonstrate that the presumption for competition authorities
is not including this type of captive sales (or rather the captive resale of inputs from one Amazon
company to another) when estimating the size of the relevant market and the market shares therein.
We also note that the presumption for the European Commission is to not include captive sales
when estimating the size of the relevant market and the market shares therein (this practice is referred to as the “Merchant Market Rule”), see Box 6. To our knowledge, no postal regulator has so
far provided specific analysis to conclude differently from the above standard practice of the European and national competition authorities.

150

See e.g. Case COMP/M.1693 – Alcoa/Reynolds; Case COMP/M.6611 – Arla Foods/Milk Link, Case COMP/M.1574 –
Kirch/Mediaset; CASE M.8306 – Qualcomm/ NXP Semiconductors; Case COMP/M.6872 – Barry Callebaut/Petra Foods;
Goetyn and Ashall (2015) EU Merger Control: The Relevance of Captive Sales for the Prupose of Market Definition and
Competition Assessment; Case COMP/M.3056 – Celanese/Degussa/European OXO Chemicals
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Box 6 The “merchant market rule” - the presumption to exclude captive sales from
the relevant market
In the market definition, the Commission often considers the issue of captive sales for its competitive analysis. The presumption by the Commission is to exclude captive sales from the relevant because such sales are less likely to be an option for customers following a price increase
in the non-captive market. This rule is commonly known as the “merchant market rule” and has
been applied by the Commission in numerous cases, see e.g. Alcoa/Reoynolds, Arla
Foods/Milk Link, Kirch/Mediaset, Qualcomm/NXP Semiconductors, BaryCallebaut/Petra Foods.
On the other hand, it should be noted that it is a “rule-of-thumb” rule and should ultimately be
grounded in an assessment of the actual market power for the observed market. Market definition is a means to an end to establish the most appropriate basis for a market power assessment.
Therefore, a case by case interpretation of captive sales is needed to assess the circumstances
of how the firms in market use inputs. The key concern of the assessment is to identify if the
captive sales may lead to foreclosure on the merchant market. Goetyn and Ashall (2015) highlights the fact that:
“if the merchant market is a small portion of the total market, the Commission may conclude
that anticompetitive effects are less likely because company’s strategic decision will be driven
exclusively by its captive sales and a foreclosing strategy on the merchant market is unlikely”
(Goetyn and Ashall (2015), page 576).
In Celanese/Degussa/European OXO Chemicals, the Commission concluded that the estimated market shares did not constitute a reliable indicator of market power, due to the limited
size of the merchant market. The Commission concluded that the market participants were not
driven by their activities on the merchant market. The case effectively illustrates that the market shares cannot be disconnected from the end-goal of appraising market power and the
possibility of abuse thereof. The incentive for abuse is in turn lower if the merchant market is
smaller, since the strategic decisions will mainly be driven by its captive sales.
Source: Case COMP/M.1693 – Alcoa/Reynolds; Case COMP/M.6611 – Arla Foods/Milk Link, Case COMP/M.1574
– Kirch/Mediaset; CASE M.8306 – Qualcomm/ NXP Semiconductors; Case COMP/M.6872 – Barry
Callebaut/Petra Foods; Goetyn and Ashall (2015) EU Merger Control: The Relevance of Captive
Sales for the Prupose of Market Definition and Competition Assessment; Case COMP/M.3056 – Celanese/Degussa/European OXO Chemicals

Another reason for excluding Amazon’s self-suppled volumes from the estimation of market shares
in a relevant market for deferred B2C e-commerce parcel delivery is directly linked to the definition
of the market as such. As the relevant market identified by AGCom is a B2C delivery market, this
means that the buyers of parcel delivery services in this market are businesses. Amazon is reselling
delivery services to two types of customers: i) consumers and ii) third party sellers using its marketplace services and choosing to add the FBA option.151 The parcel delivery services serving Amazon’s
own retail needs are sold directly to consumers and should thus not be counted as part of a B2C
parcel delivery market where Amazon is the provider of these services. These volumes can instead
be compared to parcels delivered by other retailers (e.g. Zalando) themselves to end consumers,
which, as far as we understand, have not been included in the AGCom calculations. They cannot be
151

Besides, multi-channel fulfilment (MCF) extends the FBA offer to merchants’ items transacted on other websites.
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compared to parcel delivery services provided by operators like e.g. Poste Italiane to e.g. Zalando,
which are clearly defined as B2C as long as the final recipient is a consumer and not a business.
Before including captive parcel sales in the relevant market, any competition authority or regulator
must thus perform an empirically reasoned analysis to consider the specific circumstances, industries and value chains of the case in question. If concluding that captive sales should be included in
the market share estimate, the competition authority or regulator would also have to apply this consistently to all market players having captive sales. To our knowledge, that type of analysis has not
yet been undertaken by AGCom. If the captive sales would not be included in AGCom’s market
share estimations, Amazon’s estimated market share would be substantially lower within the relevant market defined by AGCom.

2.5.2 Amazon’s vertical integration is not a factor supporting SMP in
the delivery sector
In its analysis, AGCom uses vertical integration as an element supporting Amazon’s significant market power in the market for deferred B2C parcel deliveries in Italy. 152 However, we note three points
which seem to have been overlooked by AGCom, and which demonstrate that Amazon’s vertically
integrated business structure does not contribute to it holding SMP in the delivery sector.
First, as shown in chapter 1, the fact that the retail sector is large and dynamic, characterised by a
large set of differentiated products, low switching costs and multi-homing consumers and merchants reduces significantly the risk that any single website (vertically integrated or not) can be considered dominant, an essential facility, or an unavoidable trading partner.
Second, even if there was a proven competitive bottleneck, e.g. a dominant website (or a dominant
brick & mortar supermarket), this would be dominant first and foremost vis-à-vis consumers (i.e.
the consumer’s attention) and not towards its suppliers. Delivery operators are not customers of
Amazon. On the contrary, they supply Amazon and its competitors, who are the buyers of delivery
services. Thus, the case at hand is clearly different from competition concerns emerging in vertically
integrated industries such as energy and telecoms in the 80’s.
Third, AGCom’s area of responsibility according to the law is the delivery sector, not the retail sector. AGCom thereby has the power to use tools to favour delivery’s customers’ welfare and overall
efficiency within the delivery sector, i.e. avoid that the delivery sector becomes a bottleneck for the
rest of the economy that uses delivery. The effects of Amazon as an important buyer of delivery services and the DSPs as agile entrants providing last mile delivery in competition with existing delivery service providers based on new business models and technologies are therefore fully aligned
with the aims of postal sector regulation: pushing down prices, achieving greater allocative, productive and dynamic efficiencies in delivery.
We elaborate further on the role of vertical integration in chapter 3.

2.5.3 Amazon’s alleged buyer power has pro-competitive effects and
does not contribute to SMP in the delivery sector
In its decision, AGCom does not acknowledge the procompetitive effects of bargaining power but
inadequately uses buyer power as an argument against Amazon, stating that Amazon is able to
152

AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, §§ 137-140.
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transfer market power in the market for online sales platforms to the delivery market and to exercise significant countervailing buying power over its competitors.153
In SMP assessments, buyer power is usually perceived as a countervailing factor to one or several
sellers’ dominance in a market. If customers have buyer power, a seller cannot behave independently of its customers and the customers can influence the prices and conditions in the market,
for example, via a credible threat to purchase from other sellers. This affects the contestability of the
seller’s market.154
However, not all customers have buyer power and as noted in the EC horizonal merger guidelines, it
“[…] is more likely that large and sophisticated customers will possess this kind of countervailing
buyer power than smaller firms in a fragmented industry.” 155 Amazon is one such sophisticated
customer. In the negotiations with delivery providers, Amazon can obtain favourable terms (i.e. reducing the market power held by large providers of delivery services) because it is an attractive customer (e.g. due to its delivery volumes). However, AGCom does not seem to acknowledge such procompetitive effects in its assessment and instead inexplicably uses buyer power to argue for Amazon’s dominance. In this context, there are three elements to consider. First, AGCom does not seem
to consider that such bargaining power is an opportunity which Amazon does not keep for itself, but
offers to third-party sellers via FBA, which obtain conditions that on average are better than those
they would obtain if they had to negotiate themselves.156 Second, AGCom affirms that Amazon might
exercise such power by threatening to reduce or eliminate volumes shipped via other parcel delivery
operators. This however clashes with the Amazon model, as it needs partnering with parcel delivery
operators in order to provide a high quality service. Third, Amazon accounts for a small part of total
demand for parcel delivery, meaning that parcel delivery operators are not dependent on Amazon.
To illustrate the point about the procompetitive effects of bargaining power above, consider the example bulk mail buyers, such as insurance, utilities or telecom companies, which take an active role
in purchasing and split-purchasing delivery. They aim at selecting a delivery service that meets their
delivery needs while limiting their cost. Bulk mail buyers assign different batches of bulk mail
(sometimes pre-sorted) to different mail delivery operators, depending on the location and the
characteristics (i.e. the service level) of their delivery needs. The bulk mail buyers’ decision influences the price and service levels that are offered. Consequently, the buyer power of the bulk mail
buyers has procompetitive effects in the delivery market.
As postal regulator, AGCom has the task of monitoring postal and delivery markets, where historically postal operators have held significant market power. Having a buyer that can exercise buyer
power on large delivery operators brings pro-competitive effects. In such a case it is not the buyer of
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AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §147.
Similarly, the horizontal merger guidelines define countervailing buyer power as “[…] the bargaining strength that the
buyer has vis-à-vis the seller in commercial negotiations due to its size, its commercial significance to the seller and its
ability to switch to alternative suppliers.”154 The guidelines further state that “[o]ne source of countervailing buyer power
would be if a customer could credibly threaten to resort, within a reasonable timeframe, to alternative sources of supply
should the supplier decide to increase prices or to otherwise deteriorate quality or the conditions of delivery.” European
Commission (2004), Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of
concentrations between undertakings, OJ C 31, para 65.
European Commission (2004), Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the
control of concentrations between undertakings, OJ C 31, para 65.
It should be noted in these regards that this is not a new practice in the postal sector and already 20 years ago mailing
houses and other intermediaries have applied this practice in relation to letter mail.
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delivery services that is causing this problem, but in fact it is providing the solution, pressuring
prices down.

2.5.4 Low entry barriers confirm no SMP in the delivery sector
Barriers to entry are a key element in the assessment of market power. If they are high, they can
keep potential competitors outside the market and let the incumbent player(s) enjoy significant
market power. If they are low, on the contrary, potential competitors can easily enter the market attracted by high returns. Incumbent players are therefore constrained by the potential entry and cannot behave independently of (potential) competition. Potential competition is one of the three competitive constraints that the European Commission states as part of its guidelines to define the relevant market.157
In its analysis, AGCom states that barriers to entry (technical and regulatory) are absent for the provision of parcel delivery services in Italy158, supporting its conclusion by referring to the growing
number of new delivery operators in Italy in recent years. 159 This conclusion has strong implication
for both the definition of the market and market power. Low or absent barriers to entry in the Italian parcel delivery segment and the continuous (threat of) entry of new delivery providers mean
that incumbent operators cannot behave independently of competition and consequently cannot
hold SMP. AGCom’s preliminary finding of SMP thus contradicts its own finding of no barriers to
entry.
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European Commission (1997) COMMISSION NOTICE on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community
competition law (97/C 372/03), §13.
In the national deferred B2C parcel delivery market, as defined by AGCom.
AGCom, Delibera 212/20/CONS, §146.
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CHAPTER 3

BENEFITS AND EFFICIENCIES OF VERTICAL
INTEGRATION STRATEGIES IN THE RETAIL
DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
Main findings of this chapter:
• The retail market is highly competitive. As a way to meet competition and become more efficient, retail operators integrate various ancillary activities into their core business models, in
particular logistics and delivery. Also, logistics players themselves expand towards retail, increasing competition in retail markets even further (we illustrate both Amazon’s expansion
into various layers of the retail chain, as well as other operators’ strategies)
• Generally, in order to perform logistics and delivery activities, retail operators employ a
range of strategies from full integration to total outsourcing. Retail firms invest (integrate) into
these parts of the value chain to enhance customer satisfaction and thrive in the hotly contested retail space (full of alternative business models and different value propositions). With
their investments and technologies, integrated retailers can contribute to make logistics and
delivery more competitive, increasing pressure toward efficiencies in these parts of the value
chain.
• Amazon has pursued a continuum of integration strategies, to guarantee at every level the
optimal functioning of the delivery process. The business model is dynamic, evolving in line
with the scale of operations and the development of technology.
• A vertically integrated firm like Amazon applies (where it invests resources) strategies consistent with economic theory, which predicts clear efficiencies of vertical integration: internalizing quality externalities, reducing transaction costs, exploiting economies of scale and
scope or exploiting firm’s capabilities – all reasons why vertical integration can enhance social welfare compared to a value chain where no player is spanning multiple layers
• For those activities that, for reasons of efficiency, are outsourced, Amazon has put in place
various coordination mechanisms to ensure the desired level of customer satisfaction. The
ability to commit to purchase significant volumes from delivery providers ensures efficient delivery contracts, while tough competition in retail ensures passing on of those efficiencies to
the final retail consumers
• Finally, parallel logistics and delivery models co-exist within the Amazon store. Should sellers
find more efficient and equally safe means to reach the final consumers, it is in the interest of
an e-commerce marketplace to embrace those solutions that could enhance final consumers benefit.
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Policy-relevant conclusions:
• Regulators should carefully observe the efficiencies stemming from systems integrated
around the core retail activities
• Expansion of retailers in other markets is a consequence on increased demand that unlocks
further potential efficiencies to be pursued
• Intervening into one layer in the supply chain, by imposing ex-ante regulations, can be harmful for other layers and for the system in general, ultimately harming consumers
• Dynamic efficiencies are particularly susceptible of being broken if regulation is short-sighted,
and focuses on the interest of only one layer of the retail supply chain
A healthy regulatory process should first define clearly the market failures and second consider
the counterfactual (with regulation vs no action) in a holistic manner (total welfare).

As discussed in Chapter 1, the retail sector is undergoing significant transformation and enhancement due to digital transformation. Under increased competitive pressure, retailers are experimenting with new business models, deployment of digital tools and partnerships in order to tap into an
increasingly sophisticated consumer demand.
For firms with a focus on selling online, a key question from the start has been, how best to ensure
that the items get to the shopper in the most efficient way so that the offer is competitive against
other retail shopping alternatives. Unsurprisingly, we see evidence of firms like Amazon investing
not just in traditional retail activities but also making investments that strive to improve the delivery experience for shoppers on Amazon store (whether these are goods sold by Amazon or by thirdparty sellers). The strategic choice of retailers to enter the delivery parts of the value chain has been
made through different degrees of vertical integration.
In this chapter, we take as starting point the research results from a consolidated line of academic
investigations in the economics and strategic management literature on the concept of vertical integration as well as on competition policy where vertical integration increases efficiency. This allows
us to consider whether there are known economic rationales for integration strategies that are relevant to retail and distribution activities and what economic efficiencies and benefits for final consumers are associated with these. We then connect the academic research findings to specific aspects of the investment from retail towards distribution to analyse the defining economic characteristics and the effects of different types of vertical integration strategies therein, taking the business
case of Amazon as a key (but not only) example.

3.1

THERE ARE DIFFERENT FORMS AND DEGREES OF
VERTICAL INTEGRATION IN THE RETAIL
DISTRIBUTION VALUE CHAIN

Vertical integration allows firms to internalize and/or coordinate with partner firms’ parts or the
entirety of the transactions in the value chain of their sector. The direction and extension of the vertical integration is a fundamental economic and business choice. Firms may decide to be active and
provide services along their entire value chain or only integrate backwards (upstream) or forward
(downstream).
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Firms can achieve different degrees of vertical integration at each step of the value chain using a
continuum of vertical integration strategies and business models: from full ownership to long-term
and detailed contractual arrangements or simply by relying on well-functioning markets to acquire
commoditized inputs. The underlying mechanism is that firms choose the most efficient structure
for the activity to be sourced.
Retail and distribution activities can be framed within a (continuously evolving) value-chain structure. At high-level, we can divide the retail and distribution value-chain in three main layers: retail
sales, fulfilment and delivery logistics. These layers are described in more detail in Section 3.2.

3.2

RETAIL, FULFILMENT AND DELIVERY LOGISTICS AS A
FRAMEWORK TO LOOK AT THE RETAIL DISTRIBUTION
VALUE CHAIN

The retail distribution value chain has experienced substantial evolution and structural change due
to the development in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and the rise of e-commerce160. We can see the retail and distribution value chain as having three levels161162, see Figure 16:
•
Retail (omnichannel retailers)
•
Fulfilment (storage, packaging, addressing and dispatching)
•
Delivery logistics (sorting, transportation, last mile delivery, returns)

160
161

162

These developments are described in more detail in Appendix C
We note that the presentation of the three levels above put the retailer and the consumer (via the delivery) at the two extremes of the distribution value chain. This fits the classic example of an e-commerce transaction where, after the customer
make the purchase, the retailer proceeds to send the product to the receiver. Nevertheless, depending on the type of sales
channel and transaction, the sequence or (even the presence) of some of these steps may be different.
We note that the Italian Competition Authority (Agcm), in its decision ((A528) to open an investigation procedure against
Amazon describes fulfilment as including also what is called here delivery logistics.
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Figure 16
Retail distribution value chain

Note:
Source:

Extra steps such as clearance might be included for cross-border deliveries.
Copenhagen Economics

At the top of the retail distribution value chain, the retail market, is continuously evolving, also
thanks to digitalization. As discussed in chapter 1, the number of entry points through which merchants can reach consumers and vice versa is increasing. Online solutions, both retailers’ own websites and providers of marketplace services, have gained a strong foothold.
The second component of the value chain is fulfilment which usually takes place at fulfilment centres. As discussed in Section 2.1, fulfilment service providers offer at least two of the following services: warehousing, packaging, addressing and dispatching. The growth in e-commerce has increased the demand for fulfilment services and fostered their development, creating a new reference
standard in the distribution value chain. Retailers can have their own fulfilment centres or outsource these services to a third-party provider. Inventory is brought into the fulfilment centre from
multiple sources and typically stored for a short duration before it gets dispatched to the client163.
The third component of the value chain, delivery logistics, includes all steps and activities from the
time that the parcel is dispatched from the fulfilment centre or merchant’s store until the final delivery is made to the receiver. This may include transportation of the package via trucks or airplanes
(first mile and long haul) to one or more sortation centres where packages are sorted according to
geographic destination164. The package is then transported to local delivery centres in proximity of
the customer’s address for the last mile delivery. Delivery logistics also include reverse logistics
which offers the possibility of returns.

163
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As opposed to a traditional warehouse, the main aim of a fulfilment centre is to achieve a high inventory turnover, which
implies that fulfilment centres typically only offer short-term storage.
Advanced sortation systems pre-sorts parcels for final delivery already in at first or second sortation without the need to for
a final sortation at the delivery centre. The number of steps that are required for the delivery usually increases with the distance between the fulfilment centre and the final destination.
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As customer demand becomes more sophisticated, with delivery services being a key determinant of
customer value and loyalty, many alternative models for last mile delivery have been created. Customers can have their package delivered to their home, to their office or to convenient drop-off
places such as kiosks or parcel lockers. Moreover, R&D projects and innovative efforts have been
made by delivery operators and other operators in the value chain to develop autonomous delivery
solutions for the last mile, e.g. via drones165. In urban areas new business models and start-ups such
as DoorDash and Instacart based on crowdsourcing networks of city couriers are also emerging.
Finally, the value chain in Figure 16 represents the (most common) flow of events in the consumer
purchase. However, using an economic approach, fulfilment and delivery logistic services can be seen
as inputs to retail sales. Following this approach, fulfilment and delivery logistics are upstream services while retail sales is the downstream service. We will adopt this perspective in the following sections when we present different examples of vertical integration in the retail distribution value chain.

3.3

A RANGE OF STRATEGIES FROM FULL INTEGRATION
TO PASSIVE OUTSOURCING

As discussed, the increased complexity of the supply chain with new services and activities has favoured various forms of integration and coordination in retail distribution. Some examples are
shown in the figure below, while this section discusses key business trends and drivers.
Figure 17
Many firms are vertically integrating across steps of the value chain

Source:

Copenhagen Economics

Innovative online retailers as well as more traditional players are integrating fulfilment activities
and investing in developing delivery logistics capabilities. Players originally focusing on delivery logistics are also expanding their offer into fulfilment services in close coordination with online retailers. Furthermore, there are also actors whose business models are based on offering intermediation
165

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/how-customer-demands-are-reshaping-last-mile-delivery
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services between retailers and delivery operators. Players may adopt different degrees of vertical integration using distinctive organisational structures and/or contracts at each stage of the value
chain, from full ownerships to subcontracts and/or partnerships with a broad network of local as
well as international actors.

3.3.1 Upward integration: retailers’ strategic bet towards delivery to
meet customer needs
In recent years, several retailers have integrated upwards, by developing input services such as fulfilment activities (either via full ownership or through close partnership with third party operators)
and further enhancing coordination and capabilities in delivery logistics. This includes fast growing
and established providers of marketplace services and e-commerce stores worldwide such as Wish,
eBay, Alibaba, Zalando and Shopify166 to name few examples. More details on their activities in logistics and delivery can be found in Appendix D.
Amazon has also expanded into fulfilment and has made investments so to coordinate important
parts of the delivery. In this sense, Amazon has pursued a continuum of integration strategies,
based on what optimises the function of the retail system at every level. The business model is dynamic, evolving with the scale of operations and the development of new technology, see Box 7.
Box 7 Amazon’s investments towards delivery for best consumer experience

Amazon has also built a sophisticated logistics network with delivery coordination capabilities
in order to reduce its dependence on existing infrastructures for such an important aspect of
the consumer experience: the delivery. Existing logistics networks are not always able to meet
the demand volumes and quality levels required by Amazon, especially during peak periods.
This has become even more important with the launch of Amazon Prime, where consumers
can pay a subscription fee (yearly or monthly) for additional services and promotions. Prime
Members are offered fast shipping (without additional fees) on a vast range of products, setting a new standard in terms of what consumers can expect from delivery.
Amazon has fully integrated fulfilment services and also offers such services to sellers on its marketplace through the Fulfilment By Amazon (FBA) service. For sellers using FBA, Amazon picks,
packs and ships orders as well as provide customer service. Today, Amazon has more than 40
fulfilment centres located in EU countries. Amazon has also made investments towards delivery
by developing its own logistics arm, Amazon Logistics, which handles delivery logistics, sorting
and transportation, sometimes by relying on subcontractors, up to the last mile where it relies
on local DSPs. In this sense, Amazon purchases, recombines and resells the DSP delivery services. Amazon still depends on parcel delivery operators (e.g. DHL and GLS) and national
postal operators for a substantial part of its parcels.
Amazon thus has different degrees of vertical integration over the distribution value chain, from
fully owning Fulfilment Centres to coordinating independent Delivery Service Providers (DSPs).
Deliveries via express carriers and national postal operators are the least integrated. This is a
dynamic model which may change depending on evolving consumer needs. For example, in
some countries Amazon is launching crowdsourcing options for its last mile deliveries.

166

Shopify is an e-commerce platform enabling sellers to set up their own online business and e-commerce website.
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3.3.2 Nothing new under the sun: retailers have integrated towards
delivery for decades
For those well versed with the postal and delivery industry, it can be surprising to seeing firms like
Amazon and other e-commerce players described as novel evidence of vertical integration connecting retail and logistics. The use of technology and business model developments may have plenty of
innovative aspects, yet there is nothing new per se in retailers entering the logistics space. Indeed,
several delivery players across Europe were born as a result of upward vertical integration by retailers developing their own solutions to improve the distribution of retail goods.
Thus, e-commerce players are not the only ones that are integrating upwards. Traditional retailers
have done the same. One early example of this is the Hermes Group, which was founded in 1972. In
the beginning, it was an exclusive delivery service for OTTO-Versand. The firm later chose to open
up its delivery service to other retailers as well. Today, Hermes provides a multitude of services covering the entire retail value chain167.
A similar story of investment and entry into the logistics space comes from the history of La Redoute group in France.168 SOGEP / Relais Colis achieved key milestones in 1969 and 1983 and set
the basis for the logistics underpinning the further development of distance selling in France – pioneering the proximity pick-up point business model. In 2010 it became independent of the La Redoute.
Grocery stores offering home delivery provide another example, together with stores such as Ikea
that offer home delivery services. In Italy, several retailers are increasingly expanding their e-commerce capabilities. Coop, IBS, Esselunga, Carrefour and Mediaworld are examples of retailers that
now provide both the possibility to shop online and delivery services. Esselunga and Carrefour have
their own carriers while the other retailers rely on third-party services, such as UPS and TNT. There
are also players like Supermercato 24, which offers e-commerce services to grocery chains, such as
Lidl, that do not want to set up their own service.

3.3.3 Downward integration: delivery operators expand their services
to meet new market conditions
While many retailers are integrating upwards, delivery operators are integrating downwards into
fulfilment services and in a few cases even marketplace services.
Most of the major international express carriers are now offering fulfilment services, developed for
e-commerce, integrated with their delivery logistics network. In 2017, FedEx launched a multichannel e-commerce fulfilment service targeting SMEs. The service includes warehousing, fulfilment,
packaging, transportation and reverse logistics.169 It is backed by FedEx Fulfilment Platform, which
integrates with several marketplaces and e-commerce platforms, including eBay, Etsy and Walmart.
The platform also allows sellers to manage inventory, track orders and provides a report feature to
help seller analyse trends.170

167
168
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https://www.ottogroup.com/en/about-us/konzernfirmen/hermes-europe.php
https://www.relaiscolis.com/media/actualites/Relais-Colis-fete-ses-50-ans.pdf
https://newsroom.fedex.com/newsroom/fedex-supply-chain-launches-fedex-fulfillment/
https://supplychain.fedex.com/fulfillment-for-small-medium-business/platform,
https://supplychain.fedex.com/fulfillment-for-small-medium-business/
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Other express carriers have also launched similar services. For example, UPS offers an eFulfilment
program, which allows SMEs to manage sales across multiple marketplaces and webstores using a
single login and DHL offers the DHL e-commerce shipping solution.171 GLS has also developed an ecommerce management platform and has signed a partnership with Prestashop in Italy, an opensource e-commerce platform, to launch a free module designed for SMEs, start-ups and artisans
selling products online172.
Finally, several European postal operators such as Portuguese CTT, French La Poste, Italian Poste
Italiane or Danish PostNord have also experimented launching their own projects in e-commerce,
sometimes as joint ventures with other companies173. By doing so postal operators were going one
step further than creating e-commerce fulfilment solutions to integrate into the retail space.

3.3.4 New intermediation services between online retailers and
delivery operators: an alternative to integration
Besides the trend of integration explained above, there are also firms that offer more specialized intermediation services between actors at different layers of the distribution chain.
These firms are mainly digital platforms that facilitate interaction between e-commerce retailers (and
consumers) and operators in the delivery and logistics sector. Sendcloud, for example, specializes in
e-commerce fulfilment solutions. The platform provides fulfilment services for online retailers while
linking over 30 carriers (delivery operators) and several e-commerce stores such as Etsy and retailers
using Shopify’s service for their online stores. It lets customers choose from several carriers when
purchasing from the retailer’s online store. Sendcloud also offers other services such as shipment
analytics, returns management, and parcel tracking174.
Other examples in this segment are Sendiroo, Upela and Packlink. Sendiroo launched an online shipment portal that enables individuals and businesses to find the best prices for their shipments by
comparing carriers175. Upela, a platform similar to Sendiroo, centralizes offers made by global leaders
in shipping and finds the best offers for businesses and private customers to reduce shipping routing
time and expenses. Packlink is an online platform that allows users to ship from their home and manage all their e-commerce shipments. Packlink allows its users to choose the service that best suits
their needs from a list of carriers. It intermediates worldwide shipments and offers better pricing
through shipment discounts.

3.4

VERTICAL INTEGRATION CREATES CONSUMER
VALUE

Multiple streams of literature in economics as well as management research have studied extensively the choice of firm’s boundaries, how they organize their activities across the value chain and
the effects on businesses and consumers.
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https://pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleases&id=1551303185669-304;
https://www.ups.com/us/en/services/knowledge-center/article.page?kid=art16ab28851e7;
https://www.ups.com/us/en/supplychain/logistics/efulfillment.page
https://www.gls-italy.com/en/shipping-solutions/sell-send; https://www.gls-italy.com/images/webmail/2018/webmail0218.pdf
More detail information on these examples can be found in the Appendix D
https://www.sendcloud.com/
https://www.sendiroo.fr/transporteur-ups
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Vertical integration, for instance, can be framed as a way to mitigate inefficiencies from market
power exercised by players at multiple stages of the value chain. Firms can also pursue integration
to uncover synergies across business activities or use at best specific capabilities that cannot be
transferable across organizations. Another important line for research can be found in organisational economics and contract theory which frames vertical integration as a way to mitigate imperfections (market failures) due to transaction costs and hold-up problems.176
Academics have also examined the anticompetitive incentives that could lead firms to vertically integrate. Those refer in particular to potential for anticompetitive foreclosure of rivals along the
value chain.
Finally, looking at the existing empirical research, more qualified support seems to be found in the
efficiency motivations of vertical integration rather than the anticompetitive foreclosure arguments.

3.4.1 There are several procompetitive effects from vertical integration
according to economics and strategic management research
The economic and strategic management literature recognises various efficiencies and benefits for
consumers linked with vertical integration. We classify them in 9 groups, see Table 7.

176

Several Nobel laurates such as Coase, Williamson, Hart and Holmström have contributed to this important stream of literature.
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Table 7
Overview of efficiencies from vertical integration
TYPE OF EFFICIENCIES

DESCRIPTION

Elimination of double markups

In cases where there is market power at different levels of the value chain
(prices above marginal costs), vertically integration may generate lower
consumer price by reducing the number of mark-ups (margins) charged
by firms along the value chain.

Internalization of quality externalities

Investment in one part of the value chain may generate positive effects,
i.e. externalities, on other parts of the chain. Vertical integration allows
firms to internalise these positive externalities which results in greater incentives to invest and ensure quality at each step of the chain.

Elimination of inefficient input substitution

Downstream firms may vertically integrate upwards to obtain access to the
right combination of inputs when the market of one input is monopolized
and thus its price is too high.

Development of emerging
markets

Firms that develop new and innovative products may need inputs and
components which cannot be found in any existing market. By vertically integrating firms can develop the inputs necessary for the new products.

Procompetitive price discrimination

Upstream suppliers may vertically integrate to be able to price more efficiently their inputs to other downstream producers.

Reduction of transaction
costs and coordination
gains

Vertical integration allows to overcome market failures when transaction
costs (e.g. search, monitoring and enforcement costs) are too high.

Prevention of hold-up problems

Vertical integration allows to overcome moral hazard that may discourage
firms to make dedicated investments where one firm is dependent on the
other transacting party.

Benefit from economies of
scope

Firm may vertically integrate to reap economies of scope in the use of the
same input across the value chain and in the reduction of redundant processes.

Utilization of firm’s capabilities

Firm may vertically integrate to best use its bundle of non-transferable resources and capabilities in other activities across the value chain.

Source:

Copenhagen Economics

Table 7 lists efficiencies that may in general motivate vertical integration. These efficiencies are explained in more detail in the Appendix F. In Section 3.5, we then move on to discussing those efficiencies that are particularly relevant for the retail distribution value chain.
Efficiencies from vertical integration can also be achieved, to different extents, with other intermediate forms of vertical integration, such as specific contractual relations or coordination mechanisms that may not require full ownership.

3.4.2 Efficiencies from vertical integration are supported by empirical
evidence
Economic theory provides efficiency rationales but also anticompetitive foreclosure motivations for
firms to vertically integrate. However, empirical research seems to support efficiency motivations
rather than foreclosure incentives.177
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Joskow, P. L., 2006. Vertical Integration. Issues in Competition Law and Policy, p. 29; Global Antitrust Institute, 2018. Vertical Mergers, available at: https://gai.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/27/2018/09/GAI-Comment-on-Vertical-Mergers.pdf
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There could be concerns about vertically integrated firms with market power having the ability to
harm competition in downstream or upstream markets. In particular, foreclosure of competitors,
elimination of potential competition, creation of barriers to entry, and enhanced horizontal collusion may cause competitive harm.178
According to the well-known Chicago school’s “single monopoly profit theory”, an upstream monopolist does not have incentive to integrate downstream with the purpose to engage in vertical
foreclosure.179 Modern industrial economics literature argues that there may still be incentives to
foreclose, for example if there are pricing restrictions or if the integrated monopolist cannot credibly commit to limiting its downstream output. 180 In general, however, vertical integration may be
motivated by anticompetitive incentives only under very specific assumptions and circumstances.
Looking at competition authorities’ merger assessments, vertical concerns are found less often than
horizontal concerns. In 2018, only 9% of cases under antitrust scrutiny worldwide involved vertical
concerns, 13% related to conglomerate concerns, and the remaining 78% to horizontal concerns. 181
Similar conclusions were reached in a recent survey on 39 National Authorities carried out by the
International Competition Network (ICN) and the CMA (the UK Competition Authority) : “[…]
overall vertical concern are less likely to result in non-clearance than are horizontal concerns, […]
vertical concerns accounted for around 1 in 10 of the mergers that were not cleared without remedies or conditions.” 182
Academic literature suggests that vertical mergers often have a positive impact on consumer welfare. A recent OECD report183 summarizes the conclusion of two literature surveys, Lafontaine and
Slade (2007)184 and Global Antitrust Institute (2018).185 The two surveys review 34 empirical studies
focused primarily on the effect of vertical mergers.186 According to the reviews, most of the studies
(27 out of 34) found that vertical integration has either an overall positive consumer welfare effect
or that the ultimate impact is neutral. The remaining seven studies did not establish a clear welfare
effect.

Salop, S.C. and Culley, D.P., 2016. Revising the US vertical merger guidelines: policy issues and an interim guide for practitioners. Journal of Antitrust Enforcement, 4(1), pp.1-41.
179
If a vertically integrated upstream monopolist competes with a more efficient downstream firms, the vertically integrated
monopolist benefits from selling its input to the competitor as it can extract the extra profit generated by the higher efficiency of the downstream firm. As there is only one monopoly profit to extract, the upstream firm does not gain any extra
profits by integrating and foreclosing rivals.
180 See e.g. Armstrong, M., 2002, “The Theory of Access Pricing and Interconnection”, Handbook of Telecommunication Economics, Vol. 1, pp. 297-386, North-Holland, Amsterdam and Rey, P. and J. Tirole (2007), “A Primer on Foreclosure”,
Handbook of Industrial Organization Vol. 3, Chapter 33, pp. 2145-2220
181The figures are based on data from 26 Jurisdictions including the European Union. Source: Allen & Overy, 2019. Global
Trends in Merger Control Enforcement. Available at: https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/news-and-insights/globaltrends-in-merger-control-enforcement
182 ICN & CMA, 2018. ICN Vertical Mergers Survey Result, para 60. Available at: https://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/MWG_SurveyreportVerticalMergers2018.pdf
183 OECD (2019) Vertical Mergers in the Technology, Media and Telecom Sector
184 Lafontaine, F. and M. Slade 2007. Vertical Integration and Firm Boundaries: The Evidence. Journal of Economic Literature,
Vol. 45/3, pp. 629-685,
185 Global Antitrust Institute, 2018. Vertical Mergers, available at: https://gai.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/27/2018/09/GAI-Comment-on-Vertical-Mergers.pdf
186 See Appendix E
178
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The absence of studies concluding negative consumer welfare effects suggests that there is no strong
indication for consumer welfare loss from vertical mergers. The authors of these surveys also found
that, even when studies did find evidence of vertical foreclosure, the negative effects were likely
compensated for by efficiency gains187. Such efficiency gains were derived from lower prices and/or
higher quality which ultimately left consumers either in an equivalent situation as they were in before the merger or better off.188
In addition to acquiring other companies, firms can also expand vertically by investing in their own
assets. This is a key channel resulting in vertical integration without the loss of competition that is
often associated with removing an independent firm from the market. In fact, this process adds one
more producer at the level of the value chain where the expansion takes place. The empirical literature on firm productivity sheds light on the effects of vertical integration in general – not limited to
integration via acquisitions. Atalay et al. 189 (2014), for example, show the positive correlation between integration and a firm’s productivity using firm level data across industries. Looking at shipping data, they found little intra-firm trade in goods between integrated units. This finding seems to
support the idea that the higher efficiency of integrated firms may come from shared intangible assets rather than a reduction in transaction costs for the transferring of goods along the value chain.

3.5

EFFICIENCIES FROM VERTICAL INTEGRATION
STRATEGIES APPLY TO THE RETAIL DISTRIBUTION
VALUE CHAIN

In this section we follow the economic theories explained in the previous chapter and argue that retail and distribution possess intrinsic elements that make them particularly prone to efficient integrations across the value chain. In this context, we consider the ‘retail distribution value chain’ as
composed by three main elements presented in section 3.2: retail, fulfilment and delivery logistics.
Among the types of efficiencies that players in the retail distribution value chain may obtain by
adopting various levels of vertically integrated structures we note:

1.

Internalization of quality externalities as distribution solutions have a strong effect on consumer satisfaction and demand for retail products.
2. Reduction of transaction costs and coordination gains as the retail distribution value chain is
dynamic with an increasing number of operators and business models. The value chain is made
up of many interdependent activities, where a problem at one of the stages will disrupt all the
following activities.
3. Benefit from economies of scope as retailers typically have industry knowledge on consumer
preferences that can also be valuable in distribution. Large e-commerce players often have
strong technological capabilities which can be used as important input also in distribution.
4. Utilisation of firm’s capabilities as retail firms often have natural focus on customer satisfaction, see .

Chipty, T., 2001. Vertical Integration, Market Foreclosure, and Consumer Welfare in the Cable Television Industry, The
American Economic Review, p. 428, 450.
188 Some experts have been critical of these results. Beck and Scott Morton (2019) concluded that the evidence brought forward
in the two studies is quite mixed. Therefore, they argue that vertical transactions should be examined on their merits instead of relying on general assumptions on their effects on competition
189 Atalay, E. et al, 2014. Vertical Integration and Input Flows, American Economic Review, p. 1121.
187
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Figure 18
Efficiencies from vertical integration; deep dive on retail distribution

Source:

Illustration by Copenhagen Economics.

Besides, further efficiencies discussed in 2.5.1 may also be present to some extent. For example, vertical integration in the retail distribution value chain will provide efficiencies via the elimination of
double mark-ups since perfect competition remains a theoretical concept and, in reality, there may
be a degree of mark-up, however small, applied by independent firms at each level of the value
chain. Another example could be efficiencies from prevention of hold-up problems. The hold-up
could emerge only insofar as retailers and delivery operators were to rely on relation-specific, sunk
investments which could not be reused for other purposes, e.g. if a distribution hub placed in the
proximity of a specific retail fulfilment centre would have no possible alternative uses (or vice versa
for the placement of a fulfilment centre). If so, one or both parties may have no or fewer incentives
to undertake the investment in the first place due to the value of the asset being contingent on the
relation with its counterpart. Vertical integration could solve this problem of underinvestment.
As already described, there is a continuum of vertical integration strategies, from full vertical integration to complete outsourcing without any involvement of the buyer. The size of the efficiencies
generated are dependent on the degree of vertical integration. While full vertical integration is necessary to reap the full efficiencies, some efficiencies can still be achieved with lower degrees of integration. In the sections that follow, we present efficiency arguments in the retail distribution value
chain in more detail.
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3.5.1 Integration allows retailers to ensure quality standards in
product delivery to its customers
The increased importance of e-commerce has made distribution services, i.e. fulfilment and delivery
logistics, a necessary complement for the sales of an increasing share of retail products. The quality
of these distribution services positively impacts the demand and customer satisfaction for retail
products, i.e. there are quality externalities. Consequently, vertical integration may increase efficiency as the ability to internalize quality externalities between different parts of the value chain increases the investment incentives for integrated players.
The strong growth of e-commerce has been accompanied by high consumer expectations regarding
quick, reliable and flexible deliveries and returns. As presented in Section 1.4, 89% of respondents
of our consumer survey conducted in Italy reported that the expected delivery experience often
(46%) or sometimes (43%) is crucial in deciding whether or not to buy online. In addition, 72%
(69%) of respondents declared that they had abandoned at least once an online cart and move to
another online retailer (brick-and-mortar store) because the delivery options and experience offered initially were not satisfying.190 Furthermore, 73% of online shoppers in a customer experience
global study by UPS said that the return experience affects the likelihood that they make another
purchase from a particular retailer and 68% said that the returns experience colours the overall perception of the retailer.191 Distribution services are thus highly important for customer satisfaction
and future demand of retailers.
Since quick, cheap and reliable deliveries are key factors influencing consumers’ shopping experiences, it is crucial for retailers to ensure high-quality distribution services. This may create incentives for retailers to provide these services themselves by vertically integrating into distribution,
fully or partially, instead of relying on independent delivery operators.
A high-quality delivery service increases demand for the delivery operator, but it also affects the demand and customer satisfaction for the retailer’s products. Since investments and efforts made by
the delivery firm also benefit its retail clients, the delivery firm does not reap the full reward of investments that it makes. The delivery operator only considers the effects on its own business when
making choices regarding effort and investment. This results in a lower (sub-optimal) level of effort
or investment than what would be the case if the effect on both the delivery operator and the retailer
had been considered.
When a retailer integrates into distribution, it will take the effect on its distribution business as well
as its retail business into account. Quality externalities (increased demand of retail products due to
better delivery service) are internalised, which strengthens incentives to provide higher-quality distribution services compared to what an independent delivery operator would have provided.
As described in Section 3.3, Amazon is one of the many retailers that have to some extent integrated
into distribution services. Amazon considers dynamic longer-term impacts of late delivery in its
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At European level, already in 2013, 90% of online shoppers considered delivery prices and return conditions to be the most
important factors when deciding whether or not to make another purchase at the same website. Source: Copenhagen Economics (2013), E-commerce and delivery: A study of the state of play of EU parcel markets with particular emphasis on ecommerce (prepared for the European Commission).
UPS (2019) Pulse of the online shopper, p. 34.
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business decisions and has estimated that a late delivery has a meaningful negative impact on a customer’s future spending192. Therefore, Amazon carefully monitors and evaluates its performance at
each stage of the distribution chain and uses this information to further improve its offer. This is a
clear example of externalities exerted from the distribution service on the retail shopping experience.
One of the reasons why Amazon first started integrating into distribution was that the independent
providers that it previously fully relied on were not always to offer the level of flexibility and reliability that Amazon demanded. This issue heightened with the launch of Amazon Prime where subscribers193 are offered fast deliveries, without additional fees, for a wide range of products. This implies a higher risk that independent providers of logistics and delivery services do not meet Amazon’s standards, which negatively impacts Amazon’s brand and retail revenue. The risk is even more
critical considering that Prime customers are the ones that purchase the most on the Amazon store.
Amazon’s motivation to invest in an efficient and reliable logistic network is also influenced by the
seasonality of the business. Amazon has to maintain the same delivery promises to customers also
(and especially) in peak periods such as Christmas where demand is high and timing of delivery is
particularly important. Delivery operators hired by Amazon may not have the incentive to make the
effort or investments in temporarily expanding their capacity in the way that would be required to
meet Amazon’s demand for quick and reliable deliveries. Amazon’s integration into distribution allows it to ensure that products sold on the marketplace are delivered on time.
The incentives of integrated retailers to reduce costs and increase the efficiencies of operations in
the distribution chain, are shown by the substantial retailer investments in fields like robotics with
the aim of increasing automation of warehousing and distribution operations, see Box 8.
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Amazon’s internal analysis.
Customers pay an annual flat fee to become Prime Members and get access to additional services from Amazon.
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Box 8 The increased use of robotics and automation in fulfilment
Several of the retailers that are integrating into distribution are investing heavily in new technologies to improve the speed and reliability of distribution.
In 2012, Amazon acquired Kiva Systems, a company that was developing fulfilment robots.
Since then, Amazon has continued to make large investments in robotic technologies to improve the logistics operations at its fulfilment centres. In 2019, Amazon announced its plans to
build a $40 million robotics innovation hub in 2021 to expand its existing robotic research and
improve delivery speeds for Amazon’s customers194. Amazon has continuously shortened its
free delivery times from 9 days in 2000 down to 1 day in many places today. Many believe that
this has been an important factor contributing to higher customer expectations for e-commerce distribution in general. This is sometimes referred to as “the Amazon effect”.
Another retailer investing heavily in automation across its network is Zalando. The main goal is
to achieve shorter processing times for articles after they have been ordered in the online store
since this will lead to shorter delivery times for Zalando’s customers. The automated technology
allows Zalando to reduce throughput times and react more flexibly to the availability of the
workforce.
Retailers that have integrated into distribution and are investing in AI, automation or robotics
consider the benefit of the resulting efficiencies both at the distribution and the retailer level.
This implies that they have stronger incentives to invest in innovation than pure delivery operators do. These innovations also benefit customers who get quicker and more reliable deliveries.
Source:

https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/win-win-story-automation, https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/zalando-welcomes-logistics-robot-toru-erfurt,
https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/06/amazon-is-planning-a-40m-robotics-hub-near-boston/,
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/same-day-delivery-ready-for-takeoff,

3.5.2 Integration mitigates transaction costs and increases
coordination gains in increasingly complex logistic networks
As described in Section 3.3 we see integration both upwards and downwards in the retail distribution value chain. An important reason for this is that the distribution process is based on a series of
interdependent activities that need to work together around the clock. Various forms of integration
help minimizing the potentially high transaction costs that could arise across all these activities,
while enhancing the gains from better coordination.
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We note that the continuous investments in technology to improve the efficiency of Amazon’s operations is also accompanied
by an expansion in labour force. Amazon became one of the main creators of new jobs in Italy: Amazon’s workforce has increased more than 25% only in 2019 with around seven thousand employees in more than 25 locations. This only includes
workers employed directly by Amazon. The number is a much higher if jobs created indirectly through Amazon’s investments are counted (around 120 thousand in 2019 according to some studies), Source: Amazon’s website, “10 anni di Amazon.it: l’impatto di Amazon sull’economia italiana”, available at: https://www.aboutamazon.it/investimenti-di-amazon/10anni-di-amazon-it-limpatto-sulleconomia-italiana .
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The wide range of activities of the distribution process may include storage, packaging, sorting,
transports, tracing, tracking, customer support and reverse logistics. A problem at one of these
steps would disrupt the activities performed at the following stages of the supply chain. Having an
overview of the entire distribution value chain, by being fully vertically integrated or through various forms of contracting and partnerships, enables a retailer or a delivery operator to better coordinate activities and identify the most efficient distribution process for each product. Amazon, for instance, is able to immediately detect a problem in the delivery and to intervene to solve it and deliver on time. Moreover, enhanced overview and integration across all steps of the delivery process
permits players to develop and offer final customers a single, more advanced and reliable tracking
service for their parcels. This is particularly valuable for consumers. In fact, 64% (30%) of our consumer survey respondents stated that the ability to easily track their purchases from the time of the
purchase to the final delivery with few clicks is always (often) an important element in the online
shopping experience. 39% of respondents even decided to not buy the product or look for another
online retailer because the tracking service was not available.
The literature on transaction costs predicts that several factors contribute to increased transaction
costs, thereby increasing the rationale for vertical integration. The distribution value chain is a complex interdependent system. Distribution is not a one-time purchase for retailers but rather an important complement that retailers need to acquire as long as they continue to operate. As described
in Appendix F, contracting costs are exacerbated for recurring transactions and long-term relationships. This is especially the case in complex environments such as the distribution value chain.
These are factors that increase transaction costs and consequently the potential efficiencies and coordination gains to be reaped via vertical integration strategies.
Decreased transaction costs and gains from increased coordination are likely relevant for most, if
not all, of the players (described in Section 3.3) integrating in different directions of the retail distribution value chain. For example, the vertical integration of express carriers such as DHL, UPS by
means of offering eFulfilment services reduces transaction costs and brings coordination gains. If
different independent operators are responsible for storage, packaging, sorting and delivery, a lot of
coordination and communication is required to get an overview of the distribution process and to
make it run smoothly. Allowing the same operator that is responsible for delivery logistics handle
the storage and packaging of the products as well enables the operator to allocate resources more
efficiently and make more informed choice regarding where products should be stored, packaged
and sorted. Moreover, the coordination with sales channels provides an overview of the whole distribution process, from the time when the order is made.

3.5.3 Integration releases economies of scope of technology-based
solutions and customer knowledge
Integration between retail and distribution may generate substantial economies of scope
by the use of the same shared inputs across the value chain and reduction of redundant processes.
In the current context, this applies to inputs like technology-based solutions and customer
knowledge. Large e-commerce players typically already have high-quality IT systems in place as
well as extensive know-how regarding data analytics, which can be used to optimise distribution195.
The value of software engineering and system design and their efficient use does not stop at one
specific layer.
195

For example, based on data from Statista, e-commerce retailers in France see artificial intelligence as an important factor
to reduce storage and shipping costs.
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Sometimes full vertical integration is not necessary to reap these economies of scope. For example,
Amazon Logistics contracts the last part of the distribution (the last mile delivery) to independent
DSPs196. However, they still manage to benefit from economies of scope by taking an active role in
the coordination of deliveries. Amazon applies its machine learning (ML) capabilities, developed in
its retail business, to make DSP deliveries more efficient. Amazon’s ML algorithm has local
knowledge from the collective driver pool and can therefore increase the efficiency of the individual
driver.
The same applies to Alibaba’s involvement in its logistics affiliate Ciaoniao. Alibaba owns a minority
share of Ciaoniao together with other large logistics and delivery operators. In this context, Alibaba
provides the expertise developed from operating its online marketplace to improve the quality of
the Ciaoniao service. Alibaba provides a platform for intelligent logistics and controls flow of information and financial reconciliation.197

3.5.4 Integration exploits specific capabilities of efficient and
customer-oriented firms
According to strategic management literature, there are firm capabilities that may stem from factors
like resources, firm culture, skills or routines that are specific to the firm. These factors that provide
a competitive advantage at one stage of the value chain can sometimes be applied or developed in
another stage of the value chain.
Generally, the capabilities possessed by successful retailers in developing solutions centred around
consumers’ evolving needs may be an advantage when integrating into steps of the distribution
chain that have predominantly been centred toward business-to-business activities. Distribution
operations coordinated by retailers may be more focused on the final consumers, thus generating
higher consumer value and efficiencies.
One example of a retailer that has managed to employ its firm capabilities when integrating into
distribution is Amazon. Amazon’s firm culture is highly consumer oriented and “customer obsession” is one of the firm’s leadership principles. 198 This concept and integration into the firm culture
has made a clear impact on Amazon’s retail business and later in its distribution operations. Amazon’s experience and focus on understanding the need of its customers to constantly improve its retail business has also been applied in its distribution operations. For example, Amazon supports its
DSP partners (independent last-mile delivery providers) in analysing the delivery outcomes, such as
difficulties in making a delivery, to help them raising the bar in the overall quality of their delivery
service.
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As explained in Box 7, Amazon may also rely on external contracts to transport products between fulfilment and sorting
centres, i.e. the middle mile.
https://ecommerceiq.asia/cainiao-logistics-southeast-asia/
https://www.amazon.jobs/en/principles
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3.6

INTEGRATED RETAILERS BENEFIT FROM A
COMPETITIVE AND EFFICIENT DELIVERY SECTOR

Besides efficiencies, vertical integration could also give rise to potential anti-competitive behaviour.
In this section, we first explain a standard foreclosure theory, using the telecoms sector as an example. We then show that such a setting is not applicable in the dynamic and competitive retail sector,
using an online marketplace that has integrated into distribution as an example.
Box 9 Margin squeeze concerns in the telecoms sector do not translate to the ecommerce delivery value chain
Competition Authorities have investigated numerous cases of foreclosure in the form of margin
squeeze in different European markets.199 One sector where such cases have been prominent
is telecoms. A stylised description of the industry structure that provided incentives to foreclose
was as follows. Incumbent telecom operators owned a bottleneck infrastructure (key input of
limited replicability) that was necessary for alternative telecom operators (active downstream)
in order to provide their services. Infrastructure owners were integrated downstream, i.e. operating in the telecom retail market, where they were competing with independent retail operators. In order to weaken the competitive constraints imposed by the independent operators on
their downstream arms, some telecom incumbents (and owners of the upstream bottleneck
infrastructure) had incentives to provide the input at a high price, often higher than the price
they were implicitly applying to its own retail/downstream arm. By making the price of the necessary input higher than the downstream prices for telecom services (which resulted in negative margins for competing independent retail operators), the integrated telecom operators
were foreclosing their downstream competitors. Indeed, scholars have deemed margin
squeeze to constitute a “constructive refusal to supply”.
One characteristic of the telecom markets that enabled integrated operators to be able to
exercise such conduct was the high barriers to entry. Telecom infrastructure was expensive, especially a few decades ago when alternative technologies (e.g. fibre, cable, mobile) were not
present or purposed in a way to offer sufficient choice.

The standard industry structure in which foreclosure can be found requires an integrated operator
providing an essential input to its downstream competitors at an excessive cost. The economic
term for this mechanism is raising rival’s costs. This should not be confused with a situation where
an integrated operator increases efficiency and thereby obtains a competitive advantage compared
to non-integrated operators.
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Three well-known antitrust cases are Deutsche Telekom v. Commission Case C-280/08P , Konkurrensverket v. TeliaSonera
Sverige Case C-52/09, Wanadoo España v Telefónica Case COMP/38.784.
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In short, a key concern with vertical integration structures is margin squeeze, i.e. a price practice
equivalent to a “constructive refusal to supply”. Other non-price, discriminatory practices (relating
to access conditions) can also be seen as refusal to supply. The like-for-like equivalent in the retail
distribution value chains would be cases where a postal or delivery operator is refusing to supply to
(e-)commerce companies in order to expand its commerce business. Yet, there are no competition
cases or concerns of that nature – likely due to the contestability and replicability of what would be
the upstream input: the delivery layer is far from being an infrastructure that is hard to replicate200.
In the retail sector, the evolution towards digitalization across the economy has promoted the emergence of marketplaces as a retail space connecting consumers with sellers of goods and services.
Providers of marketplace services may sell their own products along with those of the third-party
sellers. Moreover, as seen in section 3.3, marketplaces very often integrate into other services along
the retail distribution value chain, such as fulfilment and delivery logistics. Such integration, full or
partial, usually enables a more efficient distribution of retail goods, both those sold by the firm that
is managing the marketplace and those sold by third parties.
Providers of marketplace services that are integrated into distribution compete with independent
operators in providing logistics services. This setting is very different from the standard foreclosure
theory described above, where both an essential input and high barriers to entry are necessary assumptions, see Figure 19.
Figure 19
The typical foreclosure case does not apply to an integrated marketplace

Source:

Illustration by Copenhagen Economics

Contrary to the telecom industry example, an online marketplace would have strong incentives not
to foreclose competing logistics operators for the following reasons.
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On the other side, marketplaces may be considered hard to replicate because of the scale economies and cross-side network
effects. However, as discussed in chapter 1, other factors such as multi-homing, decreasing returns to network effects and
low switching costs allow users to access multiple options in the retail market.
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Consumers benefit from having access to selection made possible by having multiple sellers. Therefore, it is in the interest of the marketplace to attract and maintain a wide number of sellers offering
the best products. The shopping experience of a consumer buying a product from a third-party
seller is important for the marketplace. Poor service or delivery conditions from third party sellers
lowers the quality of the marketplace and has a negative impact on consumers’ perception of the
marketplace as well as the marketplace brand. Marketplaces thus have an obvious interest in favouring the best distribution solutions.
A poor shopping experience for a consumer buying a product from a third-party seller on the marketplace, for example due to late delivery, affects the marketplace in two ways. Firstly, an unhappy
consumer is less likely to make additional purchases from the same seller, but also from other thirdparty sellers on the marketplace, which affects the marketplace’s commission revenue and brand
image. Secondly, a poor shopping experience makes the consumer less likely to buy other products
on the marketplace, thus reducing the revenues for the retail arm of the marketplace.
Therefore, parallel logistics and delivery models co-exist within integrated marketplaces. Should
sellers find more efficient and equally safe means to reach the final consumers, it is in the interest of
a marketplace to embrace those solutions as they enhance final consumers’ shopping experience.
The findings reported in the survey of the Ecorys report on “Business-to-Business relations in the
online platform environment” support the claim that marketplaces have incentives to allow the use
of alternative and efficient logistics operators by third party sellers.201 None of the platforms reviewed prescribed mandatory delivery services. Hence, even when marketplaces do offer delivery
services, their use is not obligatory202. In general, there is thus no exclusivity tying the sellers on the
marketplace to use its logistics arm, which supports the claim that there are no incentives for the
marketplace to foreclose competitors.
Finally, marketplaces do not provide independent logistics operators an essential input. They are
free to offer their services to sellers and sellers are free to use them. However, an integrated online
marketplace providing a more efficient service, leading sellers to choose a one-stop-shop solution
for making their product reach final consumers, may have the effect of outcompeting the less efficient alternative logistics providers. This conduct is pro-competitive leading to better deals for consumers while forcing logistics operators to improve their services, if they want to remain competitive, and must not be confused with foreclosure.
The marketplace’s incentive to encourage sellers to provide the best service to final consumers are
particularly strong given the fierce competition in retail that we saw in chapter 1.

3.7

RETAILERS’ BARGAINING FOR DELIVERY SERVICES IS
A PROCOMPETITIVE DRIVER

Besides seeking the efficiencies from complete vertical integration clearly marked by the economic
theory, retailers may pursue alternative strategies that have the potential to further enhance the ef-
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320058456_Business-to-Business_relations_in_the_online_platform_environment , p.44
While not obligatory the choice by the third-party seller to use the integrated service might be de-facto necessary because it
may facilitate the access to other crucial features of the marketplace. We briefly touch upon this in section 3.8 .
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ficiencies of the whole value chain. When full integration is not an optimal strategy due to the business structure of a retailer at a certain stage of its development, there are other ways to prevent
some of the welfare losses resulting from imperfect contracts.
In this section we will discuss the potential economic benefits of purchasing delivery services in a
smart way. ‘Smart buying’ may unlock efficiencies in delivery services contributing to a more efficient retail supply chain overall. Most importantly, the tough competition in retail ensures that
these efficiencies in purchasing delivery services will be passed on to the final retail consumers.203
Even when a retailer is not fully integrated into delivery services, it can reap efficiencies in the process of purchasing these services along three channels:
1.
2.
3.

Quantity discounts on delivery of own items, reflecting suppliers’ commercial strategies.
Empowerment of small delivery suppliers (coordinated DSP pipeline) as alternative option
to established delivery operators.
Stronger together. By aggregating demand for delivery (including marketplace items) it is
possible to obtain better deals, see Figure 20.

Figure 20
Potential benefits of purchasing delivery services in a smart way when full integration is not optimal

Source:

Illustration by Copenhagen Economics

First, large retailers with the ability to commit to purchase significant volumes from delivery providers can ensure efficient delivery contracts. As discussed in Section 2.5 in the context of bulk letter mail, also for bulk parcels delivery firms offer quantity discounts. Therefore, large retailers benefit from these discounts.204
Second, more sophisticated and large retailers can invest in favouring the entry and development of
small local delivery service providers. As in the bulk letter mail (see Section 2.5), some of the largest
and more advanced buyers nurture smaller delivery players as an alternative source of supply. This
enhances contestability of this segment of the distribution value chain. A similar example is Amazon which procures services from established players such as Poste Italiane, DHL Amazon partners
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A recent meta-study estimated a pass-on rate in cost savings from merchants to consumers in European retail sector of
around 70 percent. Source: EY and Copenhagen Economics, 2020, Study on the application of the interchange fee regulation, study commissioned by the European Commission, DGCOMP
In economic theory this practice is well known as second-degree price discrimination.
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with a network of delivery operators and local DSPs (through Amazon Logistics). It purchases, recombines and resells the DSP delivery services in a smart way, making use of its technology (see for
example section 3.3). This provides retailers an “outside option” when negotiating with large and
more established delivery operators, increasing the competitive forces that push delivery operators
to be more efficient.
Third, providers of marketplace services can function as aggregators of multiple (sometimes small)
sellers to obtain better deals for small sellers from large volumes discounts. In line with this, the recent Ecorys report on “Business-to-Business relations in the online platform environment”,205 which
surveyed platform’s business users in nine European countries, found that many sellers are interested in delivery services offered and/or intermediated by the marketplace. The report also confirms that marketplaces are able to charge competitive prices due to their economies of scale.
Hence, marketplaces have incentives to pass on these efficiencies to sellers as this would boost
sellers’ demand for their intermediation services.
Furthermore, the increased demand for delivery services from online retailers also brings allocative
and productive efficiencies in the delivery segment as it contributes to an effective use of the existing network capacity of incumbent players such as National Postal Operators that struggle to maintain scale due to decreasing letter volumes. In general, delivery operators receiving large orders also
benefit from economies of scale and density, making the upstream process more efficient. From a
dynamic perspective, such significant demand from online retailers also favours competition in the
last mile delivery and entry of new DSPs players.
In other words, the ability of retailers to commit to large volumes when purchasing delivery services
push delivery operators to be efficient. The drive to be competitive in the retail sector encourages
retail operators, including online marketplaces, to seek opportunities for achieving efficiencies. This
in turn has a pro-competitive effect on the adjacent delivery market by incentivising delivery operators to compete fiercely for large orders from retailers as this would enable them to unlock efficiencies too, contributing in this way to an overall efficient retail distribution chain.
As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the highly competitive retail market guarantees that
these efficiencies in purchasing delivery services generated by large orders, and the empowerment
of new delivery operators will be passed on to the final retail consumers.
Finally, as is the case in many other sectors, buyers do not have incentives to become dependent on
one supplier of logistics services. Online retailers ultimately need delivery operators in order to accomplish the retail service and reach final consumers. When contracting delivery services, retailers
have to strike a balance between short-term and long-term objectives. Short-term, it is important to
secure the most competitive delivery prices. Long-term, it is important to ensure dynamic efficiencies in the form of competition in delivery markets, to the benefit of retailers. This holds true even
in situations when retailers have strong bargaining power – the bargaining power of large retailers
is merely an incentivising force for further innovations and efficiency in the delivery market. The
competitive forces in all segments of the retail supply chain will achieve the optimal market structure at each level.
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320058456_Business-to-Business_relations_in_the_online_platform_environment , p.44
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3.8

NO CONCEPTUAL OR EMPIRICAL BASIS FOR
COMPETITIVE HARM FROM DELIVERY SUPPLIERS’
PRICE DISCRIMINATION

This chapter has reappraised economic theory and business evidence that demonstrates why vertical integration strategies can deliver multiple economic efficiencies and ultimately consumer value
across the retail distribution value chain – with Amazon being one but not the only case study.
However, AGCom’s draft decision considers in multiple instances vertical integration as a reason for
concern and a driver limiting competition in delivery markets, both on an actual and potential basis. AGCom’s analysis of the alleged deferred parcel delivery services market and its finding of Amazon SMP centres on portraying vertical integration and buyer power as a factor that undermines
and limits competition (§§137-142), together with its calculation of market shares. AGCom leaves as
final considerations both replicability of postal infrastructures (deemed achieved by many players,
thus not a competition problem) and barriers to entry (both technical and legal barriers are deemed
absent, noting the over 3,000 postal operators with licence/authorisation). AGCom §142 states:
“Thus, being at once large client and direct competitor of postal operators, Amazon can get a
growing share in the market for parcel delivery services via margin compression of its suppliers
and the shrinking of the orders placed with them.”
This view goes beyond any specifics of deferred services. In fact, also when considering the provision of express services (an alleged standalone relevant market with no SMP player found), AGCom
(§160, 166) considers vertical integration, together with buyer power, as prospectively a mechanism
that could potentially empower Amazon to undermine the level of competition. Furthermore, the
latest ERGP work programme has identified platformisation and vertical integration as a key market trend that could generate regulatory implications.
AGCom analysis of vertical integration (§§137-142) includes a reference to a past legal theory linking Amazon alleged dominance in retail onto market power in delivery,206 while also referring to the
ongoing (and yet unproven) Italian Competition Authority antitrust case opened in 2019 on Amazon’s alleged abuse of dominance in the market for marketplace services.207 AGCom §140 states that
“Amazon can then apply strategies aimed to transfer its market power from the platform to the
parcel delivery market (so called “leverage effect”), e.g. tying the positioning (“ranking”) of marketplace merchants’ products to whether they purchase or not Amazon’s delivery service and, in
any case, favouring its own goods upon delivery.”
In light of the evidence in three chapters of this report, this section briefly explores and addresses
these potential regulatory and public policy concerns on whether vertical integration, buyer power
and delivery operators’ discounting practices harm the functioning of the delivery market.
Questions have been asked as to delivery-related business practices which allegedly induce detrimental competition outcomes:

1.
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The waterbed effect harms third-party merchants. The waterbed effect theory posits
that, Amazon using its strength in online retail to negotiate lower rates from delivery companies spills over into higher delivery prices offered to other companies. The argument assumes

Khan (2016) Amazon's antitrust paradox. Yale law Journal, 126, 710, section IV.C on delivery aspects.
AGCM case A528, opening decision published on 16 April 2019.
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that delivery companies raise prices for other retailers as a direct rebalancing following the offering of discounts to a large buyer e.g. Amazon. In turn, these higher delivery prices would
weaken the position of competing e-retailers viz. Amazon and harming consumers if delivery
price increases are passed on to consumers.
2. Amazon leverages its online retail position so to harm delivery players. Assuming
that waterbed holds, the next theory is that Amazon’s strategy to resell FBA logistics/delivery
services (which include large delivery price discounts negotiated by Amazon) can harm the
business of some delivery operators. Insofar as Amazon gets better delivery prices than thirdparty merchants, this creates an incentive for merchants to ship their products using Amazon’s
FBA service rather than procuring directly from the delivery company. This implies that retailers that were previously customers of the delivery companies instead become customers of Amazon, although the same delivery company may still be delivering their products.
3. Anti-competitive tying of Amazon’s FBA service to its marketplace service. This
theory assumes that third-party merchants’ use of Amazon’s FBA service is a necessary condition to gain a more prominent listing in Amazon’s marketplace search results. If so, this theory
posits anti-competitive effects of the alleged tying.
In our view, based on evidence from antitrust and regulatory economics, vertical integration, buyer
power and volume discounts in inputs (i.e. delivery suppliers’ choice to perform second-degree
price discrimination) do not harm the competitive functioning of these markets or lead to consumer
detriment. In particular, while many of the theoretical concerns above depend on the relevance and
existence of a waterbed effect, we do not expect that this necessary condition holds, given the structure of the delivery sector. In the following sections we address each of the above questions and potential policy concerns, in light of market structures of the retail distribution value chain.

3.8.1 Conditions for harmful waterbed effects are unsubstantiated for
the retail distribution value chain
Amazon’s retail volumes and its ability to facilitate retail transactions between a large number of
sellers and consumers has helped Amazon (and other e-commerce firms) to develop a strong position in negotiations with the large incumbent delivery operators.208 In this area of business, large
buyers traditionally negotiate quantity discounts from suppliers, which may give rise to price discrimination by suppliers. The theoretical question raised is whether this may lead to a waterbed effect where delivery service providers compensate discounts offered to Amazon by increasing prices
for other players, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage.
Yet, in general, price discrimination is viewed as welfare enhancing as it can be used to increase sold
quantities and reduce prices for some customers. While economic literature recognises the possibility of harmful effects, such antitrust concerns are usually related to firms with a dominant position
in an upstream market adopting a price discrimination strategy, rather than to firms (such as Amazon) buying at differentiated prices, see Box 10.
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In the US this includes top tier delivery services FedEx, DHL and UPS, as well as the national postal operator.
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Box 10 Price discrimination: potential anticompetitive effects do not seem consistent with delivery markets
While price discrimination is most often viewed as welfare enhancing, in some circumstances it
may also lead to consumer harm as discussed in OECD (2016). The OECD paper identifies three
main potentially harmful effects of price discrimination: exploitative effects (some customers
pay higher prices), distortionary effects (competitive conditions in the downstream market may
be altered) and exclusionary effects (e.g. for downstream firms competing with the downstream arm of a firm which holds a bottleneck input).
The OECD paper identifies some conditions that should raise concerns for competition authorities.
For example, exploitative effects could be signalled by (i) similar products (including a number of
features, such as quantity and timing) being sold at different prices, (ii) discrimination not resulting
in increased quantity and (iii) evidence of the dominant firm taking actions to facilitate market
partitioning (e.g. by raising barriers for arbitrage).
We review these three conditions of concern and conclude that neither is applicable in this case.
(i) The type of discounts discussed are volume discounts thus prices reflecting different quantity;
(ii) Postal firms have noted that quantity discounts stimulate consumption and in any case Amazon demand for delivery services is booming; (iii) no dominant firm in the delivery space, given
multiple postal & delivery suppliers, while market partitioning is undermined by Amazon’s strategy
to procure delivery services, recombine them and resell them (as FBA) to third-party merchants.
Source: OECD (2016), Price discrimination, Background note by the Secretariat.

Existing literature on waterbed effects brings further insights regarding the low likelihood of an anticompetitive waterbed effect following from Amazon’s negotiation of delivery price discounts. We
note that the waterbed effect is not specific to the goods retail sector. In fact, one of its best descriptions is linked to telecom services in a much-referred paper by Genakos and Valletti (2011).
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Box 11 Seminal literature on the waterbed effect: key conditions

Genakos and Valletti (2011) identify a waterbed effect in mobile telephony where (due to the
introduction of price regulation) lower termination charges result in higher prices for mobile
subscribers. It is important to see here that (i) the waterbed effect is identified in relation to two
different products, termination charge and mobile subscription fee, and (ii) the changes in
prices are not motivated by quantity discounting.
Inderst and Valletti (2011) develop a theoretical model to capture the waterbed effect in relation to buyer power and its potential adverse effects on end consumers in a retail setting.209 The
model assumes that the cost of downstream companies to switch to an alternative supplier is
fixed, i.e. it is independent of the purchased quantity. Therefore, suppliers have incentives to
adopt a quantity-linked price discrimination labelled waterbed effect.210 The paper also shows
that the waterbed effect will lead to consumer harm only if it is strong enough that it dominates
the downward pressure on final prices triggered by the large downstream firm getting lower
prices because of its scale and passing some of these cost savings on to consumers.
Key premises to establishing a waterbed effect is that (i) the upstream firm has a relatively uncontested position vis-à-vis other sources of supply and that (ii) switching costs prevent buyers
from extracting better supply terms.
Source: Copenhagen Economics, based on the above referenced papers

We can then test whether the very specific conditions identified in the above literature apply in the
specific case of policy concern. There are conditions under which an upstream firm (e.g. a delivery
supplier) engaging in price discrimination will result in end consumer harm via a waterbed effect.
First, one would need to establish a strong position in the upstream delivery services market, for a
delivery operator to be able to increase price to other small online retailers without risking that supplier competitors undercut them. For markets like the US (long studied in the literature) this is
clearly not the case as at least four large players (DHL, FedEx, UPS, USPS) operate in that market.
A fortiori this is the case in Italy, where the delivery market is competitive and barriers to entry are
low as acknowledged by AGCom.
Second, the conditions to engage in waterbed type pricing as identified by Inderst and Valletti
(2011) do not necessarily hold for retailers’ use of delivery inputs. There is no evidence of significant
costs for small online retailers to switch partially or completely their input purchases between upstream sources (i.e. delivery services). Therefore, competition in delivery sector safeguards small
retailers, which are able to change existing supplier for better offers with little or no switching cost.
Third, the retail market is highly competitive (see chapter 1), which pushes retail firms to pass on
their cost savings to final consumers. Therefore, even if a waterbed effect were to exist, the effect
209
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The paper is motivated by the UK’s CMA (Competition Commission) inquiry into the national grocery retail market, completed in 2008. However, the upstream inputs in that case were the goods sold in retail outlets rather than delivery services.
Interestingly, the paper takes a static view of the waterbed effect in that it identifies that, under certain conditions, the upstream firm will engage in some price discrimination where the price to the big downstream firms will be higher than it
would be if all downstream firms would be of the same size, however, it does not show how an additional decrease to the
price offered to the downstream firm will result in an immediate subsequent price increase for the other, smaller downstream firms, which would, in fact, be the true ‘waterbed effect’.
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would most likely be lower consumer prices. This effect is likely to dominate any potential input
prices increases that Amazon’s competitors, in this hypothetical scenario, may pass on to end consumers.211
Therefore, we see no evidence that the waterbed effect theory can be relevant to the case of delivery
services volume discounts and that this may be the basis of harm towards end consumers.

3.8.2 No anti-competitive leveraging of retail business to gain market
in delivery
Because of the alleged waterbed effect, sellers would find it convenient to join the Amazon marketplace and use Amazon FBA service to handle their logistics, which offers competitive prices thanks
to Amazon bargaining power. The next policy concern is Amazon’s ability to use its negotiated delivery prices (volume discounts driven by retail scale) to create a strong position also in delivery.
However, FBA is not a traditional full-fledged logistics and delivery service since the deliveries are
performed by traditional and new delivery and logistics companies. In Italy, for example, Amazon
outsource its deliveries to well-known postal and delivery operators as well as smaller local DSPs.
Amazon is thus increasing demand for small and local delivery operators rather than simply diverting volumes from established delivery operators to its own business. Moreover, the scale and operational efficiencies that the fulfilment service provided by Amazon via FBA offer increases the quality
of Amazon’s marketplace for sellers that use this ancillary service – thus price considerations (and
any volume discounts obtained from delivery operators) are not the only factor.
In general, this type of theory fails to establish a competitive harm linked to the business outcomes
of incumbent delivery services providers. It is unsupported that changes in fortunes of incumbent
delivery operators equate anti-competitive market functioning.
First, the revenues of large delivery operators have increased in recent years, see Figure 21. The continued growth and investments of traditional parcel delivery operators are not consistent with the
idea of such operators being driven out of the market. In fact, those firms continue to serve a large
set of merchants, both directly and through Amazon.
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This is particularly important because Amazon’s retail arm has a strong incentive to pass on at least part of its cost savings
to customers by the standard monopoly pricing theory even if it has market power. This pass on of cost savings is stronger
the stronger the competitive pressure from its competitors in the retail market that includes competition both from the
online and offline channels.
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Figure 21
Growth in annual revenue of three main international carriers
Annual revenues (billion dollars)

Note:
Source:

Revenue of DHL are converted from euros to dollars using ECB reference exchange rate.
Statista212

Second, as discussed in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, traditional parcel delivery operators may serve some
smaller merchants more efficiently when their demand is aggregated via Amazon than via smaller
sellers’ direct sales channels.
Third, delivery operators can freely choose which commercial strategy and pricing policy to adopt.
Delivery operators will only offer volume discounts (i.e. price discrimination) if this benefits them.
The postal and delivery industry has a long history of volume discounts and these have been scrutinised by policymakers. Even in the most regulated part of the sector, namely the provision of universal services, the EU PSD Art 12(5) enables postal operator to deploy commercial pricing via special tariffs. When the European Court of Justice has reviewed an example of postal pricing practices
(volume discounts and conditions), it has confirmed the EU legislator’s aim to empower postal operators to price commercially, given that the EU postal liberalisation process had exposed all postal
services to competition and thus commercial postal pricing would be an appropriate tool.213 Thus, a
fortiori for services that are not subject to universal service obligations, postal and all delivery operators are free to set their pricing and discounting practices, subject to the competition law provisions applying throughout the economy. In the US, the judicial review of the postal operator’s special tariff (NSA) for Amazon has concluded its consistency with the postal regulatory legal statute.214
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/316330/revenue-of-deutsche-post-dhl/; https://www.statista.com/statistics/267501/revenue-of-fedex/; https://www.statista.com/statistics/277869/revenue-of-ups/
ECJ Case C-340/13 bpost SA v Institut belge des services postaux et des télécommunications (IBPT), See Judgment of 11
February 2015 and Advocate General Opinion of 16 October 2014.
United Parcel Service, Inc. v. PRC, No. 16-1354 (D.C. Cir. 2018) decision of 22 May 2018.
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3.8.3 FBA is an optional and complementary service that provides
choice and value for third-party merchants
A last policy concern is that Amazon may obtain an undue advantage via anti-competitive tying of
Amazon’s FBA service to its marketplace service. This theory assumes that third-party merchants’
use of Amazon’s FBA service is a necessary condition to gain a more prominent listing in Amazon’s
marketplace search results, such as being eligible as a Prime badged product.215 Without prejudice to
analyses specific to antitrust allegations, we note as follows.
First, the economic theory on vertical integration (as reviewed in this Chapter) provides a well-established rationale that leads to consumer benefits. It is plausible that Amazon allows merchants
using FBA to be eligible for Prime label, because via FBA it can ensure a reliable and fast delivery
service, crucial for the consumer experience (thus addressing quality externalities). In general, as
explained in Section 3.6, Amazon has incentives to promote and allow merchants to use the most
efficient logistics and delivery service providers available rather than just promoting its own services. This is because Amazon benefits from satisfied customers, which attract more sellers and
products with positive spill-over effects on the entire marketplace.
Second, and consistent with the above, Amazon has put in place programs such as the Seller Fulfilment Prime which allow sellers that rely on independent logistic services to display their products
with the Prime badge. In order to enter this program, sellers must prove that their able to meet certain (high) standards of delivery service216 (the same that Amazon set for its own deliveries) and rely
on certified carriers for the shipping.

In conclusion, while postal regulators like AGCom have assumed that Amazon can “apply strategies
aimed to transfer its market power from the platform to the parcel delivery market”, the evidence
reviewed here is not consistent with the theoretical concerns on vertical integration, buyer power
and delivery operators’ discounting practices.
•

•
•

•

215
216

Volume discounts are accepted by policymakers even in universal service letter mail. Parcel delivery discount practices are a choice of delivery operators, insofar as they benefit, while facing
intense competition – which curtails the theoretical waterbed effect.
Delivery service buyers like Amazon procure, recombine and resell delivery services in the form
of FBA, which third-party merchants freely choose amongst alternatives.
These merchants can sell on Amazon marketplace while procuring delivery/logistics services
not linked to Amazon; they can also combine Amazon FBA delivery while selling products on
other marketplaces or via own website
Competition with limited barriers to entry, active buyers and low switching costs keeps suppliers’ margins low: this is pro-competitive and pro-consumer, rather than, as seen by AGCom, an
unclearly defined “margin compression” strategy that undermines competition.

Prime customers tend to shop more often and also tend to spend more on the website.
For example. Seller should be able to ship 99% of orders in time, and have cancellation rate of less than 0,5%. Source:
https://sell.amazon.com/programs/seller-fulfilled-prime.html
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CHAPTER 4

CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT FOR THE
DEBATE ON FUTURE POSTAL POLICY
The European Commission DG GROW has sought views from a broad range of stakeholders to inform its evaluation of the Postal Services Directive (PSD). In response, the group of European postal
regulators (ERGP), noted that “the current postal regulatory framework does not and cannot be
expected to address issues that have arisen in recent years related to trends and developments
that did not exist when the PSD [Postal Services Directive] was enacted in 1997, such as digitization, platformisation and e-commerce, as well as the consequential and fundamental changes in
communication, commerce and consumer behaviour and demands.” 217
Accordingly, the ERGP 2021 Work Plan includes as its first deliverable a “Report on online platforms and e-retailers: implications for the future scope of postal and delivery sector”. In addition,
the ERGP 2021 Work Plan includes review of:218
•

•

•

The effects and regulatory implications of revised postal service and postal item
definitions, including a potential widening of the postal sector by classifying e-retailers as
postal services providers.
The regulatory implications of vertical integration in e-commerce and distribution where the ERGP stresses that vertical integration may yield i) a competitive advantage on
the supply side and, ii) distortive countervailing buying power viz. delivery service providers on
the demand side.
The relevance of the EC Digital Markets Act (DMA) proposals to clarify the scope
of the postal sector in view of the review of the regulatory framework.

Based on the analysis in this report, we provide in this short chapter considerations on the matters
raised in the ERGP advocacy. More specifically, based on our earlier analysis, we conclude that:

1. New market trends do not change the fundamental trade-offs of postal policy regulation;
2. Any additional regulation needs to be justified by clearly identified market failures to avoid regulatory failure;

3. Vertical integration in e-commerce and distribution does not create a clearly identified market
failure warranting additional regulation;
4. The DMA proposals should not affect the scope and focus of the postal sector regulatory framework
New market trends do not change the fundamental trade-offs of postal policy regulation
The ERGP states that the PSD in its current form is unable to address key trends. The key trends
highlighted by the ERGP are “digitization [sic], platformisation and e-commerce, as well as the
consequential and fundamental changes in communication, commerce and consumer behaviour
and demands.” However, as demonstrated below, these new market trends do not necessarily
equate to new market failures that require new or strengthened regulation.
217
218

ERGP Work Programme 2021 Public Consultation Draft. ERGP PL I (20) 6 Draft WP 2021 for public consultation, p.5.
ERGP Work Programme 2021 Public Consultation Draft. ERGP PL I (20) 6 Draft WP 2021 for public consultation, pp.5-7.
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Digitisation of communication. A fundamental challenge of digitisation is the diversion of demand
for letter mail services towards electronic communication. While this development poses sustainability challenges for letter mail businesses – and has spurred considerable efficiency progress in
postal operators – this trend does not provide a rationale for expanding the scope of regulation
within the area of parcel delivery. If anything, the diversification of postal operators towards inter
alia parcel delivery is evidence of an attempt to find new revenue sources to compensate the revenue loss due to digitisation of communications. In other words, the expansion of postal service providers’ parcel delivery activities is evidence of a market-based solution, rather than of a key trend
driving a market failure that justifies additional regulation.
(E-)commerce, consumer behaviour and demands. Although postal operators’ focus on parcel delivery has increased in recent years, delivery of parcels (incl. B2C delivery) is not a new invention.
When the first PSD was introduced in 1997, distance selling (catalogue or telephone sales) was commonplace in many EU countries and relied on postal, courier and express services to ship parcels
from businesses to consumers. The level of distance selling varied across countries, reflecting both
national cultural norms and ways of doing business, as well as the trust, reliability and affordability
of parcel delivery services. Indeed, one of the main aims of the first PSD was to ensure a more homogeneous quality of postal service across EU countries. Distance selling has seamlessly evolved
into e-commerce. As discussed in chapter 1, the development of e-commerce was an important goal
in the EU digital agenda and the introduction of the cross-border parcel regulation in 2018 aimed to
reduce delivery related barriers to cross-border e-commerce. With respect to domestic e-commerce,
there is no evidence that the current regulatory framework has been or will be a barrier for e-commerce growth.
Platformisation. Similar to parcel delivery, mail brokerage and intermediation business models
where market players aggregate mail volumes and sometimes also perform themselves some of the
activities in the postal value chain already existed when the first PSD was introduced more than 20
years ago.219 The PSD has never restricted the business models applied by market entrants that
could challenge the incumbent players (apart from some reserved services, later dropped). On the
contrary, the postal market liberalisation process was not, and could not be, meant to favour only
one type of firm. In fact, it allowed for anyone willing to invest to operate according to general authorisation/licensing principles and regulatory oversight for those activities subject to regulatory
obligations to enter the market. It also afforded national postal operators flexibility to evolve into
fully commercial providers, subject to general competition oversight and ex ante regulation aimed
at universal services. The need for additional regulation to deal with business models which have
been present in the sector for more than 20 years is thus not obvious and would have to be clearly
justified. After all, the provision of parcel services has long been liberalised, with many retail players
having vertically integrated, developing their own logistics/delivery networks since the Seventies. 220
Thus the trends mentioned by ERGP do not provide a basis for additional regulation.
Any additional regulation needs to be justified by clearly identified market failures to
avoid regulatory failure

219

220

In the postal sector, printing houses and consolidators have long played an intermediation role between the original senders
and the delivery operators.
LaRedoute’s SOGEP/Relais Colis in 1969/1973/1983; Otto Group’s Hermes in 1972.
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As part of its 2021 Work program the ERGP will analyse the regulatory implications of broadening
the postal service / item concepts, e.g. by classifying e-retailers as postal service providers. Whereas
the current postal services directive does not prevent individual member states from classifying
some e-retailers as postal service providers, the efforts by the ERGP seem to aim to making this
mandatory throughout the EU.
As discussed in Chapter 2, regulation should address clearly identified market failures by using appropriate tools. The relevant approach for policymakers considering the case for changing the definitions contained in existing regulation would thus be to:

1.

Test for, and identify, whether well-defined problems (market failures) exist, and if so, in what
markets;
2. Find out what regulatory changes can demonstrably provide tools fit for, and proportionate to,
the problem;
3. Consider what changes to definitions may be needed as an element in the regulatory toolbox.
If policymakers start from the other end - i.e. from the definitions - there is a risk that:
• regulation may be extended where no market failures exist, or
• new regulation, which is ill-suited to fix identified market failures, may be added, resulting in
unintended and negative consequences for the market dynamics.
The recent developments in Italy, where AGCom in its interim decision found Amazon to hold SMP
in a narrowly defined market for domestic delivery of deferred B2C e-commerce parcels, provides a
sharp reminder of the importance of testing for clearly identified market failures. As discussed in
chapter 2, a myriad of delivery operators contest the parcel delivery business in Italy – all of which
have a general authorisation / licence under the national law. Buyers of delivery services in Italy
thus have plenty of choice and procure wisely, while fierce retail omnichannel competition ensures
the passing on of delivery cost/performance benefits to end consumers (i.e. shoppers). Even parcel
delivery services bought directly by consumers (single piece) are contestable, providing choice
thanks to the very digitisation key trend221. In line with these observations, and also in line with the
European Commission DG COMP’s previous findings222, AGCom finds evidence of low barriers to
entry in the Italian parcel market. In this type of dynamic, contestable and contested market, the
need for clear empirical evidence of existing market failures is particularly important due to the
substantial risk of regulatory failure where new regulation might add no benefits while having substantial negative impact on innovation and competition in the industry.
Vertical integration in e-commerce and distribution does not create a clearly identified market failure warranting additional regulation

221

222

Examples of this is online info and tools for consumers; smart phones, apps and PDA tools for low-cost acceptance of parcels at a large set of alternative counters
For example in the 2016 FedEx/TNT merger clearance decision.
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The ERGP flags that vertical integration in e-commerce (marketplace) and distribution can lead to
competitive advantage and countervailing buying power and concludes that it therefore is worth
considering new regulatory obligations for online platforms and e-retailers. As discussed in chapter
3, this negative perception of vertical integration is not in line with the rich history of economics
and strategic management literature evaluating the pros and cons of vertical integration, often concluding that vertical integration is a positive arrangement that improves efficiencies. 223
More specifically, economic science has identified a range of rationales for vertical integration with
clear benefits for efficiency and consumers, including increased quality, lower risk of hold-up, lower
transaction costs, more gains from synergies and the exploitation of specific firm capabilities. In
fact, Amazon’s investment in logistics is proof of this where its upward/backward vertical integration up the value chain was triggered exactly by a desire to improve reliability, speed, cost/price of
delivery, compared to what it could previously get from existing delivery suppliers. Amazon has
pursued a continuum of integration strategies, reflecting what would optimise the retail experience
at every level, while designing procurement processes that enhance quality of supply and foster contestability of the delivery inputs.
If policy makers would prevent economic operators from pursuing business models that promote
the development of their value chain (in Amazon's case: logistics/delivery) and new approaches to
procuring delivery inputs, this would reduce consumer welfare. It would also be clearly misaligned
with the EU postal market liberalisation and general competition policy if new sectoral regulation
were to ask or force firms to be satisfied with their suppliers (of postal and delivery or of any other
economic product/service) when possibilities for improvement exist.
With respect to the countervailing buyer power stemming from vertical integration, this is a positive
outcome of negotiating activity between buyers and sellers. In regulatory economics, such countervailing buyer power is regularly flagged as an antidote to a supplier’s SMP/dominance rather than a
factor creating SMP/dominance itself. Evidence of new players/business models with countervailing buyer power would thus be, according to regulatory economics, a prima facie positive outcome
and evidence that liberalisation is working as intended.
As discussed above, the efficiencies and countervailing buyer power stemming from vertical integration will normally (and naturally) improve a firm’s competitiveness. Improved competitiveness
means that the more competitive firms win business and grow and that less competitive firms either
find ways to improve or lose business and profitability (what AGCom refers to as “margin compression”). This is the result of a normal competitive process and not necessarily a reason to regulate.
Whereas the ERGP states that “there is the possibility that in the future the growth potential of the
parcel delivery market deriving from the development of e-commerce will go mainly, if not exclusively, to the benefit of vertically integrated platforms” it is far from clear that vertically integrated
platforms are the only beneficiaries of e-commerce and e-commerce delivery growth. Yet, even if
this would be the case, it does not identify a market failure that warrants new regulation. In fact, absent market failures, competition will ensure that consumers benefit from the efficiency gains created by vertically integrated platforms. It would thus be unfortunate if the evaluation of the EU
postal services directive results in additional regulations that reverse the positive and pro-consumer
effects that accompanied liberalisation in this sector since 1997.
223

For the same reason, competition authorities normally view vertical mergers as non-problematic, compared to horizontal
mergers which are often scrutinized with great care.
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The DMA proposals should not affect the scope and focus of the postal sector regulatory framework
The ERGP seeks to connect the EU PSD review process with the EC DMA proposals aimed to address practices relative to “gatekeeping platforms” / “core platform services”. To appraise the relevance of these proposals to the postal sector, it is useful to re-state the vertical parcel delivery value
chain where parcel delivery services are an input to retailers when transacting with consumers via
distance selling (including ecommerce websites and online marketplace services). If vertical integration creates market failures, these market failures could emerge at the delivery level and/or at
the retail level. It is good regulatory practice to tackle market failures at the level where they occur.
The DMA proposals target perceived structural and behavioural issues in businesses including
online intermediation activities, and thus also retail marketplace services – in other words targeting
potential problems at the retail level. Postal regulation has never been intended or designed to solve
problems (whether demonstrated or perceived) at the retail level – and this is consistent with regulatory economics principles and practice.
Revisions of the PSD should thus focus solely on any market failures emerging at the delivery level
of the retail value chain. Moreover, under regulatory economics principles, sector-specific regulation centres upon the regulated sector in question and firms supplying those services and does not
impose regulatory obligations on users/buyers of the regulated services. In fact, the economics
toolbox of sectoral regulation is designed to promote outcomes favourable for the buyers of the regulated services (e.g. buyers of telecoms, energy, water, or postal services) and thus the welfare of
end consumers. To do so, economic regulation can
•
•

stimulate the contestability/performance/efficiency of the regulated sector, and thus avoid regulated service suppliers' foreclosure of alternative providers); and
constrain the suppliers’ potential exploitation of buyers where needed, e.g. by limiting the suppliers’ flexibility in pricing levels and conditions or setting floors to quality levels or related incentives.

Developments in behavioural economics principles and practice have induced sectoral regulators to
intervene to stimulate the demand-side by fostering the engagement, awareness, understanding and
activity (e.g. switching) of buyers, and in particular of consumers who may exhibit so-called
“bounded rationality” e.g. due to limited time to compare services or seek better deals. In the postal
and delivery sector, however, key buyers of services are not consumers but businesses, which are
quite active in comparing and negotiating the best possible terms from suppliers. Thus, for the same
reason why regulators in other regulated sectors intervene to stimulate consumer activity (e.g. in
telecoms, energy, etc.), regulators should welcome the intense buyers’ activity and pressure on suppliers in the postal and delivery sector as a positive sign of market functioning and thus a reason to
curtail regulatory activity.
Conclusion: The EU postal regulatory framework has not been an obstacle to digital
transformation in delivery and retail, and no market failures support the case for new
parcel delivery regulation.
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Based on the evidence on the functioning of delivery markets in this study, as well as previous literature, we find that the EU postal regulatory framework has not been an obstacle to the evolution of
the postal and delivery (including logistics) sector. Besides, business models with intermediation
(e.g. platforms), vertical integration, distance selling, free enterprise in parcel delivery, buyers’ negotiations in bulk letters and parcels have existed for many years and already existed when the first
PSD was developed.
In short, the PSD has neither impeded digital transformation in delivery nor in retail. On the contrary, historic barriers targeted by the PSD are gone and the postal operators’ (as well as many other
delivery players’) provision of new e-commerce delivery services is consistent with a reasonably
well-functioning market in terms of competition.
While a key policy question may remain regarding the provision and funding of universal services
that the market does not cater for, this has not stopped the development of the market. The EU
PSD, provides a framework that – in alignment with the EU competition and State Aid rules, provides a framework enabling Member States to decide on USO funding, while avoiding competitive
distortions.
Policymakers have an important task ahead and a careful consideration of the EU Postal Services
Directive review is vital. Our analysis of the functioning of the retail market, of market definitions
questions for parcel delivery services, as well as of the economic effects of vertical integration in this
context, finds insufficient evidence to demonstrate market failures – and in particular significant
market power in the provision of parcel delivery services. On the contrary, we found multiple evidences of positive market functioning and competitive dynamics, leading to consumer benefits. The
case for additional regulation in this space is thus not supported. Further analyses – and in particular empirical work – would be necessary to prove otherwise.
Figure 22
Overview of considerations relevant for the debate on future postal policy

Source:

Illustration by Copenhagen Economics.
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APPENDIX A

APPLICATION OF THE TREE-CRITERIA TEST
TO PARCEL DELIVERY
The three criteria which should be cumulatively met in telecom markets to identify a market susceptible to ex-ante regulation on top of the existing competition law framework are:
1.
2.
3.

The presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry,
A market structure which does not tend towards effective competition hwithin the relevant
time horizon, and
The insufficiency of competition law alone to adequately address the relevant market failure(s).

The parcel delivery market does not present high and non-transitory barriers to entry
Barriers to entry can manifest in different forms such as sunk costs, control of infrastructure not
easily duplicated, technological advantages or superiority, easy or privileged access to capital or financial resources, economies of scale, economies of scope, vertical integration, barriers to develop
distribution and sales network, products or services diversification.
However, these barriers are not present in the parcel delivery segment. In fact, barriers to entry for
the provision of parcel delivery services seem low and entry happens on a frequent basis. supporting
this is the observation that the number of active parcel delivery operators in Europe has more than
doubled between 2012 and 2018, see Figure 23.
Figure 23
Active domestic parcel delivery operators (excluding DSPs) 2012-2018
Number of operators

Note:
Source:

It includes operators for EU28 countries, excluding LI. It does not include operators that provide only international delivery services, nor DSPs.
Numbers for 2012: Copenhagen Economics (2013), E-commerce and delivery: A study of the state of play
of EU parcel markets with particular emphasis on e-commerce (prepared for the European Commission),
available at https://www.copenhageneconomics.com/dyn/resources/Publication/publicationPDF/8/238/0/E-commerce-and-delivery.pdf. Numbers for 2018: PostEurop (2020), The Post Deliverers for
Europe - Facts & Figures, https://deliver4europe.eu/facts-figures/ and European Commission (2020), Public
tariffs on cross-border delivery services database.

Agcom itself , in its analysis of the Italian sector for parcel delivery services, finds no barriers to entry in the sector. Agcom supports this statement showing that in Italy there are at the moment more
than 3.000 authorised postal operators and this number has been constantly growing.224

The parcel delivery sector is highly competitive
The market structure is usually assessed through indicators such as market shares, price trends,
ease of network development and duplication, and barriers to expansion.
Analysing these indicators in the context of parcel delivery we find a highly dynamic and competitive market structure. As mentioned above, we have seen more and new players entering the parcel
delivery sector in recent years. As discussed in chapter 1, we also observe that these players develop
and provide innovative solutions with the aim to survive and gain market share in a competitive
market. The observation that parcel delivery markets across Europe are highly competitive is also
supported by researchers, policy makers and regulators, including Agcom225, see Box 12.

224
225

Agcom Delibera n. 212/20/CONS, Appendix A, §146.
See Agcom (2019) In Consultazione Pubblica Il Documento Sull’analisi Del Mercato Dei Servizi Di Consegna Dei Pacchi,
ERGP (2019), Report on the development of postal networks, Letter from the Dutch State Secretary for Economic Affairs
and Climate to the Chair of the Second Chamber of the States-General, 15 June 2018 (https://www.postnl.nl/en/Images/unofficial-translation-letter-postal-dialogue_tcm9-123684.pdf?v=89827854d74e0d00b942f76ab8660db2),
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Box 12 Policy makers and research find parcel markets dynamic and competitive

Agcom writes that “the development of e-commerce has led to greater competition and the
emergence of a receiver-oriented business model, as well as new ways of network management (e.g. joint parcel and letter delivery, flexible delivery), in particular, in the delivery phase
(e.g. parcel lockers).”
“Competition in the UK domestic and international parcels markets is intense, with competitors
offering innovative solutions that include convenient, reliable delivery and return options, improved tracking services and features that put recipients increasingly in control of their deliveries.”
“Competition in the parcel delivery segment is intensifying, primarily due to the development
of ecommerce. A growing and very attractive market will normally spur new entries and acquisitions. Hence, nine out of 17 NRAs replied to our survey that the incumbent’s three main competitors’ market shares in the national parcel segment are growing at an at least moderate
pace, and three classified the growth pace as strong.”
“Challenges for parcel carriers mentioned in the workshops were: … to cope with limited margins when negotiating rates with e-retailers because of price pressure driven by fierce competition in the delivery market (especially in Belgium, Sweden, Germany, Poland)”
“Competition for the last mile was assumed to become more fierce. Local delivery companies
in urban areas (express companies or crowd delivery solutions) are expected to offer instant or
same-day delivery at lower prices in all countries.”
Source: Agcom (2019) In Consultazione Pubblica Il Documento Sull’analisi Del Mercato Dei Servizi Di Consegna
Dei Pacchi; Royal Mail (2019) Annual Report and Financial Statements 2018-2019; Copenhagen Economcis
(2018) Main developments in the postal sector 2013-2016, p. 81.; WIK (2019) Development of Cross-border ECommerce through Parcel Delivery.

Competition law alone is sufficient to adequately address the market failures in the
parcel delivery sector
To assess whether competition law alone is not sufficient to address identified market failures, policymakers should verify whether e.g. national regulatory authorities need to intervene more frequently and timely than they usually are, whether it is difficult to identify and address anti-competitive behaviour in the market, and whether regulation is needed to ensure development of competition in the long run. This could be the case in markets with high potential for tipping. As discussed
in chapter 1, whereas platforms with cross-side network effects have been associated, in theory, with
tipping and potential barriers to competition with scale over time, multi-homing (a key feature of
the retail world) makes tipping and structural barriers to entry less likely. This also makes any negative spill-over effects from tipping retail markets to delivery markets less likely.
Competition enforcement in the area of parcel delivery suggests active monitoring by EU and national authorities, including in Italy. The European Commission DG COMP’s sector enquiry into e-
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commerce226 and multiple competition cases investigated by the Italian and other national competition authorities are all examples of active monitoring and enforcement of competition law in the
parcel delivery sector.227

226
227

See https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html.
Case C 137; COMP/M.6570 — UPS/TNT Express; Case T-194/13; C-265/17. COMP/M:8225. COMP/M.7630. Case A528 FBA AMAZON, Provvedimento n. 27623. Case A413 - TNT Post Italia/Poste Italiane. Case A441 - Postal Services. Case A493
- Poste Italiane/Prezzi Recapito.
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APPENDIX B

ASSESSMENT OF THE EXISTENCE OF MARKET FAILURES IN PARCEL DELIVERY
Economic theory recognises multiple types of market failures, four of which are potentially relevant
for the postal and delivery sector. These are concentrated market power, public goods, negative externalities and information asymmetries. However, regulations and the enforcement of competition
law are already correcting for these possible market failures. Moreover, certain features of the market and recent market developments mean that there is no actual market failure, see Table 8.
Table 8
Possible market failures in the delivery sector and how they are tackled
MARKET
FAILURE

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES IN THE POSTAL
SERVICES CONTEXT

IS THE MARKET FAILURE ALREADY TACKLED?

Concentrated
market power

Lack of competition may
lead to excessive or predatory prices, lower quality, or
lower efficiency than what
would be the case in a
competitive market

Postal operators with significant
market power in parts of the
market may (i) exploit consumers
by increasing prices; or (ii) foreclose competing delivery operators through predatory practices.

Yes, by regulation (requirements in PSD), competition law, market development (actual entrance of new players)

Public goods

Goods or services that consumers do not have to pay
for and which can be consumed without reducing
their availability to others.

Requirement to supply universal
services to all households, including those that are commercially
unattractive to deliver to.

Externalities

A cost or benefit that impacts a third party not participating in the transaction
creating the cost/benefit
and with no control over
the amount of cost or benefit created.

Asymmetric information

Inefficient outcomes may
arise because one of the
two parties in a transaction
(the buyer/user or the seller)
has more information.

Note:
Source:

Negative externality: congestion
in urban centres caused by the
delivery of letters and parcels.
Positive externality: Higher mail
volumes delivered to rural areas
reducing the cost per item of
serving rural recipients.
Lack of customer trust in delivery
services (leading to lower consumption of these services) created by low visibility on delivery
performance prior to purchase.

Yes, by regulation (USO)

Yes, by new efficient and
cost-saving technologies
that decrease congestion, such as electric bicycle and tricycles, robots and drones

Yes, by services such as
track-and-trace, and by
requirements imposed by
regulators, such as monitoring of quality.

PSD = postal services directive; USO = universal service obligation.
Copenhagen Economics’ overview based on economic literature.

First, market failures can arise due to concentration of market power, that is one or few companies holding a dominant position in the market with (i) the ability to set prices above/reduce
quality of service below the competitive level and (ii) set predatory prices below their own costs.
These practices would in turn result in sub-optimal market outcomes.228 In the absence of effective

228

Motta, M. (2004). Competition Policy – Theory and Practice, Ch. 2. Cambridge University Press.
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competition, companies with significant market power can charge higher prices, foreclose competitors, provide lower quality of services, and reduce innovation.
While concentration of market power is a potential concern in the postal and delivery sector
(mainly in relation to the provision of letter mail delivery due to historically reserved areas within
this segment), regulation of the sector, competition law and market developments already effectively solve this potential market failure.
The EU Postal Services Directive (PSD) tackles the risk of concentrated market power to ensure
good quality of service, affordable prices for consumers, and well-functioning competition in a market that traditionally was dominated by state monopolies.229 Besides the PSD, the Regulation on
Cross-Border Parcel Delivery Services230 aims to foster better cross-border parcel delivery services,
with regards to transparency of services and their prices, to enhance e-commerce among European
consumers and retailers. The regulation requires parcel delivery providers231 to provide information
about products, volumes, and prices to the EU national postal regulators, who gain further authority to collect data about parcel delivery services provided nationally. It should be noted, however,
that this regulation was not put in place to solve national problems, but to improve cross-border logistics and ultimately the functioning of the EU Single Market and cross-border e-commerce.
Players in the postal sector are further constrained by competition law which deters and sanctions
abuses of market power and prevents mergers and acquisition that may lead to excessive concentration of market power. Competition law also sanctions predatory pricing by dominant companies
that intends to foreclose efficient competitors. Such exclusionary behaviour is also mitigated if the
market is characterised by low barriers to entry.
Worth noting in this context is also the increased competition for the provision of parcel delivery
services following the increase in e-commerce. Amazon is one of many innovative entrants in the
field, with new strategies for purchasing, recombining and reselling different types of delivery services to the merchants on its platform. The entry of new players with innovative business models
the potential market power of incumbent operators (or growing challengers) is continuously challenged. Thus, whereas new and consumer-centric business models quickly can attract many users in
today’s digital environment with low/zero switching costs, it is also important to remember that
they are continuously under the threat of potential competition from new, more innovative, players.
This also (and especially) holds true in a sector like parcel delivery that is very dynamic and digitalised.

229

230

231

The tools used for this are regulatory requirements with respect to prices, service standards, and access to the postal network and infrastructure. The PSD is currently under review by the Commission, that launched a public consultation in July
2020, to evaluate whether the PSD is still fit for purpose or if adjustments are necessary to adapt to changes in the sector.
REGULATION (EU) 2018/644 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 18 April 2018 on crossborder parcel delivery services.
“It is assumed that postal items which are over 20 mm thick contain goods other than items of correspondence, whether
handled or not by the universal service provider. Postal items consisting only of correspondence should not fall within the
scope of parcel delivery services. This Regulation should therefore, in line with consistent practice, cover parcels containing
goods with or without commercial value weighing up to 31,5 kg, since heavier items cannot be handled by a single average
individual without mechanical aids and this activity is part of the freight transport and logistics sector.” REGULATION
(EU) 2018/644, §16
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Second, market failures can arise concerning public goods.232 One example of a postal sector public good is delivery of postal services to households in sparsely populated areas. In the absence of
public intervention, postal operators would not find it profitable to extend their delivery network to
those areas. Regulation included in the PSD and national regulations solve the public goods market
failure in the postal sector. In particular, the universal service obligation (USO) encompasses multiple dimensions, such as the geographic scope, the range of products, quality of services and affordability.233
Third, market failures can arise concerning externalities, where the production or consumption of
a good or service generates a positive or negative effect to an unrelated third-party.234 The equilibrium level of positive externalities will be below the optimal level, while the level of negative externalities will be above the optimal level because those that generate the externalities do not internalise the costs or benefits in their consumption/production decision. While the presence of externalities such as congestion particularly in urban centres is a potential concern in the postal and delivery
sector, the developments in delivery and advent of new technology, such as electric bicycles/tricycles, robots and drones, are solving this market failure.235 In addition, the general movement towards smarter cities, along the increase in e-commerce, mean that urban design and market players
are developing and adapting so to reduce congestion.
Fourth, market failures can arise concerning asymmetries of information.236 In the postal sector
asymmetric information can manifest in a lack of trust in delivery services as recipients and merchants have lower level of information on e.g. the time of delivery of parcels compared to the delivery provider. This may potentially lead to a sub-optimal level of consumption of parcel delivery services. While asymmetric information is a potential concern in the postal and delivery sector, market
developments have proved effective in reducing information asymmetry and its negative consequences. For instance, track-and-trace services introduced by delivery operators allow consumers
and senders to obtain precise information on the status and time of delivery of parcels. Moreover, in
relation to e-commerce parcel delivery services, the party contracting with the delivery operator is
often a professional retailer and not a consumer. This makes the risk of information asymmetries
lower than if the contracting party would have been a consumer. As demonstrated above, regulation
and market developments already tackle the identified potential market failures in the postal and
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Public goods are goods or services for which consumption cannot be limited to paying consumers and for which consumption by one consumer does not reduce availability to others. As a result, public goods are not normally provided by the private sector because of the lack of or reduced profitability. See e.g. Stiglitz, J. E. (1988). Economics of the Public Sector, 2nd
ed, Ch. 3 and Ch. 5. W. W. Norton & Company.
“Whereas it is essential to guarantee at Community level a universal postal service encompassing a minimum range of services of specified quality to be provided in all Member States at an affordable price for the benefit of all users, irrespective of
their geographical location in the Community;” Directive 97/67/EC, §11
Stiglitz, J. E. (1988). Economics of the Public Sector, 2nd ed, Ch. 3. W. W. Norton & Company.
Just to mention a few most recent examples, see: https://postandparcel.info/123658/news/e-commerce/zedify-to-expandits-capacity-with-new-funding/; https://postandparcel.info/127261/news/freight/dhl-express-to-use-a-currently-untapped-access-route-into-london/; https://postandparcel.info/122608/features/innovation-features/delivering-a-greenerfuture-2/; https://postandparcel.info/122344/news/sustainability/dhl-ecargo-cycle-pilot-to-reduce-co2-emissions-by101000-kg-per-year/; https://postandparcel.info/126788/news/e-commerce/volansi-raises-50-million-to-acceleratedrone-delivery/; https://postandparcel.info/127842/news/sustainability/drone-technology-presents-a-vital-tool-to-enable-uk-ports/.
The asymmetric information market failure refers to the situation where one party in the transaction (buyer or seller) has
more or better information than the other concerning the transaction, leading to suboptimal market outcomes. See e.g.
Stiglitz, J. E. (1988). Economics of the Public Sector, 2nd ed, Ch. 3. W. W. Norton & Company.
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delivery sector. Policymakers and regulators have not brought forward any clearly identified additional market failures that would support additional regulation on top of the existing requirements.
It should also be noted that not all market failures are equally welfare reducing. For example, we
would expect concentrated market power with consequent high prices and low quality of service to
have a larger impact on consumer welfare than negative externalities.
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APPENDIX C

EVOLUTION OF THE RETAIL DISTRIBUTION
VALUE CHAIN WITH THE RISE OF E-COMMERCE
The development of the retail sector, driven by the growth of e-commerce, has brought changes to
the way that the retail distribution value chain is organised, see Figure 24
Figure 24
Evolution of the retail distribution value chain

Source:

Kayikci (2018) E-Commerce in Logistics and Supply Chain Management 237

In the 1970s, most retail stores were directly restocked by suppliers or wholesalers, there was thus a
one-to-one relationship between the supplier and retailer. A decade later, a new intermediary was
introduced in the form of distribution centres where suppliers centralised their stock. Around the
year 2000, e-commerce started its rapid expansion with some retailers operating only on the internet238, relying on large e-fulfilment distribution networks. Since then, the e-commerce supply chain
has continued its expansion into a large network that relies heavily on information sharing and intensive cooperation by its users.
237
238

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/314093962_E-Commerce_in_Logistics_and_Supply_Chain_Management
However, the share of retailers operating only on the internet is still small and most retailers operating online still achieve
most of their turnover through offline sales.
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The adoption of e-commerce has resulted in a more demand-driven delivery sector where receivers
(the final consumers) more and more determine the conditions for where and how products are
shipped.239 This has created significant changes within supply chains and has led to new business
models, technological solutions and overall greater efficiencies. A study by the observatory of contract
logistics at Politecnico Milano School of Management uses the word dynamism to describe the current situation in the supply of logistics services today. The dynamism of the sector is evidenced by the
many new business models based, for example, in software innovation.
This increasing complexity of e-commerce logistics, with more and more players operating a wider
set of activities in the supply chain, has blurred the boundaries of each step of retail distribution and
increased incentives for players to develop new services by integrating into new layers of the value
chain.

239

ERGP (2020) Report on Postal Definitions
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APPENDIX D

EXAMPLES OF RETAILERS INTEGRATING
UPSTREAM INTO LOGISTICS AND DELIVERY
Providers of marketplace services and online commerce have expanded the services offered along
the distribution value chain. Below we present some examples.
Wish, a fast-growing e-commerce marketplace, offers a program, Fulfilment By Wish, to sellers that
ship orders to North America and Europe.240 Wish also offers its Advanced Logistics Program (ALP)
is to improve seller logistics and overall customer experience through a unified logistics solution.
Sellers deliver ALP orders to designated warehouses in China and Wish then covers last-mile logistics.241
Zalando, one of the largest online fashion platforms in Europe, launched Zalando Fulfilment Services (ZFS) in 2017, giving fashion brands access to its logistics infrastructure and know-how.242 The
service includes storage in Zalando’s fulfilment centres, packaging, shipping and returns processing.243
eBay is another online marketplace making attempts to offer fulfilment services. In 2019, eBay announced its intentions to introduce Managed Delivery, a fulfilment service offering sellers storage,
packaging and shipping of their products.244 In late 2019, eBay also announced a new partnership
with Royal Mail to allow its UK users to track their orders.245
Alibaba, the Chinese e-commerce giant, is also integrating into both fulfilment and delivery logistics. Alibaba launched Fulfilment By AliExpress in 2011.246 Two years later, an Alibaba-led consortium founded Ciaoniao, a platform connecting e-commerce companies with players in the distribution chain to enable end-to-end solutions also including last mile delivery in certain regions.247
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https://merchantfaq.wish.com/hc/en-us/articles/360008121293-FBW-EU-FAQ
https://merchantfaq.wish.com/hc/en-us/articles/360045233973-Advanced-Logistics-Program-Overview-applicable-to-alldestination-countries-supportedhttps://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/zalando-allows-fashion-brands-leverage-its-logistics-capabilities-accessing-its-new
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/zalando-fulfillment-solutions-reaches-triumphant-milestone
This pilot appears to have closed in December 2019 without any announcements regarding an introduction or expansion of
the service. However, eBay still offers some fulfilment services today, for example in collaboration with Orange Connect in
Germany.
https://verkaeuferportal.ebay.de/versand/gewerblich/ebay-logistik#detail
https://www.ebayinc.com/stories/news/ebay-to-launch-managed-delivery-an-end-to-end-fulfillment-service-for-sellers/
https://www.ecommercebytes.com/C/blog/blog.pl?/pl/2020/2/1581003739.html
https://www.ecommercebytes.com/2020/01/28/ebay-to-roll-out-unique-integration-with-royal-mail/
http://fulfillment.aliexpress.com/, http://www.ecommercebytes.com/cab/abn/y11/m01/i19/s04
https://www.alizila.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Cainiao-Factsheet.pdf?x95431
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Shopify, a fast growing e-commerce platform enabling sellers to set up their e-commerce website,
has also created a Shopify Fulfilment Network in US and Canada. Shopify stores inventory close to
customers to enable fast and affordable shipping and allows businesses to manage business data by
tracking shipments, customer data and inventory levels.248 Shopify also has a partnership with Canada Post, which gives retailers with Shopify-powered online stores access to discounted shipping
rates and easy-to-integrate features.249
E-PRICE, sone of the largest e-commerce players in Italy, offers logistics services to sellers giving
them access to its Pick&Pay service250, where customers can buy online and pick up the product at
the closest affiliated store.

248
249

250

https://help.shopify.com/en/manual/shipping/fulfillment-services/shopify-fulfillment-network
https://www.canadapost.ca/blogs/business/ecommerce/selling-on-shopify-here-are-the-canada-post-features-availableto-you/
https://help.shopify.com/en/manual/shipping/setting-up-and-managing-your-shipping/enabling-shipping-carriers/canada-post
https://www.eprice.it/p/pick-and-pay
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APPENDIX E

EXAMPLES OF POSTAL OPERATORS THAT
INTEGRATED INTO RETAIL
Several European postal operators have experimented launching their own projects in e-commerce,
sometimes as joint ventures with other companies. By doing so postal operators were going one step
further than creating e-commerce fulfilment solutions to integrate into the retail space.
In 2018, the Portuguese postal operator CTT announced a joint venture with Sonae, a multinational
company active in retail, technology and other industries, to create an e-commerce marketplace.
The marketplace, Dott, was launched in May 2019 and by the end of June 2020, it had over a thousand registered vendors and 150 000 registered users.251
La Poste has created a marketplace focused on products that are complementary to the services already offered by La Pose such as envelopes, packaging and other office supplies. Sellers pay a subscription fee to join the marketplace and then ships orders using one of La Poste’s solutions. 252
In 2016, Swiss Post launched Kaloka.ch, an online marketplace for local specialist retailers and
manufacturers in Berne and Zurich. Even though he Kaloka project was stopped three years after its
launch, Swiss Post states that the platform brought valuable experience and insights from the interaction between marketplaces, products, customer needs and integration into logistics solutions,
which will be useful in the further development of Swiss Post’s services for online retail. 253
PostNord Danmark experimented with retail business model via the Danish website and app
ønskesky.dk, which allows its users to create wish lists and share them with friends and family.
Some products are also for sale on the website.254
Poste Italiane has also experimented with the creation of a generalist marketplace (Poste Shop) as
well as more vertical offers such as PosteSalute (focused on health products). 255

251

252

253
254
255

https://www.sonae.pt/en/media/press-releases/sonae-and-ctt-create-an-e-commerce-platform/
https://www.ctt.pt/contentAsset/raw-data/923380f7-f468-4851-9fa6-b83c8b6c953d/ficheiro/export/Relat%C3%B3rio%20Integrado%20Intercalar_1H20_EN%2031Aug20%20-%20Final.pdf
https://www.laposte.fr/recrutement-marketplace, https://blog.mirakl.com/fr/la-marketplace-la-poste-1%C3%A8re-marketplace-destin%C3%A9e-%C3%A0-lenvoi-dans-toutes-ses-dimensions
https://www.post.ch/en/about-us/media/press-releases/2018/swiss-post-to-close-kaloka-local-marketplace
https://xn--nskeskyen-k8a.dk/
https://www.assolombarda.it/governance/gruppi/ICT-servizi-imprese/informazioni/presentazione-v.-pompa-il-made-initaly-e-on-line-europa-cina-e-russia
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APPENDIX F

EFFICIENCIES OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION
IN THE ECONOMIC LITERATURE
The economic and strategic management literature recognises various efficiencies and benefits for
consumers linked with vertical integration. We classify them in 9 groups described more in detail
below.

Elimination of double mark-up
Vertical integration can lead to lower prices for end consumers if it eliminates double mark-ups (i.e.
margins). This efficiency from vertical integration only materialises if both upstream and downstream firms have market power.
The concept can be explained using a simplified example with two monopolies, one in the upstream
manufacturing market and one in the downstream retail market.256 The upstream firm adds a markup to its cost and sells its product to the downstream firm at a monopoly price. The downstream
firm also adds a mark-up to its cost and charges a monopoly price to end consumers for the retail
product. The downstream firm thus adds a mark-up to its cost, which already includes a mark-up
from the upstream firm. This type of situation, where monopoly prices are charged at more than
one stage of the value chain, is an example of double marginalisation.
If the two firms in the example were to merge, they would align incentives and the downstream firm
would acquire the inputs at marginal cost from the integrated supplier. Consequently, the integrated firm would only add one mark-up to its cost, eliminating the double-marginalisation problem. This results in lower prices for end consumers and higher consumer welfare. 257

Internalization of quality externalities
The actions of downstream firms have an effect on upstream firms and vice versa. This creates an
incentive for firms to free-ride on investments or efforts made by firms at other stages of the value
chain to improve the quality of the product.258 When firms share the benefits of an investment, each
firm is less interested in investing time and resources in product development compared to the situation where they can fully reap the rewards of such efforts.

We note that the extreme case is specific to pure monopoly, while the intuition remains applicable also for layers of value
chains where degrees of market power / pricing power are in place (i.e. price over marginal cost). In other words, referring
to the benefits of addressing the double mark-up inefficiency does not imply a premise of monopoly or significant market
power.
257
As lower prices increase the demand for the final product, integration also leads to higher joint profits than in the case of a
chain of monopolies.
258 OECD (2019) Vertical Mergers in the Technology, Media and Telecom Sector, p. 27.
256
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If a downstream firm makes an investment in quality improvements, this results in higher demand
for its products. However, the increased demand also benefits the upstream firm through higher input demand. The upstream firm thus benefits from higher profits without having incurred any cost.
This positive externality allows the upstream firm to free-ride on the investment made by the downstream firm. The downstream firm will not take the effect on the upstream firm into account when
making its investment decisions. Since the downstream firm cannot appropriate all the benefits derived from its quality improvement, this results in lower (sub-optimal) incentives to invest.
Vertical integration solves this problem by internalising the positive externality between the firms,
thereby removing the incentive to free-ride. The vertically integrated firm can reap more of the benefits from its investments or efforts and consequently has greater incentives to invest in product development at each step of the chain. This benefits the integrated firm but also consumers in the
form of a higher-quality and possibly cheaper product.

Elimination of inefficient input substitution
If a downstream firm uses several inputs to produce its product, it may be able to change the proportion of each input in the production process: there is input substitutability. Downstream firms
seek to combine input substitutes in the most efficient way. If one of the inputs is sold at monopoly
prices, the downstream firm will substitute away from that input.259
By vertically integrating with the upstream monopoly, the downstream firm can access the monopolized input at the marginal costs of production. This enables the downstream firm to combine inputs in a more efficient way. Vertical integration thus eliminates inefficient input substitution
caused by monopoly pricing in one of the input markets. Ultimately, this benefits society in general
since more efficient production generally leads to lower prices of the final product, which increases
consumer welfare.

Development of new markets
In emerging industries, the availability of necessary inputs is sometimes limited. Pioneer firms developing new products may require highly specialised expertise and inputs for which there is little
existing demand and a clear standard has not yet emerged. The emerging downstream demand may
not have sufficient scale to justify high initial fixed costs for a potential upstream entrant. Therefore, emerging firms are not always able to rely on functioning input markets. 260 Vertically integrating upstream can solve this problem by ensuring a reliable supply of the necessary input. 261

Procompetitive price discrimination

OECD (2019), p. 28.
Stigler, 1951. The Division of Labor is Limited by the Extent of the Market, The Journal of Political Economy, p. 188.
261 Bresnahan, T. F. & Levin, J. D., 2012. Vertical Integration and Market Structure, Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research, p. 29-30.
259

260
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Vertical integration may facilitate a certain form of efficient price discrimination.262 For example, an
upstream firm cannot sell inputs to downstream firms at different prices if the more price-sensitive
firm, buying the input at a lower price, can make a profit by reselling these inputs to the less pricesensitive firm. By vertically integrating with the price-sensitive firm, the upstream firm can sell its
input at a higher price to the price-insensitive firm and supply inputs to the integrated firm at marginal cost without worrying about reselling. The price-sensitive firm then gets access to the input at
a lower cost, which may lead to lower prices for consumers, improving consumer welfare.

Reduction of transaction costs and coordination gains
The economics of transaction costs is focused on the trade-off between organising processes internally and outsourcing them to the market by relying on independent third parties. According to this
stream of literature, the choice primarily depends on the costs of conducting transactions, e.g. the
cost of searching, negotiating, enforcing contracts and coordinating. Moral hazard and difficulties
in interacting with third party providers imply higher transaction costs and are consequently factors
that increase the benefits from vertical integration.263 Conversely, increased administrative costs is
key factor explaining why firms do not organise all processes internally. 264
In fast-changing, dynamic environments, disagreements between the transacting parties are more
likely to arise. Writing complete contracts, covering all possible contingencies and states of the
world, is impossible,265 and the incomplete nature of contracting places a burden on the efficiency of
bilateral negotiation, which is particularly heavy in uncertain environments.
Contracting costs are exacerbated for recurring transactions and long-term relationships. For longlasting contracts, considering possible future developments and capturing them in a contractual
agreement is difficult. In complex environments, contracts typically have a higher risk of failure,
which increases the efficiency gains from vertical integration.

Prevention of hold-up problem
As contracts are inherently incomplete and often difficult to enforce, they may carry a moral hazard
component, i.e. a risk that one of the contracting parties has the ability and incentives to not fully
commit to the contract. This may create a hold-up problem by discouraging firms from investing in
assets that are part of the joint production. The hold-up problem occurs if one of the firms fears that
the other firm will stop honouring the agreement, thereby leaving the first firm with a sunk cost that
it cannot recover.266
Investments customized for the joint production that cannot be used in any other context can be related with physical assets, human capital, intangible assets, dedicated assets (e.g. upfront invest-

Perry, Martin K. 1989. Vertical Integration, Handbook of Industrial Organization. Ed. Richard Schmalensee and Robert
Willig, Amsterdam: North Holland.
263 Kaplan, S., Schenkel, A., von Krogh, G. & Weber, C, Knowledge-Based Theories of the Firm in Strategic Management: A
Review and Extension, Academy of Management Review, p. 13.
264 Osterloh, M. & Frey B. S., 2000. Motivation, Knowledge Transfer, and Organizational Forms, Organization Science, p.
546-547.
265 Hart and Moore (1988). Incomplete Contracts and Renegotiation, Econometrica, 56(4), 755-785. Ketokivi and Mahoney
(2017), Transaction Cost Economics as a Theory of the Firm, Management, and Governance, Oxford Research Encyclopedia
of Business and Management, p.7
266 Joskow, P. L., 2006. Vertical Integration. Issues in Competition Law and Policy, p. 20
262
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ments made by a supplier only with the prospect to sell large volumes to a specific client) or a specific site (e.g. when supplier and buyer are located close to each other to minimize transportation
costs). Social welfare may be reduced if firms postpone and/or cancel investments because of the
abovementioned problems. Vertical integration solves these problems by aligning the incentives of
the firms, making a contractual agreement obsolete.

Benefits from economies of scope
Economies of scope essentially means that it is less costly for a single firm to produce two or more
products than it is for more specialized firms to produce them separately. That is, a firm can lower
its production costs by using the same inputs to produce several outputs.267
The two main channels through which vertical integration brings economies of scope are the sharing of indivisible assets and the elimination of redundant processes.268 The ability to share fixed and
sunk costs of physical infrastructure or training across the value chain contributes to lowering average production costs. However, vertical integration only brings efficiencies from economies of scope
if the markets for the sharable assets do not function efficiently. 269
Vertical integration often brings efficiencies by aligning manufacturing process improvements with
product design improvements.270271 It may also allow the elimination of certain activities from the
production process, such as packaging and transportation or encryption of personalised data.

Utilization of firm’s capabilities
Firms may decide to enter new markets or vertically integrate to leverage their superior internal capabilities and management competences. In this context, strategic management literature provides
theories where firms are seen as bundles of resources and capabilities, which explain their ability to
succeed in different business areas.
The first theoretical contribution in this literature was the Resource Based View of the firm (RBV) 272,
which explains a firm’s success by looking at its possession of a set of resources that are unique, valuable, rare and inimitable. These resources are the underlying factors driving a firm’s competitive
advantages. Competitive advantages in one stage of the value chain can also build on capabilities
and resources developed in other parts of the value chain.
A similar stream of literature is the Knowledge Based View of the firm (KBV)273, which sees the firm
as a knowledge system and links firms’ competitive advantage to its capabilities generated from
shared routines, technical skills, common language and firm culture. These capabilities are embodied by managers and employees and are shared within the organization, facilitating coordination
OECD (2019) Vertical Mergers in the Technology, Media and Telecom Sector, p. 31.
Ibid 267.
269 Teece, D.J., 1980. Economies of scope and the scope of the enterprise. Journal of economic behavior & organization, 1(3),
pp.223-247.
270 Also in this case, transaction costs theory can be used to explain the economies of scope derived from the better coordination of manufacturing and design processes.
271
Bresnahan, T. F. & Levin, J. D., 2012. Vertical Integration and Market Structure, Stanford Institute for Economic Policy
Research and
272 Penrose, E. T., 1959. The Theory of the Growth of the Firm. New York: John Wiley; Barney, J.B., 1991. The resource based
view of strategy: Origins, implications, and prospects. Journal of management, 17(1), pp.97-211.
273 Grant, R.M., 1996. Toward a knowledge‐based theory of the firm. Strategic management journal, 17(S2), pp.109-122.
267

268
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within the firm and helping it face a variety of challenges and uncertainties. A firm that possesses
superior know-how becomes more productive than other players in the market, which justifies its
choice to internalize certain operations in the value chain.
These theories rest on the assumption that the bundle of resources and capabilities are not easily
tradable and transferrable across firm boundaries. This type of capabilities may not be transferable
if they are the result of shared knowledge accumulated through regular interaction among employees. Moreover, specific managerial capabilities may not be transferable since the management authority itself defines the boundaries of the firm274.

274Bresnahan,

T. F. & Levin, J. D., 2012. Vertical Integration and Market Structure, Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Re-

search.
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APPENDIX G

EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND CONSUMER WELFARE
Table 9
Empirical evidence of the effect of vertical integration on consumer welfare
AUTHOR

YEAR

INDUSTRY

METHODOLOGY

FINDINGS

∆W

Levin

1981

Crude oil and refining

Panel regressions

•
•

Decrease in profits
Fall in profit stability

+

McBride

1983

Cement and concrete

Panel regressions

•

Fall in delivered price

+

Spiller

1985

Various

Cross-section
regressions

•

Increase in financial
gains
Decrease in systemic
risk

+

•

Helfat and
Teece

1987

Various

Difference in
differences

•

Decrease in systemic
risk

+

Anderson

1988

Electronic component sales

Cross-section
regressions

•

Fall in index of opportunism

+

Reiffen and
Kleit

1990

Railroads and terminals

Descriptive

•

No evidence of foreclosure of access to
railroad terminals

0/+

Kerkvliet

1991

Coal and electricity

Panel regressions

•

Increase in cost efficiency
Fall in monopsony
power

+

•

Muris, Scheffman and
Spiller

1992

Soft drinks and bottlers

Panel regressions

•

Decrease in retail price

+

Shepard

1993

Gasoline refining
and sales

Cross-section
regressions

•

Decrease in retail price

+

Rosengren
and Meehan

1994

Various

Event study

•

No foreclosure of unintegrated rivals

0/+

Waterman
and Weiss

1996

Cable TV programming and distribution

Cross-section
regressions

•

Evidence of foreclosure (fewer rival programs carried)

?

Snyder

1996

Crude oil and refining

Event study

•

Evidence of foreclosure

?

Ford and
Jackson

1997

Cable TV programming and distribution

Cross-section
regressions

•

Evidence of foreclosure
Decrease in program
cost

0

Iron ore and steel

Event study

No evidence of foreclosure

+

Mullin and
Mullin

1997

•

•
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•

Efficiency gains

Corts

2001

Film production
and distribution

Cross-section
tobit regressions

•

Fall in release date
clustering

+

Mullainathan
and Scharfstein

2001

Chemical

Panel regressions

•

Decrease in investment responsiveness

?

Chipty

2001

Cable TV programming and distribution

Cross-section
and IV regressions

•

Evidence of foreclosure (fewer rival programs carried)
Efficiency gains

+

•
Ciliberto

2005

Physicians and hospitals

Panel regressions

•

Increase in investment
in health care services

+

Jin and Leslie

2005

Restaurant chains

Panel regressions

•

Increase in quality
(health scores)

+

Hastings and
Gilbert

2005

Gasoline refining
and sales

Difference in
differences

•

Evidence of foreclosure of unintegrated rivals

?

Gil

2006

Movie distribution

Cross-section
regressions

•

Increase in movie run
length

+

Hortacsu and
Syverson

2007

Cement and concrete

Difference in
differences

•

No evidence of foreclosure
Efficiency gains

+

Evidence of foreclosure
Decrease in cost

?

Increase in film run adjustments
No evidence of foreclosure

+

•
Suzuki

2009

Multichannel television

Difference in
differences

•
•

Hanssen

2010

Motion pictures

Cross-section
regressions

•
•

Taylor et al.

2010

Retail gasoline

Difference in
differences

•

No significant change
in price

0

Forman and
Gron

2011

Insurance

Panel regressions

•

Increase in adoption
of information technology

+

Malik

2011

Pharmaceutical

Panel regressions

•

Development of new
product

+

Ataley et al.

2014

Various

Panel regressions

•

Increase in productivity

+

Baker et al.

2014

Hospitals

Panel regressions

•

Increase in price and
spending
Decrease in hospital
admissions
No analysis of quality
effects

?

No price change

0

•
•

Ashenfelter et
al.

2015

Beer

Panel regressions and event
study

•
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Austin

2015

Retail gasoline

Panel regressions

•

Decrease in price

+

Gil and
Warzynski

2015

Video Games

Panel regressions

•
•
•

Increase in price
Increase in quality
Increase in output

+

Koch et al.

2017

Hospitals

Difference in
differences

•

Increase in physician
hospital utilization

?

Crawford et
al.

2018

Multichannel television

Panel regressions

•

Decrease in price

+

Note:
Source:

∆W is the variation in consumer welfare. For studies that find no evidence of foreclosure, the variation in
consumer welfare is assumed zero or positive dur to potential efficiency effects.
OECD based on Lafontaine and Slade (2007) and Global Antitrust Institute (2018)
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